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Two young newspaper wat- 
chers Alison Fulker, left, and 
David Schalm, both in Grade 
5, division 6, Bankhead Ele-
4
HOW A NEWSPAPER IS BUILT
mentary School, Kelowna, are learning by this method 
show part of an in-depth study the many editorial processes 
on how a newspaper is creat- and terms that go into daily 
ed. They and their classmates publications. The teacher in
charge of ‘Daily Newspapers 
in Education’ is Mrs. E. E. 
Ashley. (Courier Photo)
.Edgar Snow Dies 
In Switzerland
EYSINS, Switzerland (AP) — 
Edgar Snow, the veteran Ameri­
can foreign correspondent and 
expert on China, died in his 
sleep early today of cancer of 
the pancreas. He was 66.
Snow had been ill for months 
u n d e r w en t surgery six 
is ago.
e journalist’s wife, son and
and daughter were with him at 
his home in this village over- 
looking Lake Geneva. Two 






Chou En-lai, had 
physicians in at- 
for the last two
Went to China in
1928 at the age of 23 and be­
came a correspondent for the 
Chicago Tribune in 1929. Eight 
years later, in his book Red 
Star Over China, he told the 
wd0d of the Long March in 
which Mao Tse-tung led the 
Chinese Communists to refuge 
in Yenan.
STOPS WORK
He became a personal friend 
of Mao, Chou and the other 
Communist leaders, anu for 
years after the Communists ex­
pelled Chiang Kai-shek's regime 
from the mainland and the U.S. 
government maintained Its alli­
ance with Chiang, Snow was the 
Mpnly non-Communist American
correspondent welcome in Pe­
king.
Snow’s illness forced him to 
stop work on a new book on 
China and to abandon prepara­
tions to cover President Nixbn’s 
visit to Peking next week for 
Life magazine.
He had hailed the announce­
ment last summer of Nixon’s 
visit as the beginning of a “new 
era of Far Eastern and world 
politics."
Snow last visited China in Au­
gust, 1970. He and his wife re­
mained for four months, and 
when he crossed into Hong 
Kong in December, 1970, he 
made news by scotching a per­
sistent rumor that Mao had 
died. Mao, he informed report­
ers, “is in excellent health and 
mentally alert."
In April, 1971, in an article for 
Life magazine, Snow revealed 
that “third parties” delivered 
messages from Washington to 
China assuring Peking of Wash­
ington’s “new outlook” on Asia, 
and quoted Mao as saying he 
would welcome a visit by Presi­
dent Nixon "either as a tourist 
or as a president."
The article was two months 
before the disclosure that Henry 
Kissinger, the president’s ad­
viser on national security, went 




LIBERAL, Kan. (AP) — 
Kathleen West, the interna­
tional pancake' race record­
holder, won the contest by 25 
yards Tuesday and also bet­
tered the time of her counter­
parts in Olney, England.
Miss West, a telephone op­
erator, set the record of 59.1 
seconds in 1969 and nearly 
equalled it on Shrove Tuesday 
with 59.5 seconds over a 415* 
yard course here.
The Olney leg of the race 
was run in a driving rain and 
howling wind; Ella Crouch 
was the winner in a time of 
one minute 10 seconds.
The race is believed to have 
started more than 500 years 
ago when a housewife, cook­
ing a pancake, heard the 
church bell ring and rushed 
off to the service carrying her 
skillet.
Olney accepted a challenge 
from Liberal in 1950 and it's 
been an international competi­







TORONTO (CP) — The CBC
Coal Running Short In U.K. 





police arrest kelowna youth Peterson Lashes Policies
AFTER HOME-MADE BOMB FOUND
An 18-year-old Kelowna youth, Richard Walter Serhan, 
was taken into custody by RCMP Monday night, following an 
incident on Orchard Drive involving a home-made bomb.
Police responded to a telephone call about 8:55 p.m. 
from a man who said his teenage daughter had been handed 
what appeared to be an explosive device. Upon investiga­
tion, RCMP discovered the device consisted of a plastic 
tube containing gunpowder, with a firecracker fuse at one 
end. Another one was found at the youth's home and he 
was subsequently arrested.
Charged with unlawfully possessing a bomb or similar 
device, he appeared before Judge R. J. S. Moir today and 
was remanded without plea until Wednesday.
Of Pushing French In West
Strike Snips
Air Travel
VICTORIA (CP) — The Brit­
ish Columbia government 
struck back at Prime Minister 
T r u d e a u’s “bigot” remark 
about Premier Bennett Monday 
by declaring that the province 
will challenge the federal gov­
ernment's equalization pay­
ments program in court.
Attorney-General Leslie Pe­
terson told the B.C. legislature 
■ the legal action is being taken 
to demonstrate that the prov­
ince is “fed up” with the treat­
ment accorded to B.C. by Ot­
tawa and to convince the fed­
eral government “that we do 
mean business.”
The equalization grants "vio- 
I late the provisions of the British 
North America Act—namely, 
that all provinces were to be 
treated equally after their entry
into Confederation,” Mr. Peter­
son said.
.LONDON (Reuter) — A grim 
learning that they may have 
only two weeks of power left 
greeted Britons today—the sixth 
day of cuts In electricity due to 
asniki. coalminers.
Co s 1-f I red plants produce 
about 75 per cent of Britain's 
electricity.
After Prime Minister Edward 
■|Ieath announced Monday night 
he would meet today with 
BMon nnd management chiefs, 
trade nnd industry minister, 
John Davie;, told Parliament 
and the nation of the harsh real­
ity of the situation.
“At present, with the stocks 
which are there and available 
for use, the anticipated endur­
ance of the electricity general* 
Industry is approximately 
two weeks at the present rate of 
consumption,”
At that time, he added, If 
there In no change in the situa­
tion, "the generating boards* 
capacity would be down to 
about 20 or 25 per cent of nor­
mal load.”
"If it were nt this level It 
would be sufficient only to keep 
services going.
IpThc clear Inference Is there 
would be no electricity for in­
dustry and the home at all.” 
And the certainty of being able 
to provide for essential services 
—such ax hospitals—"must lx-
regarded as pretty precarious,” 
le said.
Homes throughout the country 
again encountered recurring 
power cuts, from the slums of 
Glasgow to Buckingham Palace 
and the House of Commons. ,
A spokesman at the palace, 
whose primary resident, Queen 
Elizabeth. Is in Southeast Asia 
with her family, described It ns 
"a very cold palace indeed.”
In London today, the govern­
ment inquiry team headed by 
Lord Wilberforce will begin its 
public hearings Into the miners’ 
pay dispute. Iris expected to re­
port by the end of the weeK.
The miners’ union is demand­
ing a pay raise of $15.00 a week 
on top of the present pay of 
$40.40 and will put its case to 
the inquiry board today. The 
National Coal Board has offeree 
$7.80.
CBC Technicians 
Still Off Jobs 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
technicians remained off 
ORF job today |n four Saskatche­
wan centres, as well ns in Hali­




tttavo tbs ft» skfoa 
and tMck! .
today produced five minutes of 
television news film footage at a 
provincial inquiry “with a great 
deal of reluctance” after Judge 
Anthony Vannini said the pub­
lic’s right to information pre­
vails over the privileges of TV 
news editors.
The inquiry is investigating a 
battle between police and dem­
onstrators last Oct. 25 outside 
the Ontario Science Centre 
where Soviet Premier Alexei 
Kosygin was addressing a ban­
quet.
Judge Vannini ordered the 
CBC to produce the footage, 
shot during the demonstration 
by cameraman Martin Burke.
The. judge heard evidence 
from two CBC executives—Eu­
gene Hallman, vice-president 
and general manager of the 
public network’s English serv­
ices division, and Knowlton 
Nash, director of information 
programming for the English 
service.
In prepared statements, both 
executives expressed reluctance 
to produce the film, citing privi­
lege of news sources as their 
reason.
Mr. Nash said he was con­
cerned "about what we consider 
to be a highly dangerous 
abridgement of a free press in­
herent in the request for deliv­
ery of all film shot by the CBC 
during the demonstration.”
fence Secretary Melvin R. Laird 
of the United States said today 
that Soviet nuclear power Is 
growing taster than he had fore­
cast. He said a United States 
speedup in submarine-missile 
development signals the U.S. 
will to keep a strong retaliatory 
punch.
Other defence officials said 
the recent decision to push the 
undersea long-range missile 
system, or ULMS, also indicates 
to Russia It should not stall on 
agreeing to limit nuclear weap­
ons, 1 n c 1 u ding submarine- 
launched missiles.
An initial U.S.-Soviet nuclear- 
arms-limitation agreement is 
expected by May, but the Rus­
sians arc reported opposed to 
Including submarine-launched 
weapons until they overtake an 
American legd in this depart­
ment.
"The Soviet buildup is show­
ing even greater momentum 
than I projected in last year's 
defence report,” Laird told Con­
gress in his annual review.
Growth Forecast, 
In 'Subcultures'
TORONTO (CP) - Conadlan 
young people Will find jobs ns 
scarce for the next 30 years as 
they are today, says a Toronto 
lawyer who was a member of 
t|io federal committee on youth, 
Vincent Kelly, also a member 
of an Ontario commission on 
post-secondary education, said 
Monday the result will lie major 
growth In “d ro pout subcul­
tures” with young people refus­
ing to enrol In universities and 
colleges because even those 







By THE CANADIAN PRESS i
Amid conditions that have se­
riously affected Canadian air 
travel by causing delays of as 
much as four hours in flights, 
electrical technicians have re­
jected by an overwhelming 
margin a proposal that would 
have ended a 10-day strike.
Airlines were reported either 
cancelling flights or “consoli­
dating”—holding passengers
back from one flight and filling 
a later flight—as radar and 
other navigational aids were af­
fected by lack of maintenance. 
One airport, reported handling 
hourly a quarter the usual num­
ber of flights. , '
Bill Andreeff of Edmonton, 
president of Local 2228 of the 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, said Mon­
day his 2,200 members voted 
72.4 per cent against a media­
tion proposal on wage demands. 




"It is impossible to rationalize 
months and Prof. Simmons I the ‘equal-treatment’ principle 
proposal averaged out at 16 per with equalization grants to some 
cent over 28 months. governments. This is one of the
In Toronto, Patrick Carstens reasons why British Columbia 
of the IBEW dismissed the Sim- considers that equalization pay- 
mons proposal as "nothing but ments as we know them today 
a joke.’’ are not constitutionally valid,-”
“In the United States, techni- he ®aid- . . . . , .
cians get $18,000 a year,” he The grants are intended to 
said. “We’re not expecting par-
level out economic disparities 
between provinces.
SPEEDED UP
Outside the house Mr. Peter­
son said the legal action pro­
posal was accelerated by Prime 
Minister Trudeau’s remark 
about Premier W. A. C. Bennett 
during the weekend.
Mr. Trudeau told an Ontario 
Liberal convention Saturday 
that Mr. Bennett is a bigot who 
thinks there are too many 
French people in Ottawa, and 
“this great Canadian even takes 
the name Canada off the Trans­
Canada Highway in his prov­
ince. He doesn’t want Canada to 
be present there.”
The announcement of the 
court action was prefaced by a 
biting personal attack by the at­
torney-general on Mr. Trudeau.
“We’ve had enough sneers, 
we’ve had enough shrugs, we’ve 
had enough profanity from the 
present prime minister." Mr. 
Peterson said. “British Colum­
bia has had enough.”
He said Mr. Trudeau’s re­
mark was “the most unprece­
dented and unwarranted attack 
on a provincial premier by the 
prime minister of this country
i since Confederation.”
ity, but there isn’t such a differ- mi I Fl I <■ I < Af I" II I, >4 Termed Height uf folly
been on strike since Feb. 6 in a * - ■
said Monday: “We are prepared 
immediately to continue the 
talks. We would like to see a 
collective agreement signed, de­
spite the rejection.”
The employees seek a 23.7 per 
cent increase over 24 months, 
based on the average “working 
classification” annual salary of 
$10,000. A conciliation board 
suggested 15.5 per cent over 28
Warrant May Be Issued In N.Y
wage-contract dispute. They re- ■
jected Monday a mediator’s The B.C. attorney-general 
compromise settlement proposal also criticized Ottawa’s bilin- 
and there was no indication gualism policy, saying: “What’s 
today when negotiations be-| sb sacrosanct about the ■'ilin- 
tween their union, the Interna- gual program that we’re not 
tional Brotherhood of Electrical suppose to discuss it or criticize 
Workers, and their employer.it?”
the federal government, would He said the federal govern- 
resume rnent wants 60 per cent of . its
Air Canada, the country’s top ,50(? civil servants to be bilin- 
larsest commercial onerator gual in 19751 compared with 
15 per cent at present flights Of150 s?S12d deSS time’ which favored the employ- 
hires(from Toronto todhv affi m e n t of Francophones and 
50 were conceited ■’ closed the door to “u^ual 
50 were cancelled. English-speaking Canadians in
Other commerchl operators the federal civil service, 
also .cancelled some flights and “The majority of residents of 
all were reporting lengthy de- Western Canada do not speak 
lays in departures. Delays of as French and it is obvious that 
much as four hours were the they are placed in a decided 
rule Monday but by today, an disadvantage from entry into 
official at Toronto International the civil service or promotion 
said, these were cut to about an once they are in,” Mr. Peterson 
hour. _______________ | said.
' : “ He criticized the "useless and
For Author Irving's Wife
unnecessary expenditure of pub­
lic funds” needed to print all 
federal statutes and regulations 
1 in both languages in the same 
document.
BACKS SEPARATE VERSION^
It would make far more 
sense, he said, to print separate
'Now Paid Up'
OTTAWA (CP) — Manpower 
Minister Bryce Mackasey ac­
knowledged today that the Un­
employment Insurance Commis­
sion was nt least two weeks late 
In paying 2,032 unemployment 
insurance claims, It was less 
than two weeks late paying 
3,017 other claims.
He said in a statement that 
claims delayed for lack of Infor­
mation "were not being re- 
turned fast enough into the 
work stream after the Informa­
tion had been obtained.”
Mr. Mackasey said' nil de­
layed claims, now have been 
paid.
The minister ordered n na­
tionwide survey of all unem­
ployment Insurance claims Jan. 
27 after repeated complaints by 
claimants, MPs nnd others that 
payments In many caiea were 
weeks behind schedule. \
-Mr, Mncknsey vnrllor had de­
nied any major backlog of un­
paid claims) 1
Mr. Mackasey \snid the 5,079 
cases of late payments repre­
sented less than one per cent of 
the current load of claims.
He said a number of new 
steps have been taken to im­
prove the claims process. Com­
puter capacity and the number 
of telephones had been in­
creased and special expediting 
units had been established in 
major commission offices.
However, unemployment in­
surance was not welfare and the 
claimant must prove his entitle­
ment to benefits by meeting all
NEW YORK (AP) — Danish 
singer Nina van Pallandt, an 
acquaintance of author' Clifford 
Irving, was to testify before a 
federal grand jury today amid 
reports that a warrant would be 
sworn out for the arrest of Irv­
ing’s wife.
The reports Indicated that the 
Swiss envoy in Washington 
would dispatch an official here 
today to swear out a complaint 
against Edith Irving, 3fl, as the 
first step toward extraditing her 
to face charges of fraud and 
forgery,
Irving, author of the “auto­
biography” of billionaire How­
ard Hughes, has stated Hint his 
wife, using a passport in the 
name of "Belga R. Hughes," 
deposited in a Swiss bank 
$050,000 in royalty cheques In­
tended for Hughes.
Swiss authorities said she 
later withdrew the money and 
deposited some of It In another 
Swiss bank under another pseu­
donym.
, . .. , _. . French and English versions for
The latest issue of Time Mug" those who want them in one lan- 
azlne said Irving has admitted guage Or another 
hi? work Is a hoax and is willing Mr„ Peterson also criticized 
to plead guilty to fraud and per- fcderal pians to enforce billn- 
jury in return for leniency by guai ^belling requirements on 
the Swiss government toward au g00ds under federal Jurisdic- 
his wife, a Swiss citizen. yon by 1975.
DENY AGREEMENT l"1'0 I?1!?08® „Bb,llluBUi“Ln?n^
Swiss officials denied reports, however, they had entered nn| and packaging mHlioseJWestern 
agreement to drop bank fraud
producers who sell their goods 
primarily in Western provinces, 
or anywhere outside the prov« 
Ince of Quebec, is the height of 
folly,” he said.
Mr. Peterson said only two 
people out of every thousand 
B.C. residents speak only 
French, while five times as 
many speak neither French no! 
Engiisn. .
Feder al equalization pay-. 
ments are made to, the seven 
poorer provinces—all except 
Ontario, Alberta and British 
Columbia.
In 1972-73, these federal pay- 
ments will amount to $1.1 bil­
lion.
Under legislation to be Intro­
duced in the new session of Par­
liament opening Thursday these 
payments will rise to $1.6 billion 
in 1976-77.
Money for the payments 
comes out of general tax. reve­
nue, As one official explained 
Tuesday, a Newfoundlander . 
making $20,000 a year contrib­
utes as much in income tax to 
the equalization payments as a 
British Columbian making an 
equal amount. Thus there was 
no way to determine how much 
each of the wealthy provinces 
contributed. '
However, it is generally said 
that, in effect, the three wealthy 
provinces support the equaliza­
tion program, designed to put 
public services In the poorer 
provinces on the same basis as 
those In the wealthy ones.
conditions of the law nnd 
providing pll Ilie hdorinnlton 
quired. \
by
and passport forgery charges! 
against Mrs. Irving if her hus­
band went to jail,
Irving has said he met and 
taped conversations with 
Hughes on more than 100 occa­
sions, but a voice said to be that
Vallieres Goes Off To Work
While Awaiting Court Action
of Hughes denied ever knowing
Irving or authorizing the auto- MONTLAURIER, Que. (CP) 
biography,. — Pierre Vallieres went to work
Mrs. Pallandt, who was to be Monday as a $l)0-n-weck co-ordl- 
jolned In federal court today by nator of a federally-financed 
Ann Baxter, a scuba instructor winter, works project in this Ga- 
from Florida, appeared Mon-Unnau River valley town 75 
day, but did not testify due to a miles north of Ottawa.
clerical mlxup In which grand Vallieres, 33, awaiting trial In 
jurors were not notified of the Montreal on charges of counsel-
session.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Police Seek Vernon Bank Employee
VERNON (CP)—RCMP today Issued a warrant charging 
John Wayne Gelck, a 22-yenr-oId bank employee, with theft, 
of more than $53,000 from the bank where he worked. Police 
laid the charge after cash nnd an unknown quantity of travel­
lers' cheques were discovered missing since dosing time 
Friday. Gelck was transferred to Vernon from a Vancouver 
branch of the same bank earlier this month, police said.
FBI Seizes Russian UN Employee
NEW YORK (AP)—FBI agents have arrested n Russian 
employee of the Unlied Nationa on charges of espionage in 
connection with the solicitation of classified documents on 
the navy’s new F-14A fighter plane. He was Valery I. Marke­
lov, 32.
Soviet Envoy Ends Visit To Malta
VALLETTA (Reuter)—Soviet Ambassador Mikhail Sinir- 
novskr left Malta today after a surprise 24-hour visit during 
which ne had talks with Prime Minister Dom Mintoff. Their 
meeting brought speculation that Smirnovsky, ambassador 
to Britain nnd Malta, may have renewed n Soviet request 
to set up an embassy on the Island,
ling to kidnap and murder, Is 
one of five persons co-ordinating 
a door-to-door survey of prob­
lems related to tills area’s un-
employment rate, 25 per cent of 
the local Work force.
lie received judicial permla- 
Mon Feb. 7 to travel here from 
Montreal while ho awaits trial. 







the counselling case, 
Is appealing a man­
conviction In a lOflfl 
Ixirnblng death, for 
was sentenced to 30
f. 
A
months In prison; He also la ap­
pealing sentences totalling 17 
months for three conteinpt-of- 
court citations,
GOT 140,506 GRANT
The survey received a; $40,508 
federal grant under the Local 
Initiatives Program and .em­
ploys 21 workers besides the 
five co-ordlnators mainly from 
the ranks of local unemployed, 
The project runs to May 26.
Vallieres Is a self-proclaimed 
supporter of the separatist Parti 
Quebecois and a former sup- 




. .. several appeals
Hlii book, Wlilto Niggers of 
America, often was viewed aa 
the bible of the FLQ.
After five montha In hiding 
while out on ball, Vallieres aur- 
rendered Jan. 24 to police in 
Montreal,
Shortly before that, he pub­
licly renounced the violence of 
the FLQ end opted for the Parti 
Quehecola, which advocate* 
Quebec separation by demo- 
cratic means.
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!
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While rejecting suggestions 
that timing of the announce­
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opening wider the door for 
United States trade with China,
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DATE: Thursday, February 17, 1972.
PI,ACE: Kclowha Secondary School, Room W123-25.


































Greek-Cypiiots. , stration for failing to solve the
Peter Reibart returned from i problems of inflation and un-
OPENING STOCKS
VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices.
STAR IS WEDNESDAY






Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis SL
Moloche had been appro- 
hended on suspicion and put 




Mon.-Frl. 11:30 ».m,-l:30 p.m.
■ unchanged at .48 with 4.000i Asamera 3
shares traded. BP Explorations' 5.70
In the mines, Bathurst was!Canada Southern 5.75 
• 1he most active issue, up .19 an Cdn. Superior 41% 
• 51.45 on a volume of. 22,4(io! <■<•«. Hydrocarbons 12
> Seagrams rose % to $33%, ,iaV■Numae % to $14, Bank of Nova ^cs ,° n PL"
.Scotia % to $37,and Inco % to1 Woodwards A_ 267«
$32%.' ' ' ’
E. T. Canted, British Colum­
bia superintendent of insurance, 
say* in Victoria the legislature 
may be asked to amend the 
province’s no-fault automobile 
insurance legislation following' 
a B.C. Supreme Court ruling' 
that the person at fault in an ( 
automobile accident is liable; 
for damages the injured party 
cpuld claim under his own no­
fault insurance. "I would uiiak 
the present legislation would 
have to go back to the legisla-1 
ture,” Mr. Cantell said. He was 
commenting on a recent judg­
ment handed down by Chief 
Justice J. O. Wilson that the 
legislation did not in fact say 
a claim must be pursued un-‘ 
der no-fault provisions where! 
they applied. i
The Cypriot government of | 
Archbishop Makarios has re­
jected as “an unacceptable and 
humiliating ultimatum” 
a Greek proposal to calm com­
munal strife on Cyprus. The 
Greek proposal last week de-1 
manded that President Maka-' 
rios surrender to the United; 
Nations peace-keeping force a 
quantity of secretly-imported! 
Czechoslovak weapons and form i 
a coalition government includ-i 
ing the archbishop's chief rival.' 
Gen. George Grivas. Both arc
and there was about three feet ; 
of snow on the ground.
Commissioner James Smith 
gave assent Monday to a Yu­
kon Territorial Council ordin­
ance lowering the age of maj­
ority to 19 years from 21 effec­
tive March 1. The legislation 
means that persons 19 years of 
age and over in the territory 
now will enjoy such adult priv­
ileges as the right to sue and 
be sued, marry, divorce and 
deal in property.
A new Democratic Party 
member of the British Colum­
bia legislature urged the pro­
vincial government Monday to 
take a tougher stand on pollu­
tion by industries in B.C. Leo 
Nimsick (NDP-Kootenay) told 
the house that government pol­
lution control bodies continue 
to issue permits to industries 
in the East Kootenay area al­
lowing them “to pollute the 
streams and rivers to a cer­
tain level.” Continuing this 
practice "spells disaster” he 
said and industries such as 
Kaiser Industries and the Crest- 
brook Forest Products pulp mill 
at Skookumchuck should not be 
encouraged by the government.
vacation Sunday to discover! employment.
that thieves had broken into his I
Vancouver apartment and made! Two snowmobile operators 
■ off with some exotic loot. He died of exposure during the 
told police tiger and leopard/weekend after their machines 
skins and rugs worth . $4,000 broke down during a trip
had been taken together with a 
color television set, a $1,200 
stereo unit and two bottles of 
cognac.
Randolph Harding, New Dem­
ocratic Party member of the 
Commons for Kootenay West 
since 1968, was nominated in 
Nelson to again carry the 
party’s colors in the next fed­
eral general election. In his ac­
ceptance speech, Mr. Harding 
criticized the Liberal admini-
through the Nicola Valley near 
Merritt. Police said Patrick 
William Belway, 27, and Joseph 
Morris Taylor, 28, both of Mer­
ritt, set out Saturday for the 
Aspen Grove area 12 miles to 
the south. Their bodies were 
found Sunday. Police said one 
machine apparently broke 
down, forcing both men to ride 
the second, which also broke 
down a short time later. Tem­
peratures were well below 
freezing in the area at the time
TORONTO (CP) - Industrial 
and western oil issues edged 
moderately higher while prices 
in other sectors of the Toronto 
stock market edged lower in 
• moderate mid-morning trading 
today.
The industrial index was up 
.39 to 197.57 and western oils .80 
■ to 212.95. Golds were down .20 
to ,176.08 and base metals .03 to 
,85.54.
Volume by 11 am. was 
■711,000 shares, compared with 
623,000 at the same time Mon­
day. .
1 However, declines outnum­
bered advances 124 to 95, with 
221 issues unchanged.
Beverage, oil refining, mer­
chandising, pipeline, communi­
cation and industrial mining 
stocks posted moderate ad­
vances as 10 of the. industrial in­
dex’s 17 s u b-g roups moved 
higher.
Banking; general manufactur­
ing, steel, real estate and cheni- 
teal issues edged lower.
Bow Valley was up I to $28%, 
"Weston % to $17%, Asamera %
•to $19%. Imperial Oil % to 
>$30%, Husky Oil % to $15% and
Home “A” 
Hudson Bay Oil 
















Nixon Meets China Expert DEATHS
Ciirinar And Gets 2-Stage Briefing
■ I I WASHINGTON (AP) — After China, Presidential Press Secre- Sh a n g h a i, arriving M
auA Am* Inrv Hnnald T* ‘ ZifHPlri* sniri? r-k nt
shock. Police said four men 1 
would be charged with offences 
including assault and kidnap- । 
ping.
Prime Minister Trudeau, con­
cerned about the effects of the 
proposed Rhodesian settlement, 
has sent his special assistant, 
Ivan Head, to three neighbor­
ing countries to study the sit­
uation. Sources in the prime 
minister's office said Monday 
that Mr. Head, who returned to 
Ottawa last week, also carried 
personal requests from Mr. 
Trudeau that none of the three 
countries — Nigeria, Tanzania 
and Zambia—would walk out of 
the Commonwealth over a 
Rhodesian settlement.
In Del Rio, Tex., Frenchman 
Michel Siffre descended into a 
limestone cave Monday and 
began a six-month hibernation 
in the interest of science. The 
33-year-old speleologist hopes 
to prove that after "a period 
beyond time”—divorced from 
watches, clocks, daylight and 
all other clues to the passage 
of time—man adapts naturally 
! to a 48-hour lifestyle.
Health Minister John Munro 
will announce new programs in­
volving methadone and am­
phetamine use later this week, 
his office confirmed Monday in 
Ottawa. The announcement is 
expected to be based on pro­
posals in the Jan. 26 report of 
the LeDain Commission on non­
medical use of drugs.
Four Peruvian half-castes 
shouting "racist” burst into the 
Peruvian consulate in Genoa, 
Italy, Monday and tried to rape 
the consul, Mrs. Eda Merino 
Reyno, 31, police reported. 
Three sailors and a student 
studying in Genoa were later 
arrested after a secretary in­
side the consulate broke away 
from his captors dnd let in po­
lice. The consul, who is white­



































tary Ronald L. Ziegler said.:
President Nixon has received a 1 
two-stage briefing from a 
French intellectual who knows • 
the Chinese leaders Nixon will : 
meet next week.
An 80-minute meeting with 
Andre Malraux and a private 
White House dinner for him 
Monday night came as spokes­
men sketched a rough itinerary 
for Nixon's week-long China 
visit.
Included are a series of meet­
ings with Communist leaders, a 
round of four banquets in three 
cities and sightseeing trips to 
the Great Wall and other 
Chinese shrines.
Nixon leaves Thursday on the 
first leg of his journey. .
A few hours before greeting 
Malraux, the White House an­
nounced Nixon was taking steps 
to place China on the same 
trade footing as the Soviet 
Union and most other Eastern
"We hope the People's Republic j 
of China will be receptive to 
this step. ... We hope they 
would welcome this additional 
step forward in opening up 1 
trade."
HEAVY MACHINERY
Basically, Nixon’s actions 
allow the export to China of 
such U.S. products as locomo­
tives, construction equipment, 
industrial chemicals, internal 
combustion engines and rolling 
mills.
Ziegler, outlining a , “very 
rough itinerary" said the presi­
dent will use Chinese-built lim­
ousines in China 'and will fly 
from Peking to Hangchow in an 
airplane supplied by the Chinese 
government—the first time he 
will have used a hon-U.S. air­
craft during his extensive trav-
Monday,
Feb. 21 and on to Peking, arriv-
ing at 11:30 a.m. Monday 
(10:30 p.m. EST Sunday).
Nixon .will have a series of 
meetings; with Premier Chou 
En-lai, and possibly Mao Tse- 
tung. Ziegler said these will 
dominate the five days Nixon is 
in Peking.
Un Feb. 26, the American del­
egation will fly to the resort city 
of Hangchow. There they will 
take a boat tour and attend a 
banquet-before flying Feb. 27>to 
Shanghai for an industrial exhi­
bition and another banquet. 
They leave Feb. 28 on the re­
turn trip to Washington, stop­
ping at Anchorage, Alaska, for 
refuelling.
*
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Calgary—Ernie Bowness, 9I,_ 
one of the leaders In the devcMp 
opment of Alberta’s power and 
gas utility systems. -
London, Eng.—Lord Sieff, 82, 
president of the multi-miUion 
dollar Marks rind Spencer de­
partment store chain and * 
leading Zionist, who joined the 
firm in 1915.
PLANS HEARING
VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
British Columbia Environment*^ 
Council said Monday it has been
told that the provincial govern­
ment will hold a public hearing 
on plans by B.C. Hydro to build 
a power line through a nature 
park In suburban Richmond. 
The Richmond council, which 
requeued the hearing, says the 
line would be an eyesore.
els.
The president, Mrs. Nixon ar.d 
the official party of 13 White 
House and state department ad­
visers leave Thursday for Ha­
waii, where they will spend two 
nights and one day before head­
ing on to Guam.
From Guam, Nixon will fly to
KOKO CLUB





Nor. Ctl. Gas 13%
Oshawa Wholesale 13% 13%
Cassiar Asb.
Dynasty
■were mixed in moderate open-, 2r‘\nc*licn 
ing trading on ’the Vancouver! °n 
Stock Exchange today. First-
hour volume was 379,392 shares.iSherritt..Gordon
■ Among industrials, Imperial. J’"10 1 oll't
;Mincs was up .20 at $3.45 on a ^'acei‘ '
IL , volume of 9.800 shares. , ’’•LS
L In the oils, Albany Oil was Aquitaine
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AFL President George Meany, 
77, accused major Democratic 
presidential candidates Monday 
of helping the enemy in North 
Vietnam through their political 
criticism of President Nixon’s 
peace efforts. “I don’t believe 
that Senator Edmund Muskie 
(Dem. Me.) or any of these 
other candidates are conscious­
ly aiding the enemy," Meany 
said in Miami Beach. "I do, 
however, agree with the theory 
that the things they’re doing 
are aiding the enemy."




12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. — TOPLESS 
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pany's lawsuit seeking an ac­
counting of, and share in, the 
proceeds from construction and 
operation of a kraft pulp mill 
at Prince Albert was dismis­
sed Monday by Justice Irving 
H. Saypol in New York Supreme 
Court. “Lack of credibility, 
particularly in the plaintiff’s 
main witness, compels rejection 
of its case,” Judge Saypol rul­
ed, in accepting a motion for 
dismissal made by Parsons 
and Whittemore Inc. of New 
York. The plaintiff was Sask 
River Forest Products Ltd., 
and its main witness was D. 
Keith Malcolm, now of Vancou­
ver, Sask River president.
Mr. Justice Eugene Marquis 
is to render judgment today on 
a defence motion to have the 
list of jury candidates in the 
Jacques Rose trial redrawn on 
the basis that it “discriminat­
es against 80 per cent of the 
Quebec population,” because it 
excludes women and the poor. 
Rose, 24, is charged with kid­
napping Pierre Laporte, late 
Quebec labor minister, in Octo­
ber, 1970.
Entertainer Dean Martin filed 
suit for divorce Monday in 
Hollywood from former model 
Jeanne Reigger, his wife for 22 
years. According, to court re­
cords, Martin, 54; listed “ir­
reconcilable differences” as 
grounds for the. divorce, known 
as a dissolution of marriage un­
der California law.
LONDONDERRY (Reuter) — 
Relatives of the 13 persons who 
died in Northern Ireland’s 
"Bloody Sunday” two weeks 
ago will boycott a British gov­
ernment inquiry into the inci­
dent because it is “neither inde­
pendent nor impartial.”
The relatives met Monday 
night and issued a statement 
afterwards saying they would 
not co-operate “in any way” 
with the inquiry by Britain’s 
lord chief justice, Lord Widg- 
ery.
Widgery opened preliminary 
hearings Monday in Coleraine, 
28 miles from Londonderry. He 
will begin, formal hearings next 
week to determine exactly what 
happened when the 13 died after 
shooting broke out during a civil 
rights protest march in London­
derry Jan. 30.
“We want an inquiry—an in­
ternational one,” the relatives 
said through their spokesman.
James Wray, father of one of 
the dead, said:
“No one can convince me that 
a brigadier of the British Army 
is a suitable person to investi­
gate the conduct of the British 
Army,” he said.
Widgery served in the army 
during the Second World War.
The British Army has been 
blamed by people in Northern 
Ireland with starting the shoot­
ing in which the 13 were killed. 
But the army maintains the sol­
diers were fired on first.
A bank and three shops were 
damaged in six bank blasts in 
Belfast, but there were no inju­
ries.
The Irish Republican Army 
claimed responsibility for the 
bombing of a hotel in London­
derry in which the best man at 
the wedding was seriously in­
jured when he was shot in the 
face.
A man found shot to death, 
hooded and gagged near ihe 
border with the Irish Republic 
Sunday was identified Monday 
night as a private in the British 
Army.
He was Thomas McCann, 19, 
of the Royal Army Ordnance 
Corps, who had been trans­
ferred to Northern Ireland on 
compassionate grounds last 
year so that he could be near 
his widowed mother, who lives 
in Dublin.
In London, Prime Minister 
Edward Heath and Wilson will 
meet today to discuss arrange­
ments for inter-party talks on 
Northern Ireland.
i Europe's Defence Experts
Refute Complaints From U.S
8:00 p.m.—Dine and Dance to Ihe music of WALLY 
ZAYONCE and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 
plus two floor shows nightly featuring 
“SUZZETTE MONIQUE” and 
‘TAPS” HARRIS.
When in Vancouver Stay at the
BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12TH & KINGSWAY VANCOUVER, B.C.
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252
Telex 0454335


















HULL, Que. (CP) — City cor­
oner Luc Laroche ruled Monday 
that Constable Fernand Bcr- 
trarid was shot and killed Jan. 8 
by an unemployed ex-convict 
who later shot himself.
Dr, Laroche said Gilles Mel- 
oche, 23, killed the 32-year-old 
Hull constable, then himself, 
with a revolver found near the 
body of ihe former In .the back 
of a police paddy wagon.
Captain Yvon Theriault, a bal­
listics expert from Montreal and 
one of 12 witnesses to testify 
said that the bullets which 
killed the two men came from 
the revolver found in the paddy 
wagon.
Constable Alain Marion of the 
Hull force said he fired five bul­
lets into the side of the police 
van about 10 minutes after 
heal ing two shots Inside the ve­
hicle.
BRUSSELS (AP)— European 
defence experts say they are 
tired of United States com­
plaints that they are not doing 
enough. They are convinced 
they are pulling their weight— 
and more—in the joint defence 
effort.
One European government 
has prepared figures to show 
that the U.S. military outlay 
this year will be 30 per cent less 
than two years ago in real 
terms—that is, allowing for in­
flation. The same figures show 
expenditures by the West Euro­
pean allies rising 6% per cent in 
that period. ■
Lord Carrington, Britain's de­
fence secretary, recently 
pointed out that according to 
U.S. defence department fig­
ures, European members of the 
Atlantic alliance provide 90 per 
cent of the ground troops, 80 per 
cent of the sailors and 75 per 
cent of the ground troops, and
75 per cent of the airmen in the 
European theatre.
European troops cost much 
less to maintain ; than Ameri­
cans.
A Belgian conscript, for ex­
ample, gets 50 francs a day, or 
81.13, Most American soldiers in 
Europe get at least. $10 a day, 
and many a good deal more.
This is one of the main rea­
sons the United States spends 
more on its forces in Europe 
than the entire defence budget 
of any other member of the alli­
ance. The 310,000 U.S. troops in 
Europe cost up to $14 billion a 
year to maintain. The next big­
gest defence spender in Europe 
is West Germany, which spent 
about $8 billion last year. 1
Europeans contend it is unfair 
to make comparisons out of dol­
lars spent. Americans, despite 
t h e i r international economic 
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You can get a healthy' 
tax deduction with a 
Registered Retirement Savings Plan, 
And put money aside for 
your retirement.
Call Royal Trust and find 
out all the details.
PANEL MEMBERS
Chief Noll Dcrriksnn of the \ycstl>nnj< Indlnn Council; Panel Chairman, 
Mr. W, .1. Munsell, Executive Director of Ihe Union <il B.C. Indian Chiefs, 
Mnlii Speaker.
Miss Deanna'ktei ling, Indian Counsellor, School District 23, ,
( Chief Ailaiii Eneas of Hie Pcnticlnn Indian Coiiik il,
Mr, Jim Caineion>of the Drparlment of Indian AHnirs., ' >
UOMPi AIXING AND LISTEN TO A PANEL .COMPOSED ENTIRELY OP' NATIVE 
INDIANS DISCUSS WHAT IS WRONG WITH HIE POSITION OF THE 
INDIAN TODAY, AND TO SUGGFRT CHANGES FOR THE FUTURE.
Other offices VunCouicr and VictoriaServing Kelowna — 
Every Day at
261 .Bernard Ave, 762-^11
Royal Trust §]
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loops-Jasper), compact snow, 
plowed, sanding,
Stanley R. Sufcllffe, of Kelow­
na, woh remanded to March 27 
for trial on a charge of driving 
with n blood-nlcohol level ex­
ceeding /»8 per cent.
GAYE HAYES IN CHILDREN’S SECTION 
• .. no space is available
salary ?
Anawcr Yc«i. Each employ- ‘ puichnser and vendor aie con- 
jr muit deduct Uie required I cerned.
By ROBERT CAMPBELL I Since 1955, the first brie! 
Courier Staff I stated, when the present library 
(premises were initially occn- 
Okanagan Regional Library
Library Operation
Grown Out Of Space
REID WITH FLOATING SHELF 
. trying to make more room
Vegetable Forum Hears 
Well - Known Economist
The annual Vegetable Grow­
ers’ Forum will be held in the 
Peach Bowl, Penticton, Feb. 16, 
with registration starting at 8:30 
a.m.
The forum is organized by the 
Interior Crop Improvement As­
sociation, assisted by the B.C. 
department of agriculture.
i Featured speaker at the forum 
will be Sister Mary Thomas 
More, economist of Holy Family 
College. Manitowac, Wisconsin. 
Sister More is a farm-meeting 
^speaker much in demand in the 
7U.S. and Canada. ■
Her phrases are punchy — 
"Farm Power—that’s the name
of the game” — was one used 
last month as she spoke to the 
5th annual meeting of the Ore­
gon Potato Growers.
"You’ve got to have clout," 
she said. Without defining the 
word in so many other words, 
she continued: “If you have 
clout you can bargain with any­
body!”
Sister More’s experience as a 
specialist in the field of social 
science gives substance to her 
talks — which are usually with­
out the use of notes — and which 
have earned her the respect of 
seasoned farmers and market 
men of the continent.
Bicycle Safety Rodeo Plans 
Organized By Kiwanis Club
'. The weekly dinner meeting of 
[the Kelowna Kiwanis Club 
Monday formulated plans for 
their first Kiwanis Bicycle Saf­
ety Rodeo.
Tentative date for the rodeo, 
which will be held at Orchard 
Park Shopping Centre, is March 
31, Good Friday.
Participants will be boys and 
girls in two age groups (7-10 
and 11-13) and attending school. 
The overall Homer Robinson 
Trophy will be top prize and 
, certificates of safety will be 
given to all drivers who pass 
safety test.
Those failing will have ,the 
opportunity to try again in 
April. Tests will be conducted 
and judged by the local de­
tachment of the RCMP.
Entry fee for drivers will be 
by pledge cards similar to the 
walkathon held last year in the 
city by Kiwanis and Teen Town. 
Proceeds from the rodeo will 
go towards setting up an an- 
_ nual scholarship at Okanagan 
y College and will be called the 
Homer Robinson Scholarship in 
honor of the late Homer Rob­
inson who was a member oi 
■ Kiwanis at the time of his 
death and a strong supporter
of the Kelowna and District 
Safety Council.
Guest speaker for the even­
ing was Geoff Evans, senior 
instructor for the Outward 
Bound School at Keremeos. Mr. 
Evans outlined the operation 
of the school with slides show­
ing all aspects of the 26-day 
courses. 1
The school originated in Eng­
land in 1932 and there are 
schools operating in Scotland 
and Ireland. The Keremeos 
school is the first in Canada 
and started in 1969 with two 
courses in the summer months. 
It has now expanded into year 
round 26-day courses.
The slides showed students 
mountain climbing, canoeing, 
search and rescue, skiing and 
survival. All instructors are 
experts, fully trained in outdoor 
activities and there is one in­
structor to every group of 10.
Mr, Evans said that the 
school does not belic”e in the 
old saying, ‘the fittest and 
strongest, survive.’ He feels 
anyone can complete the course 
if they have desire.
Funds are obtained from tui­
tion fees and donations from 
foundation groups in Canada, 
U.S. and Britain.
Marketing is one of the main 
themes of the forum in Pentic­
ton. Weed control is another 
major topic.
Meanwhile various groups 
connected with agriculture will 
be represented at the 50th 
annual meeting of the Canadian 
Horticultural Council Feb. 21- 
23 in Ottawa.
Attending will be John Duncan 
of Penticton nrp»!'’-* n- ” 
Tree Fruits Ltd.; W. B. Powell 
of Summeriaiiu, 
tive member; I. F. Greenwood 
and Jack Gerein, BCTF general 
manager and production mana­
ger; Allan Claridge of Oyama, 
president of the B.C. Fruit 
Growers’ Association; D. W. 
Mepham of Osoyoos, BCFGA 
executive member; Nigel Tay­
lor, B.C. Fruit Board chairman; 
Bill Barkwill, representing a 
food processing company; Lion­
el Valair of Vernon, Interior 
Vegetable Marketing Board; 
and Warren Williamson of Osoy­
oos, Okanagan Federated Ship­
pers. ,
How to encourage Canadians 
to eat more fresh fruit and vege­
tables will be one. of the main 
topics. The 1972 object is ,to 
boost consumption to 400 pounds 
a person. This means one pound 
a week more for each person, 
according to agriculture de­
partmentfigures. ,
It is expected the council, to­
gether with the Canadian Fruit 
Wholesalers' Association, will 
establish a promotion and 
marketing division. The associa­
tion voted for the council at the 
annual meeting in Toronto this 
month.
Agricultural legislation, 
marketing, research and produc­
tion will also be considered.
More than 400 people are ex­
pected to attend. More than 75 
Canadians who have contribut­
ed to the welfare of . the industry 
will be honored following a din­
ner with food from all provinces. 
Federal agriculture minister 
H. A. Olson will speak.
Retiring president is D. F, 





the National Farmers' Union 
was discussed at a meeting 
today in Lakeview Heights.
Fruit grower Charles Pes- 
chek, who described himself 
as "one of the most vocal 
protestors,” organized the 
meeting at his Lakeview 
Heights home. It was to have 
been addressed by Roy At­
kinson of Saskatoon, NFU 
president, who is in B.C. at 
present.
Mr. Peschek said the 
branch would be for all farm­
ers, but especially fruit grow­
ers. He estimated there are 
100 farmers in the area.
"We, must have national 
protection,” said Mr. Pes­
chek. “I want to get politics 
away from the B.C. Fruit 
Board.”
The B.C. Fruit Growers’ As­
sociation rejected the idea of 
a union at its convention in 
Penticton last month.
The NFU has had a branch 
in Armstrong for about 60 
years. Mr. Atkinson spoke 
there Monday.
The union is regarded as a 
radical organization, staging 






While no plans can be made 
yet for rebuilding the Royal 
Anne Hotel, the owners have 
been talking with architects and 
others concerned with construc­
tion, it was announced Monday.
The 66-year-old hotel was de­
stroyed Dec. 13 in one of the 
worst fires in the history of Kel­
owna. The beer parlor, located 
behind it, was not damaged ex­
cept by smoke and water.
Vern Hougen, partner with 
Vern Boehlke in the hotel, said 
they might not know for six 
months about rebuilding plans. 
The B.C. fire marshal’s office
and insurance companies are 
still investigating.
Meanwhile, talks have been 
held about requirements if a new 
hotel were built there, Mr. Hou­
gen said. For one thing there 
would have to be more parking. 
The old building had 75 rooms 
and 12 parking spots. Now hotels 
need about one parking spot for 
each room.
“But plans mean nothing if 
we don’t get the money to re­
build,” added Mr. Hougen. “If 
we get into an argument with 
the insurance people, we might 
as well sell the property.”
Briefs Presented To Council 
Describe'Urgent Situation'
headquarters at Kelowna is i 
literally growing out of its book i 
jacket, city council was told at I 
a closed meeting Monday. 1 
Two formal briefs pin-pointing 
cramped facilities, increased 
book stocks and readership and 
estimated minimum require­
ments, were presented by li­
brary board chairman, William 
Halina. The briefs had been 
circulated to council three weeks 
ago, but heavy city agendas 
have precluded their presenta­
tion until now.
Purpose of the briefs, entitled 
Kelowna library premises and 
library headquarters facilities, 
was to "bring to council's atten­
tion the urgency of the situation 
in the hope the matter will be 
given early. consideration."
Accompanying Mr. Halina at 
the meeting were regional li­
brarian Peter Lofts, board vice- 
chairman Aid. Mrs. H. A. Gil­
christ of Coldstream and board 
accountant Robert Gore.
Although the in-camera ses­
sion was closed to the press at 
the last minute, contents of the 
briefs were released to the press 
by city hall today.
pied, "there has been a tremen­
dous increase in library busi­
ness.” Reader registrations and 
book circulation itself "have 
both increased over 100 per 
cent," the petition added.
Reference and information 
sections have expanded from a 
shelf of two or more books in 
1955 to 576 volumes in 1971, the 
brief emphasized.
In 1955 there was little or no 
magazine provision, while in 
1971 the library had subscrip­
tions to 67 separate periodicals. 
Book stock in the first year of 
operation was about 8,000 vol­
umes, compared with a jump of 
25,000 books in 1971, or an in­
crease of more than 200 per 
cent.
The brief, added there had 
been a small increase in space 
in the children’s department in 
1961 when the half-floor addition 
to the building allowed a "re­
shuffling” of departments, and 
. the children’s department en­
joyed an increase in space of 
• 400 square feet. However, the 
t area was "quickly swallowed 
: up” by stock and did nothing to 
> alleviate the problem in the 
I adult department.
For the benefit of readers 
with income tax return troub­
les, the Courier continues its 
scries of tax tips from the 
Penticton branch of National 
Revenue.
This section begins with 
some of the most asked ques­
tions on the Canada Pension 
Plan.
Questton—I am sclf-cinploy- 
td and my earning are less 
han my personal income tax 
•xcmptlons. Cun 1 contribute 
io the Cunadu Pension Plan?
Answer—As a self-employed 
person, if you earn over $800 
in the year you are required to 
T; file a T1 General tax return 
and make the required contri­
butions to the Plan.
Question—Is a firmer requir­
ed to innke Canada Pension 
Plan deductions from the wag­
es paid to farm help? \
Answer—Deductions for the 
Canada Pension Plan must bo 
made from all wpges paid for 
ilarni labor, provided (he ‘>n»i 
"ploycc has reached the age of 
18 and has not reached the age 
of 70, and has received cash 
wages of $250 or more and has 
also worked for 25 days or 
more diking the year for this 
employer.
Question--1 Intend to change 
jobs, nnd my employer Ims al­
ready nmdc all the Canada 
Pension Plan deductions 1 will 
be required to pay this year. 
Will my new employer still lie 
M required to make Canada Pen- 
’••Ion Plan deductions from my
contributions from each eligible 
employee regardless of what 
ha s been deducted for Canada 
Pension Plan by any other em­
ployer during the year. How­
ever, you may claim a refund 
of any overpayment you have 
made, when you file your in­
dividual Income Tax Return.
Question—Are Canada Pen­
sion Plan contributions compul­
sory?
Answer—Yes. The employer 
must deduct the required em­
ployee’s contributions and re­
mit the amount together with 
his matching contribution to the 
Department of National Reven­
ue, Taxation. Self-employed 
portions must pay Canada Pen­
sion Plan contributions in In- 
stalmcnts in the same manner 
ns income tax payments, The 
aforementioned Is not nppllc- 
able If the worker is under 18, 
70 or over or has n disability or 
retirement pension payable to 
him under the Canada Pension 
Plan or the Quebec Pension 
Plan,
Question—What Is the In­
come tux situation if I sell hind 
with standing crop?
Answer—If the agreement 
sjieclfies an amount for the 
.standing crop, that amount is 
I income to the vciidor ami an 
expense to the purchaser,\ If 
the agreement docs not spec­
ify an amount for standing 
crop, then no portion of the 
selling price is attributable to 
the standing crop its far as the
Pedestrians in this community 
appear to be committed to be­
coming a traffic statistic, One 
motorist travelling to the Glen- 
more Elementary school on 
Monday evening on Bernard 
Avenue encountered some 15 
pedestrians in the area between 
Glenmore Street and Highland 
Drive South. Although the 
streets were slippery and visi­
bility poor, only one pedestrian, 
a young girl in her early teens, 
walked on the left side of the 
road facing traffic. The others, 
some in dark clothing, some in 
groups of two and even three 
abreast, all walked on the right 
side of the road-contrary to 
safety council rules and com­
mon sense.
Hiring
Alleged hiring of a suspected 
FLQ leader by a federal gov­
ernment agency was condemn­
ed at a meeting here Monday.
Pierre Vallieres, charged 
With conspiracy in the 1970 
kidnappings of Quebec labor 
minister Pierre Laporte, who 
was murdered, , and British 
trade . commissioner James 
Cross, was hired to work in 
Quebec.
At a meeting in the Odd Fel­
lows’ Hall on Richter Street, 
about 100 persons decided to 
send a resolution to the federal 
government protesting the ap­
pointment, The meeting was 
called by the Canadian League 
of Rights,
Patrick Walsh, a Quebec res­
ident, is league research direc­
tor.
Tlie league was started' five 
years ago. A small action group 
was established in Kelowna 
last year. Meetings are held 
every t,wo weeks at the homo of 
chairman Leonard Saunders.
A former Progressive Con­
servative MP for Okanagan- 
Boundary said Monday he had 
not decided whether or not to 
seek the candidacy in a federal 
election expected to be announ­
ced soon.
Judge David Pugh of Pentic­
ton, who represented the rid- 
ing for 10 years, was named a 
provincial court judge after his 
defeat in 1968. He said he would 
have to resign as judge if he 
were elected.
Bruce Howard, also of Pen­
ticton, the Liberal who downed 
Judge Pugh, was nominated 
last year as a candidate.
A former Social Credit MP, 
now a Conservative, has indi­
cated his wish to return to the 
house. Bert Leboe of Peach; 
land, formerly of Prince 
George, represented Cariboo 
riding for several years.
The Conservatives are plan­
ning a nominating convention 
soon. ..
Recent pronouncements by 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett have 
apparently had little effect on 
Fred Stevens of Rutland, presi­
dent of the provincial Socred 
association. He does not feel 
there will be a provincial elec­
tion soon.
Winter tires and chains car­
ried are recommended by the 
B.C. Department of Highways. 
Road conditions at 8:30 a.m. 
today:
Eraser Canyon, raining, wet, 
watch for rock on road.
Cache Creek-Kamloops, light 
snow, some slippery sections, 
sanding.
Kamloops-Revclstokc, one to 
two inches of new snow, plowed, 
sanding and salting.
Kogers Pass, three and a half
People are getting fed up with 
the umisqiiliy hard winter 
weather here that they want to 
see pictures of sunnier areas. 
About 200 of them crowded into 
tho Capri Motor Hotel Monday 
night to see films about Britain 
and Europe. They Were present­
ed by two local travel agents 
and two airlines. \
Members \>( B Squadron, 
British Columbia Dragoons, 
spent Inst weekend on nn exer­
cise in the North Glenmore 
area. Commanded by Lieut. J, 
A. Hush, they learned patrol­
ling, ..winter survival and other 
hings. Thin was a prelude to 
,hc winter warfare course next 
month nt Churchill, Mnn.
DOLLAR UP..
NEW YORK (CP I—Canadian 
dollar up 1-64 at 99’4 in terms of 
US, funds. Pound sterling down 
7-6$ at $2.59V
Two Penticton residents, Vio­
let Horvath and Signe Schar- 
stroin, received minor injuries 
in a single-cnr mishap Monday 
afternoon on Highway 97 south, 
near Alpine Helicopters. An es­
timated $400 damage was done 
to the car involved, driven by 
Eva Elizabeth Lainb, also of 
Penticton. '
In another, accident Monday 
afternoon, about $300 <\nmage 
was done .to cars driven by 
Samuel Voiscy, of Kelowna, and 
Lambert Schmaltz, of Rutland, 
when they were in collision at 
the corner of Ethel Street and 
Harvey Avenue.
A single-car accident early 
Sunday morning on Bouchcrie 
Rond caused an estimated 
$1,000 damage - to a vehicle 
driven by William Gerald Ger­
man, of Kelowna, There were 
fio injuries.
An accident Sunday afternoon 
on Juist Mountain Hoad, near 
Wcxtbank, involving cars driv­
en by Albert Brandon, Keith 
Haskins and Victor Smith, of 
Summerland, and Harry Weins, 
of Penticton, caused nlxiut $750 
damage. Tlicie were no injur, 
ics.'
To Meet
A special general meeting of 
the Kamloops-Okanagan Dairy­
men's Association Thursday in 
Armstrong will discuss the 
present milk situation.
, President Stan Cross blamed 
the B.C. Milk Board for the 
situation which, he s/iys, "will 
cost, farmei’S thousands of dol­
lars and, In the long run, can 
only increase the cost of milk 
to the housewife" If not resolv­
ed soon. He called op B.C, agri­
culture minister Cyril Shelford 
to enforce and revise milk 
board regulations passed in 
1965.
"We have been working at 
tills five yearn or more, and 
the events we predicted arc 
occurring," he continued, "Im­
mediate action is Imperative If 
a viable Okanagan dairy indus­
try is to, survive.”
inches of new snow, plowing and 
sanding. Still snowing.
Allison Pass, three inches of 
new snow, snowing lightly, 
plowing and sanding.
Princeton-Penticton, one to 
three inches new snow, plowed, 
sanding.
Osoyoos - Grand Forks, two 
inches new snow, plowed, sand­
ing.
Salmo-Crcston, sever inches 
of new snow, plowing and sand­
ing, Watch for caribou three 
miles east and west of Summit.
Blueberry - Paulson, three 
Inches new snoiy, plowing and 
sanding.
Okanagan Highway 97, com­
pact snow; slippery sections,
sanding and salting.
Highway 33, compact 
plowing, sanding.
Monashcc, compact 




Winter returned to Kejowna 
with (our inches of snow at, the 
airport and three inches of 
fresh snow in the city, low to­
night about 30, Mainly Cloudy 
with slight rain or wet snow 
expected for Wednesday, with 
n high near 40 and a low of 30. 
Monday’s high . nt the nlrport 
was 33 with a low of 28, while 
Kelowna's high and low was 42 
and 25.
The brief said the increased 
book stock in the adult depart­
ment up to now had been handl­
ed by placement of "small 
island stacks in the open area." 
This, while helping to accom­
modate extra books, "did noth­
ing but aggravate the space 
problems as far as readers 
were concerned," he added.
With improvement in supply 
of reference and periodical 
material, there was "still 
greater need for more tables, 
chairs, reading and study 
areas.”
The brief indicated that Li­
brary Development Commission 
in Victoria had published basic 
minimum standards which could 
now be used “to measure the 
extent to which our facilities 
fall short of a reasonable level 
of public service." The library 
board suggested a five-year plan 
"to achieve a two-books-per- 
caplta collection throughout the 
library area,” adding the cur­
rent per capita figure was about 
1.3 books,
"So it can be seen there is 
considerable room for stock ex­
pansion at the regional level," 
the brief stressed.
. "For this reason, we urgently
request consideration of an ex­
pansion program for tile Kei- 
owna branch library,”
Based on a population figure 
of 20,500, the brief stipulates 
estimated minimum require­
ments for library expansion at 
a floor area of 5,000 square feet, 
with shelving space for another 
5,000 square feet, and a book 
stock of 41,000.
Currently, the library has a 
book stock of 25,000, with floor 
and shelving space of 2,720 and 
3,000 square feet respectively.
The brief points out since 1955, 
reader registration jumped from 
6,435 to 12,000, with a total book , 
circulation increasing from 102,- 
000 to 232,401 in 1971, 
Growth is also reflected in 
reference material which jump, 
ed from 50 volumes in 1955 to 
576 currently, with periodica! 
subscriptions now 67 from noth­
ing in 1955.
The submission notes no ac­
count has been taken in popula­
tion and book stock figures for 
increases in population since the ' 
board felt in the event of large 
Increases, a study should be 
made of the possibility of con- 
structlng sub-branches through­
out the city area.
Substantiating expansion with 
statistics, the second brief point­
ed out total regional circulation 
increased from 371,000 annually 
in 1055 to 708,000 In 1970, a rise 
of more than 100 per cent,
, Hook requests also took a 100 
per cent jump from 8,494 In 
1955 to 20,000 In 1971, with new 
volumes purchased and pro-
’ cessed rising another 100 per 
cent from 9,000 in 1955 to 20,000 
in 1971.
To handle the increased load 
the brief emphasizes, Kelowna 
i library staff increased from 10 
people In 1955 to 23 in 1971, 
another 100 per cent hike.
The expansion work "has 
taken place with little expansion 
in premises and work space," 
The half-floor addition to the 
building in 1901, while It went
Lt .-Col. J. P. Harrison, of 
Kelowna, commanding officer 
of 472 tactical helicopter squa­
dron, was one of three men in­
jured Monday when their heli­
copter crashed diiriiig a train­
ing exercise at Canadian Forces 
Base Petawawa.
Lt.-Col. Harrison, 46, the pilot 
of the aircraft, is reported jn 
satisfactory condition in the 
base hospital nt Pctnwnwn, 
along with CpI, Wllllnin H. Per­
kins, of Caprcol, Ont.
Capt, Gary Mulder, '30, of 
Beachvlllc, Ont., lost ah arm 
In the crash and was transfer­
red by air from the crash site, 
to the Canadian Forces Medi­
cal Centre in Ottawa, where he 
la reported in satisfactory con- 
dition.
IN COURT
Maidlc Ann Aimes, of Prince­
ton, charged with * obtaining 
money through false pretences 
from n Kclmyna firm with whom 
she was employed, wim remand­
ed to April jft for trial,
Jamck Sidney Wilkinson, of 
Kelowna, was fined $200 arid 
prohibited from driving for one 
month after pleading guilty to a 
charge of driving with a blood- 
alcohol level exceeding ,08 per 
cent,
"some way toward relieving," 
the situation at the time, was 
concerned "more with the pro- 
vision of, a larger board room 
and art gallery-film space 
rather than the day-to-day needs 
of the headquarters operation." 
The brief said demands from 
branch libraries, throughout the 
area from. Mica Creek to 
Osoyoos "are of the magnitude 
that can no longer be adequately 
and efficiently handled with our 
present headquarters facilities." 
The brief concluded with tho 
hope elty fathers "will glva 
consideration to the twin prob­
lems of shortage of space, both 
In the Kelowna branch and the 




flight damage resulted from 
a bhize Monday afternoon at 
the Marahall-Wcllfl store on 
Bernard Avenue, , fire chief 
Charles Pettinan reported. It 
wan caused by a short circuit In 
electilcfil wiring.
The store in next to the' site of 
the Royal Anne Hotel, destroyed 
In December by one of the big­
gest fires Jn tho city In many 
years. 1
An optical Illusion resulted 
In firemen liclng called to tho 
Knox Clinic on,Glenmore Street, 
Cardboard boxes were being 
burned In the incinerator behind 
the building. Someone noticed 
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Drug Is Found To Reduce 
Non-Fatal Heart Attacks
A drug used to lower blood-fat lev­
els has been found to reduce signifi­
cantly the number of non-fatal heart 
attacks in men.
age age of 37.2 years, was added to 
the study as a matched comparison 
group to determine the rate of non- 
fatal heart attacks in men of this age.
More dramatic differences in heart' Drs. Louis H. Krasno and George
J. Kidera of United Air Lines’ divi- attack rates arc shown in the interim
sion of clinical research report effects results the researchers report on the
of the drug, elofibrate, in this week’s second and third groups.
i$sue of the Journal of the American ' . Among younger men who received 
Medical Association. elofibrate, the rate of heart attacks
■ Their study involved more than 
3,000 men, but the report regards as
most conclusive the findings on an in­
itial group of 1,068 men with an 
average age of 47.5 years.
Among these men, 1,001 did not 
have known heart disease and 67 did. 
The group was divided into two parts 
—those in one received elofibrate 
capsules four times a day, those in 
the other remained untreated for the 
first 39 of the 63 months covered in 
the report.
The rate of non-fatal heart attacks 
among treated men are 1.89 per 
1,000 a year. For those who did ndt 
receive the drug initially it was 6.6 per 
1,000.
They then studied a second group 
to determine whether there was any 
advantage in starting the drug ther­
apy at an earlier age. The 1,169 men . 
in this group had an average age of 
37.8 years and were studied for fewer 
than three years.
About a year later, a third group, 
consisting of 1,047 men .with an aver-
was .64 per 1,000 a year. Among 
those who did not receive it the rate 
was five per 1,000.
Clofibrate apparently had'little ef­
fect on death rates from heart dis- - 
case in cither the treated or untreated 
men. During the study, six treated 
men died from heart disease and eight 
untreated men died.
Among men with high blood-fat 
levels, the researchers found that elo­
fibrate apparently was just as effect­
ive in reducing heart attack rates 
whether the men showed no reduction 
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more complete reduction. . One ot the most shocking dev-
None of the men in the study with elopments in modern times took
normal blood-fat levels developed any 
t evidence of heart disease, regardless 
' of whether or not they received the 
drug.
Since the heart disease rate was 
lowered regardless of the effect of 
elofibrate on the blood-fat levels, the 
researchers said the drug may be hav­
ing effects which are not yet under­
stood.
place in Ottawa Feb. 15, 1946.
A special squad of RCMP ar­
rested 12 men and two women 
in their homes in a pre-dawn 
raid and placed them in cus­
tody where they were held “in­
communicado” for some time.
beyond belief, but RCMP be­
gan protecting him when Rus­
sian agents tried to force Gou­
zenko to return to the embassy.
When Prime Minister Mac-.
kenzie King learned about the 
situation, he went to Washing­
ton and told President Truman,
Self-Destruct Wrapper
(Victoria Colonist)
In Britain, the number of unem­
ployed passed the one-million mark 
this month, and the announcement of 
the fact touched off an angry uproar 
in the House of Commons, with the 
Opposition chanting to Prime Minister 
Edward Heath, “Out, out, out.” Per­
haps Mr. Heath could use the services 
of a Barnett Danson.
The more-than-a-million British un­
employed constituted 4.3 per cent of 
the work force.
In Canada, the December season­
ally-adjusted unemployment rate was 
6.2 per cent.
Mr. Danson, who is parliamentary 
press secretary to Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau, does not find this 
level acceptable. But he suggests that 
Canadians should redefine their think­
ing and be prepared to accept a rate 
higher than traditionally acceptable;
The press secretary does not say 
what should be acceptable, nor what 
he thinks has been acceptable, but he 
hints at his notions: the present level 
is unacceptable, “but I think it will be 
brought down only a little,” and the 
present method of measuring unem-
ployment makes the achievement of 
the formerly acceptable rate of three 
to five per cent unlikely, he says.
Again he does not say by whom 
five per cent has been acceptable— 
certainly not by the jobless, surely not 
by many Canadians, but perhaps by
Mr. Trudeau and his 
Anyway, Mr. Danson’s 
onward and upward.
Age Of Colonialism Scars
The age of colonialism left 
scan on the Chinese soul, 
and the men of Pekinr stUl 
speak of China as a 
“wronged party.” This is 
another in a series , of arti­
cles depleting some of these 
events.
open to foreigners for ware­
houses and homes. The gates 
swung wide open thereafter.
For Chin a’s intellectuals 
1895 brought a deep psychol-
a n 11 -f o r e i g n rampage of
bombing,. burning and killing. 
The fever swept North China.
Military-forces of the colo­
nial powers joined to suppress; 
the uprising of the Boxers, as 
they were known to Western-
By WILLIAM L. RYAN 
AP Special Correspondent 
' There was a time when the 
ruler of the proud Celestial 
Empire' could insult the bar­
barian foreigner with impun­
ity.
George III, the British king 
who lost the American colo­
nies, got a lesson also in 
Chinese diplomacy. The BriU 
ish, eying prospective profits, 
hungrily courted China. They 
were told they must be willing 
to kowtow—bow to the throne 
—and pay tribute. Besides, 
Chien-lung wasn’t much inter- . 
ested.
The last of the great Man-
ogical shock. A modernized 
Japan humbled China in a 
brief war, seizing Taiwan and ers’ The foreigners took over 
other Chinese islands. China’s Peking, and decided to punish
first military defeat by an China severely by exacting an
Asian neighbor left a perma- indemnity of $333 million to be 
nent bitter taste. paid to the British, Japanese,
All that—frustration, un- Germans, French, Russians 
and Americans.
The • Boxer rebellion 
marked the beginning of the 
end for the Manchus. 
DYNASTY ENDS
The empress died in 1903. A 
regency ruled for Pu Yi, two- 
year-old nephew of Kuang- 
hsu, but the end was at hand 
for the Ching Dynasty, after 
nearly 260 years of rule.
Dr. Sun's Kuomintang revo-' 
lution inherited a’ torn and 
bleeding country in 1912, even
equal treaties, lopsided con­
tests, abuse and humiliation 
—nourished revolutionary 
movements. ’
One was organized by Sun 
Y a t -s e n, an American-edu­
cated physician. Eventually 
his movement would become 
the Chung Kuo Kuo Min Tang •






The Kuomintang based it­
self on Sun’s “three principle? 
of the people.” This meant 
Han nationalism to rout the 
Manchu rulers and foreigners 
alike, economic development 
through socialism, and “peo­
ple’s democracy."
as Europe pushed itself to- ' 
ward its own cataclysmic con­
flict.
, Dr. Sun stood aside and sup­
ported Gen. Yuan Shih-kai, 
. who had been a strong flgurm 
in the Ching Court, as presill 
dent: of the republic. Yuanx 
tried to make himself the first 
Han bmperor since the Mings, 
but was soon deposed. He died 
in 1916, -
Again the pattern of history 
repeated: Contending gener­
als became warlords and 
squared off for civil war. Sin- 
kiang and the Mongolias de- /T 
manded independence. Riot­
ous tumult and bloody confu- 
sion rocked the ancient land.
chu rulers wrote George III 
as if instructing a poorly tu­
tored princeling. To permit a 
British representative at his 
court, he wrote, would be 
“contrary to all the usage of 
my dynasty.”
"Our ceremonies and code 
of laws, O King,” he told 
George, “differ so completely 
from yours that even if your 
envoy were capable of acquir­
ing the rudiments of our civi­
lization, you could not possi­
bly transplant our manners 
and customs to your alien 
soil.”
EUROPE UNKNOWN
Until a few centuries ago. 
China knew next to nothing of 
Europe apart from a few 
traders and the handful of 
missionaries who were intent 
upon converting the “heathen 
Chinese.”
Allied with diehard anti-re­
form elements, the Empress 
Dowager Tzu-hsi staged a 
coup in 1898, ousted Emperor. 
Kuang-hsit and, with.the 
power in her hands, launched 
a violent propaganda cam­
paign for the destruction of all 
foreigners. The exhortations 
fell on receptive ears.
An organization of youths, 
mostly p e a s a n t s, calling 
themselves the Fists of Right­
eous Harmony, went on an
Irritants Now Developing Moreand then to Britain where he 
informed Prime Minister At­
tlee. The development was so An act of the Ming Dynasty 
serious that the two prime min- —some might consider it a 
isters then went back to Wash- historic blunder—started it ' 
.. .... . ingtpn and conferred again all.
desperately trying to get all the with President Truman al­
though the real reason for their
Later it was revealed that 
they had been co-operating with 
a Russian spy ring which was
information it could about the 
atom bomb and. other high ex­
plosives.
One of the people captured in 
the raid was, British scientist, 
Dr. Alan Nunn May, who had
meeting was kept secret.
OTHER EVENTS ON FEB. 15: 
1625—Champlain became vice­
roy of Canada.
Out Of Doldrums Over Losses
Late in the 16th century the .
Mings permitted Portugal to Canada-U.S. trade differences
establish a concession on the 
South China Sea at Aomenkow 
below Canton. Macao, as the 
Portuguese still call it, was
the germ that three centuries
been taking part in nuclear re- l^^uits were grantedland . 
search in Montreal' and Chalk 17S1 a gi?n of coloniallsm.
River Ont 1781—Canal was completed to l,
The' raid was shockins be ^YPass Cedar, Cascades and tury China again was a huge 
Coteau rapids on St. Law- empire extending from Cen-cause it led to the revelation 
that Russia, Britain and the
U.S.A, were not going to con-
tinue being the great allies 
they had been during the war. 
It marked the beginning of the
course leads "‘cold war.”
rence river.




As time goes on, he says, we afe 
finding we can produce more and 
more with fewer and fewer people:
“What we regard as unemployment 
should be defined in new terms.”
Ah, yes. If we cannot accept eight 
per cent presently, perhaps we should 
be satisfied with seven per cent; and 
then if we cannot accept nine per cent, 
. eight per cent should smOothe our 
ruffled consciences—hard as it may 
be on our pocketbooks.
Although ordinary people 
were shocked, the Russian spy 
system had been known to pol­
itical leaders in Canada, Bri­
tain and the U.S.A, since early 
September., Igor Gouzenko, a
cipher clerk in the Russian em­
bassy, had defected and fled to 
the offices of the Ottawa “Jour­
nal” with evidence of the spy 
ring that he had carefully col­
lected for more than a year. At 
, first his story seemed to be
Ottawa.
1881—CPR obtained charter.
1889—Manitoba militia supres- 
sed a riot in North Dakota.
1910—Canada and Germany 
signed trade agreement.
1926—CNR inaugurated service 
between Kamloops and Kel­
owna, B.C.
1940—Trans Canada Airlines 
established service from 
Moncton, N.B., to Vancou- .
' ver. . ' ,
1965—Maple Leaf flag was rais­
ed at a ceremony in Ot­
tawa.
OTTAWA (CP) — Only a few government will go, making di 
months ago, Trade Minister sure capital-needy provinces -Y" 
Jean-Luc Pepin was describing aren’t cut off from development 
funds. <
Another meeting between Mr. ’ 
Trudeau and President Nixon .•
as a “balanced package of irri-
tants.”
Blit those irritants appear 
now to have developed into a
_______ war of attrition, possibly made' 
later produced a raging conta- more inflammable by the fact
Come to think of it, if Prime Minis­
ter Heath had a Barnett Danson, he 
might face a jeering, finger-pointing 
Opposition shouting something even 
than “Out, out, out”—andstronger 
with the 
hind it.
mass of public opinion be-
Britain's Jobless Soars
(Penticton Herald)
Hi^h on the list of problems in 
cleaning up the environment is what 
to do about non-dcgradablc plasties 
that resist erosion, water and sun­
light and thus may litter roadsides, 
fields and parks for years and if 
picked up may cause even greater pol­
lution if burned.
In Canada, a group, of scientists 
working with the National Research 
Council has produced a plastic bread 
wrapper that will self-destruct. Their 
effort is commendable, but more im­
portant is how they managed it.
The plastic era was launched sol­
idly in 1935 by an accident in which 
polyethylene was produced when the 
apparatus being used in an experiment 
failed. The self-destruct bread wrap­
per was not an accident hut the by­
product of research in a different dir­
ection.
Dr. David Wiles had been working 
on polypropylene Io prevent its slow 
degradation due Io sunlight. Various
antioxidants were used and a great 
deal learned over some four years 
about the nature of polypropylene de­
gradation. So when the demand came 
for self-destruct plastic wrappings, the 
solution came easy because basic re­
search had been done.
Commenting on the fact that fund­
amental research can turn up more 
than one useful application, Dr. Wiles 
said, “There’s nothing to show that, 
if we had been given the mission four 
years ago of inventing a sunlight-des­
tructible plastic, we could have done 
this any sooner or better."
The polypropylene discovery is 
only the latest of such unexpected 
findings in the long history of science. 
It illustrates the danger of cutting 
back on basic research work. The
advocates of assigning new priorities 
to science will wind up defeating 
themselves if efforts to achieve fun­
damental understandings of the envir­





Mr. and Mrs. C, R. Bury of Sussex, 
England, on n world, tour, visited Mr. 
Bury's brother nnd sister-in-law, Mr. 
. nnd Mrs. R. G. Bury of the Bclgb dis- 
trict. They visited the Orient via the 
S.S; Chlisun of the'P Ik 0 Unes. They 
leave for « trip across Canada pnd on 
to New York to board the S.S, Sylvania 
for their rcttirn trip to England.
(I'roiit Courier Piles)
20 YEARS AGO 
February 1952 
Three hundred people attended 
organization meeting of the Social 
<lit langue of B.C. In the Orchard
. fill acicquntcly the place vacated by the 
late Judge Swanson,
40 YEARS AGO 
February 1932
East Kelowna Notes: The Boys’ Gym 
, Club, of twenty members, put on a 
splendid program al the hall, The club, 
organized two years ago by Mr, Holland, 
In now being carried on by Joe Znuch- 
ner assisted by W. and J. Wilcox. An 
the rcHult of the display the equipment 
is now paid for. ,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CLEAN SIDEWALKS indifferent, that we lack pride
Sir: in our English language to pro-
I would like to make an ap-. test? If this is. so, then we. de­
peal, through your valued col- serve to be restricted in the 
umns, to Kelowna residents to use of a language which I be­
have a little more consideration lieve we should be proud of.
-------------- ’ J. A. MacPHAILfor pedestrians in general and 
elderly people, in particular, by
clearing their sidewalks.
The sidewalks along two of 
our main arteries, Abbott and
Pandosy Streets, are a dis­
grace and in some places dan­
gerous for old people.
Gore Street is an example 
of what can be done. True it is 
only one block long, but the 
sidewalk is clear and dry from 
end to end.
If Gore Street residents can 





English spoken here, perhaps, 
sounds foolish, btit is it?
Our jxrstal system is being 
used to tell the world that 
French is Canada's dominant 
language. If you doubt this try 
and find a Canadian postage 
stamp, of recent years, that 
pqstes is not printed thereon, 
mid what about our letter car­
riers? Are their shoulder tabs 
not printed in French.
1 Our penitentiary guards anil 
such were forced to submit to 
the demand that French tabs be 
worn above those In English,
It is a fact that, English- 
speaking Canadians arc being 
taxed to spread the French 
language nt home nnd abroad,




In view of recent discussions 
regarding the taxing of church 
property, and with due defer­
ence to our city mayor and his 
councillors, may I be permitted 
to give a few ideas on the “con” 
side.
It seems that the reason why 
church buildings were, in the
first place, exempted from tax­
ation was because they are 
listed as “non-profit" organiza­
tions. This may be illustrated 
by a few comparisons. The 
busiest part of town where 
there is the most traffic is 
where the shops, the banks, 
and other profit-making busi­
nesses are located, They make 
up their financial statements 
every year under the basic 
features, of “Income, less ex­
penses’ and less taxes, equals 
profits." But the churches have 
only two main headings, the 
first being u list of church ex­
penses, with no earned Income 
at all—It being necessary that 
the expenses be covered, by 
free will donations from those 
who are willing to support the 
church, and wlio arc already 
paying taxes.
On a visit to the Maritime The Individual taxpayers may 
provinces it was apparent that bn grouped into two classes, 
those who do not siipixn’t anywhere control was in the hands
of the federal government, 
French was the dominant, pre­
ferred language,
Whv all this down-grading of 
the English language? Is it 
that our present government 





Club Speaker wus Orvis Kennedy, na­
tional organizer, W. A. C. Bennett 
M.L.A., iipokc briefly, Hugh Shirreff was 
chairman of the\ meeting, Mr. Bennett, 
referring to the howltal Insurance 
ttcheme, advocated making It non com­
pulsory.
30 YEARS AGO 
Fcbhisry 1912
11)4 llonor Judge J, R Archibald, 
newly appointed County Com t Judge 
for Ynle. won welcomed by His Wm ship 
Mayor McKay on behalf of the city. A 
full delegation of Kelowntv barrister^ 
were present to extend their congratula­
tion*. Judge Archibald expressed lit* 
pleasure nnd nt/ited that he Imped to
,50 YEARS AGO 
February 1922 
(iutlaniL Notes: The travelling library 
, is nt the home of Mr, William Gay nnd 
Ixxik lovers m e urged to make more use 
of the excellent rending to lie obtained






in the, community for





by I hr 
1 Inline,Kelowna in the Opera 
the Hospital, was the most 
Mii-eessful dance of the season, The 
attendance was nlxiut 300. The dancers 
footed it out to about ? a.m., to excel­
lent music suppllcil by Mr. H. T, Boyd. 
Decorations । and refreshments wore ex-
R. P. MncLonn 
Publisher and Editor 
Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays at 
492 Doyle Ave,, Kelowna, B,C. 
by Thomson B,C, Newspapers 
Limited,'
Second, clnHs mail registration 
nuinlxir -0832.
Member Audit Bureau of Cir­
culation.
Member of Tire Canadian 
Press,
The Canadian Press Is ex­
clusively entitled tn the uso for 
republication of all news dis­
patches credited to II or tha 
Associated Ptess or Reuters in 
this paper and also the local
church, nnd those that do, Their 
financial budgets may be listed 
an follows— first, those that do 
not support any church. Their 
budget would be, "epinlngs, 
less household, expenses and 
lesn tuxes,.equals savings," Sec­
ond, those that do support a 
church—"earnings, less house­
hold expenses and less taxes, 
and less church mipport, eqiinhi 
savings," Their savings would 
necessarily be less than thoso 
who do not support nny church, 
all things being otherwise con­
sidered equal, Now seeing that 
those taxpayers who support n
news published therein, 
rights of republication of 





mav helu to sort tilings out.
Mr. Nixon is scheduled to 
come here this spring but possi­
ble dates . are still, being dis- ’ 
cussed and nothing has been 
definitely settled yet.
But a group of U.S. Congress- 
men will be here next week for
----- both countries face elections 
By the end of the 18th cen- . this year. But so far, opposition 
party criticism has been ex­
e pire extending fro en- fremely muted. 
Prime Minister Trudeau and private talks with Canadian .
Mr. Pepin say that bargaining MPs during the annual meeting
of the Canada-U.S, inter-parlia
tral Asia and Siberia south to 
Burma and India, with Korea 
and Annam—part of today’s
Vietnam—as vassal states.
. But the time of decay was
on an agreed exchange of con.
cessions will start again. But mentary group.
„ . , - they don’t say when and they
near. China became an easy insist that Canada won’t budge 
mark for greedy foreigners— .
Portuguese, English, Russian, 
German, French, Japanese, 
and, finally, American. ,
As China reeled into, the
19th century on waves of un­
rest, English 'merchants in­
dustriously built up an opium 
trade, that became an enor- ijbern]”canadian allowances for 
moiisly important source of duty-free goods that Canadians 
British wealth. The Britishwho did this cared litUe it c^?nng nStin
wrecked Chinese lives and Those emerged from_negotIa-
drained Chinese resources. 
WAGED WAR ON OPIUM
SAW BREAKTHROUGH
• t. * ™ __ Mr. Trudeau hailed his visitan inch from its present po - f0 iyashington in December as a
The next move is up to the was to nKMin 'tt r. -nr _ 1_ ___ ij His purpose was to obtain .U.S., Mr. Pepin<has^said. . from Mr. Nixon a promise that
meriCiaa/ nrnHSton the U.S., does not want an i.n-
on. the i965 auto production nual trade surplus with Canada
pact, the Canada-U.S de ence so that it can gradually, as Mr. ' 
sharing agreement and more Trudeau put it, “buy up \ the 
country.”
The prime minister described ■ 
the president’s undertaking as a:<\i 
“fantastically new statement.”*'tions launched by President 
Nixon’s economic moves last
August to stem the AmericanUntil his death in 1799, "
Chien-lung tried desperately balance-of-payments dratn.
to halt a soaring opium trade. 
His successors, inferior men ROUND ONE’S OVER, . .. L Round one of that phnse
much less able to cope with ended last December when the
■flirt nvin u 11 t*rtrtrt n nlt-n »rtt«_ ' . .....the avid Europeans, also fer­
vently declared war on “vile
opium.”
The court’s anti-opium ef­
forts, however, only provoked 
the British to retaliation and 
finally produced the opium 
war of 1840. Britain easily hu­
miliated the Celestial Empire.
As punishment, Britain 
forced the throne to designate 
Canton, Amoy, Ningpo and , 
Shanghai as “treaty ports”
TODAY IN HISTOF
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Feb. 15, 1972 . . .
Singapore surrendered to 
the Japanese army 30 years 
ago t o d a y — i n 1942—and 
60,000 British, Indian, nnd 
Australian troops went into 
captivity, many of them to 
die in jungle work camps in 
the succeeding B’Zj years. 
The Japanese captured Ma­
laya and Singapore by land­
ing in the north and march­
ing overland,. which British 
planners earlier thought Im­
possibly. An Important re­
sult of the ' conquests was 
that the natives realized 
Asians could boat Euro- 
Mans in battle.
19(15—The Maple Ix?nf flag 
was first flown nt Ottawa,
1950—Price control, Intro- 
, dticcd In the Second World 
War. ended in Canada,
1937—King Christian of 
Denmark annulled the 13- 
,vcar marriage of Prince 
and Princess Erik, the for­
mer Ixils Booth of Ottawa.
1880—Hie first quintuplets 
recorded In Canada wore 
,born at Picton, N,S. Three 
lived one day, the others 
two days.
U.S. agreed to devalue its dollar 
and ended the surcharge of 10 
per cent on imports.
Round two ended this week 
for the U.S. and its trade talks 
with Japan and the European 
Common Market countries. But 
not for Canada. The U.S. re­
jected the Canadian package 
and Treasury Secretory John 
Connally 4aid the U.S. "will, 
seek appropriate means of re­
ducing the imbalances in trade” 
with Canada.
It had been hoped here tbat 
the package would be accepted, 
giving some more time to tackle 
Questions raised by the U.S. 
These included basic changes in 
the auto agreement over a pe­
riod of two or more years, 
trying to meet the U.S. position 
that full free trade in autos and 
parts should be sought.
Now there is only agreement 
to disagree, and evidence that a 
much more abrasive atmos­
phere exists. There is general 
belief here, for example, that 
Mr. Connally is the main push 
behind the U.S. position, per­
haps partly from pkiuc built up
a “breakthrough” and words 
"unequalled bv any other presi­
dent in speaking about Can­
ada."
Mr. Trudeau told reporters’ 
. this week there was “no rele­
vance” between his Washington 
"breakthrough" and the U.S. 
rejection of the Canadian trad# 
proposals.
But Mr, Pepin detected a split 
—"discrepancy" was the word 
he used—between Mr. Connally 
and Mr. Nixon’s trade advisers.
But Mr. Connally is obvlousljP






“And when the day of Pen­
tecost wan fully come, they 
were all with one accord In one 
place. And atiddenly there camo 
a hound from heaven an of a 
riiHhbiK mighty wind, and It 
filled all the house where they 
were slttliix.” Acts 2:1-2.
When Goel's people truly gotchurch have a larger expend!- , 
turc than Hioho who do not, why 1 01 lill,i l)U’Yv|'
■ (hey will have untold power,
and the world will know II!increiiNC their cxpciulitiircH nny more? 'Die support they, give to 
Ihoir churches is a service to 
the public, a plibllc benefit, an<j 
so why, make their burden any 
heavier? If any Niich legisla­
tion |s contemplated to lax 
church property, it should be 
Hiibinittcd to a public plclM- 
cite, The effort by church mem­
bers Id support their chiirehUs 




Jesus snld, "The works fhnt I 
do shall ye do also . ,"
in early negotiations,
Canada held out against Mi". 
Connally's wish that the Cana­
dian dollar, be repegged at a 
value higher than the, depre­
ciated U.S, dollar. Thd dollar 
continues to float.
POSITION NOT SPECIAL
The situation reinforces the 
theory that Canada no longer 
can claim n special position in 
relation to the U.S. despite its 
role as main supplier to and 
customer of the U.S. economy.
Much more than the so-called 
irritant Ishucs really arc nt 
Stoke now, some observers be­
lieve; Canada's energy mid 
other natural rcHpiirecs are 
cited.
A source dose to the Canada- 
U.S. negotiations says that 
under the surfricc of the trade 
talks ran a strong wave of 
American prctlzure to open up 
the whole energy field for 
barter.
So far, Capada has resisted 
this pressure. It has' discussed 
1 the, subject with the U.S, from 
time to time but has been cx- 
t r e m c I y wary nlxml IxSng 
dragged Into any energy deni,
Some sources here nay water 
oIno is a major component al­
though it1 Ih hard to find any 
American official who agrees al 
nil with that view.
MAY BE IRRITANT
Canada may throw n new IrrL
MALE NRRSI’.S 
, ’ IIT.I), DEEK, Alta.
Wayne McTigheJind Tom Webb 
arc the only men among 76 niu- 
dciits in the two-year" nursing 
program nt Hird Deer College, 
McTighe, 21, works lit Rod Doer 
Gem-rill llospilal, inii't'Wehli, 25, 
married with two children, Is a 
part-time'attendant nt n musing
\ taut 'Into the fray shortly when, 
il reveals policy op control or
olberwlNC of foreign investment, 
The consensus on Parllninent 
Bill Is that the government will 
repent that it welcomes foreign 
capital nnd tluitit will nnt take 
nny very drastic control action, 
Sii|>crviHlon bv some screenlpg 
device may Ie ns fur iiv the
Canadian officials now .... 
wondering what the U.S. might
do to reduce the trade Imbal­
ance. A new surcharge on im­
ports from Canada? Quotas on 
Canadian goods?
Canada ran a $1,1 billion 
trade surplus with the U.S. in 
1970 and $1.2 billion in 1971.
But there used to be whopping 
deficits. And Canadian subsidi­
aries of U.S, companies pay 
hundreds of millions of dollars 
in orofits Io their parent firms.
Mr. Pepin says Mr. Connally 
is "obsessed" with the need for 
an annual trade balance bo-
tWecn Canada and the U.S,, and 
not only over-all but In each and 
every trade field.
POINTS TO DEFICITS
Mr, Pepin said Thursday Mr. 
Connally points to U,S, deficits 
In certain fields, such as cars 
and armaments, but ignores 
U.S, surpluses in others, such a 
the book nnd magazine trade,
In the trade negotiations, {Can­
ada nnd the U.S. apparently 
both made concessions, though 
they have not been made public. J
But Canada did not make 
enough concessions to suit' the 
U.S., or nt least Mr. Connally,
"Both sides have stuck to 
their guns," Mr. Trudeau said,,
Considering the amount of 
trade the (wo countries do with 




OTTAWA <CP) - The first 
printing of the fiennto ixiverty 
committee report Is sold out 
nnd Senator David Croll, com- 
mH toe chairman, In predicting a 
bent Holler,
A total of 7,500 eoplos, nt $2 
apiece, a vn liable mnlilly from 
Information Canada booktdiopH, 
were wold and n second printing 
of 4,000 copies In under way,
"Thin pulH it into the entet'orv 
of a lM.‘Nt Beller," Senator Croll, 
a Toronto Liberal, yald today. 
"We expect once It rcIh .into 
IhioI'.iIioIvc.'i aeroihS the (ou.itry 
there whll bo a third printing," 
' IlighllglitH of the rcooi't, 
tallied in the Senate 1 laid No1.- 
ember, arc nine selling well In n 
25-cen| booklet Hint In' being 
widely u;.c<| In university 
couiBeil on socliil welfare, 
loinmiiicc .lookcimian said.
'Great Canadian Winter Sale" in full swing re-check your colorful 32-page circular and shop 






gary, collected 2,631 votes In 
1970
major topic during the cam­
paign.
routes.
Premier Peter Lougheed’s 
party
on
implying that Ottawa “must be 
right”
cen­
© GROUPS TAKEN AT 99/. EACH ADDITIONAL CHILD 







And Ontario speak "in two lan­
guages . but with one voice” 
in dealings with the federal gov 
ernment, Ontario Premier Wil­
liam Davis said Monday
e told a Canadian Club
tral provinces agree on several 
key Issues in federal-provincial 




CALGARY (CP) - Allen 
Milne, about 24, and Mike 
Cagner, about 20, both of Cal- 
ry, were killed Sunday when 
single engine aircraft 
ed 15 miles north of the 
A civilian search aircraft 
the wreckage Monday., 
About 40 miles east of Calgary, 
two men believed to be Alberta 
residents died when their Cessna 
180 crashed into a field. Their 
names were not released. t
HANSARD PLANNED 
^EDMONTON (CP) — The Al­
berta government will recom­
mend at the opening session of 
the legislature March 2 that de­
bates be published in a formal 




I office last March and he offered
reassurances he would continue
former premier John Hobarts' 
recognition of a “special rela­




. . . one voice
Voter Still Appears Sweet
On Premier Lougheed's Men
CASTOR, Alta (CP) 
Progressive Conservatives re-
tained Stettler constituency
Monday in a Valentine's Day 
provincial byelection which indi­
cated the voter is still sweet on
The two provinces agree that 
shared-cost programs damage 
provincial priorities, “need­
lessly complicate our budgetary 
planning and blunt the effective­
ness and efficiency of our own 
policy.”
He cited taxation, social pol­
icy and educational television as 
fields where the provinces were 
in agreement.
..Later in the day, Mr. Davis 
sat down with Quebec Premier 
Robert Bourassa in their first 
meeting since last November's 
i federal-provincial conference.
| Among the topics discussed
were constitutional revision, 
provincial relations with Ottawa, m vaa
let Quebec “stand alone, with- and the possibility of a federal
out friend or ally’* in relations
with Ottawa.
“We do feel a special kinship 
with Quebec,” he said. “We do 
prize the unique opportunity we 
have to work together in the 
achievement of common goals.”
“Ontario is determined that, 
whatever the political climate 
or the heat of the moment, we 
will not, willingly, allow Quebec! 
to be isolated in the centext of
Mon last year of Liberal Allan 
Guy in the provincial consti­
tuency of Athabasca has been 
Nmled invalid. Judge A. H. Bence 
ruled Monday that 25 ballots 
cast in the election were
KELOWNA DAILY COURIEE, TUE8-, FEB. If, mg PAGE I
The defeat left Social Credit 
strength in the legislature at 25





Graham L..Harte, a 40-year- 
old lawyer from Stettler, be­
came the <9th Conservative in 
the 75-seat legislature by win 
ning a two-way fight with Galen 
Norris, 56, his Social Credit op­
ponent
It was the first test of govern­
ment popularity since the Con­
servatives swept Social Credit 
from power and came in what
is considered a key riding. The 
winning candidate in Stettler
has always been a member of 
the party which formed the gov 
ernment. ,
Provincial finances were the
New Passports
OTTAWA.(CP) The British
High Commission says about 
50,000 people in Canada win
need new or renewed British
passports this year, and hopes
The complete count gave Mr. 
Harle 2.910 votes and Mr. Nor 
ris 2,302.
every 10 yean.
Application forma are avail­
able at travel agencies, shipping 
and airline offices, British gov- 
ernment offices In Toronto, 
Montreal, Quebec City, Vancou­
ver, Edmonton. Winnipeg, Hali­
fax and Regina, or from the 
passport office in Ottawa
The fee for a new British
they apply before they plan to cuts IB 80 
travel ’ ’
passport is 113.75. A renewal
The high commission says in DRINK COFFEE 
a press release that British, Italians consumed 2% cups ot 
passports must be renewed' coffee per persons daily In 1811.
election.
Mr. Davis said a possible sign 
of a national election was Otta­
wa’s “new and refreshing 
willingness to accept opr posi­
tion on certain matters of recur­
rent controversy between us.”
English-language newspapers 
have predicted at times that On­
tario and Quebec were going to 
“gang up” on Ottawa, he said,
federal-provincial relations, to 
appear to stand alone, without 
friend or ally, in the continuing 
discussions and negotiations
with the federal government 
Mr. Davis' address was his
first major speaking' engage­
ment in Quebec, since he took
FOUND DIABETICS 
REGINA (CP) — The Saskat-
___ _____ Anti-Tuberculosis 
League screened 21,729 persons 
for diabetes in conjunction with 
its 1971 tuberculosis survey and
chewan
marked by ineligible, voters 
Mr. Guy won the election by a 
10-vote margin.
identified 304 potential diabet
FRAUDS INCREASE
CALGARY (CP)—The exten-
eion of credit privileges by 
have led to a
PM's REMARK
firms here may________ „
' record number of frauds during
January. Police statistic show 
646 frauds last month com
pared with 282 for the same
giriod last year. The head of e police fraud squad said the Increase can probably be attri­buted to the extension of the 
credit-card system of buying.
HERITAGE GRANT
EDMONTON (CP)—A 8177r 
000 federal grant baa been 
awarded for development of a 
village to incorporate buildings, 
paintings and artifacts repre­
senting the early history and
contributions of the pioneers of 
the west The grant, made under
the local initiatives program 
goes to the Canadian Ukrainian 
Heritage Village and will create 
jobs for 100 persons.
DRAWS SMILES
VICTORIA (CP) - Premier
W. A. C. Bennetts reaction.
Monday to being called a bi 
got by Prime Minister Tru­
deau was “just say I smiled 
and smiled and smiled.*
Mr. Trudeau labelled the
Social Credit leader a bigot 
in a speech Saturday to dele­
gates attending the annual 
convention of the Ontario Lib­
eral party.
He said Mr. Bennett believ­
es there are too many French 
people in Ottawa and “this 
great Canadian ... even tak 
es the name Canada off the
Trans-Canada Highway in his 
province. He doesn’t want 




- Your child's portrait mads with
EMacolour Film and materials
and our all now DYNAMIC
COLOUR background assures
you full colour fidelity and
breathtaking realism never
before possible. You must seo




SAIGON (AP) - B-52 bomb- 
ers rushed from the United 
States to Guam have joined the 
massive air campaign in Indo­
china, and tonight the air ar­
mada resumed operations in 
South Vietnam after a 24-hour 
ceasefire for Tet.
• Informed sources said the B- 
52s, ordered across the Pacific 
to meet the threat of a big Com­
munist offensive, flew their first 
missions from Guay Monday.
The U.S. command announced 
that 251 strikes were flown 
against targets in South Viet­
nam in the 12 hours before the 
Tet ceasefire began Monday 
night, plus scores more in Laos 
and Cambodia. The strikes in­
side Vietnam included 242 by 
fighter-bombers and nine by B- 
, 52s.
Most of the attacks were on 
staging areas and infiltration
The margin was more than 
double that turned in by Con­
servative Jack Robertson in last 
August’s .general election when 
Albertans ousted the Social 
Credit party, which had ruled i 
for 36 years, and elected the| 
province's fir s t - Conservative । 
government
Mr. Robertson, who died Dec. 
7, received 2,925 votes to finish 
294 ahead of Mr. Norris, who 
had held the seat from a 1956 
byelection until last year. Mr. 
Norris, a former livestock 
dealer who now lives in Cal-
AIRPORT USE GROWS
EDMONTON (CP) — . Pas­
senger traffic through Industrial 
Airport showed a major in­
crease last year and is expected 
to grow to almost 500,000 this 
year. Airport manager Les Mar­
chant said' Monday the airport 
handled 435,000 passengers in 
1971, compared with 402,000 in 
1970.
2 Plain Skirts OR 2 Plain Sweaters 
OR 2 Pair Slacks (no limit) 149
Oir< hour SOUTHGATE
umc onHour' mnokn
THf MOST IN DRY CLEANIMO 2718 Pandosy Phone: 7634521
OTTAWA OFTEN WRONG
- Events have proved that Ot­
tawa often was wrong in such 
circumstances.
The Ontario Interpretation of
Quebec’s quiet revolution had
seen “simple ignorance” re­
placed with “iron resolve
the question of language rights
He listed opportunities for 
French-speaking Ontarians, es­
pecially in the field of educa­
tion, and said “in the last elec­
tion, the whole question of lan­
guage rights and the legitimate 
aspirations of oiir Francophone
minority were never an issue.”
During the truce, U.S. air op 
erations shifted to Laos an
Cambodia because the ceasefire 
applied only to Vietnam. In­
formants said that after the pl 
lots were switched back to Viet­
nam tonight, they resumed op­
erations on the same intensive
scale as on Monday.
U.S. pilots have been concen­
trating on South Vietnam’s cen­
tral highlands where a big Com­
munist offensive is expected, el
ther during the Tet festival of 
the lunar new year or during 
President Nixon’s visit to China
WE AIM
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
U.I. Claim Kits are available to you at Post Offices.
Canada Manpower Centres, Union Halls and U.I.C
offices. Get one as soon as you become unem­
ployed. Complete it correctly and mail it to us. Last
week, the Kelowna
convenient way.







the entire portrait photograph is completed in gorgeous colour!
o NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ADDITIONAL PORTRAITS
9 EXTRA PRINTS AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE PRICES
© LIMIT: ONE PER CHILD-TWO PER FAMILY
« AGE LIMIT: 5 WEEKS TO 12 YEARS
o CHOOSE FROM FINISHED PORTRAITS-NOT PROOFSI
THURSDAY, FEB. 17 through SATURDAY, FEB. 19
Pictures (aken in Infants’ Dept. (29)
SIMPSONS-SEARS
ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE — PHONE 763-5844
Open Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday - Saturday— 9:30 a.m.to 5:30 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday—9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. , ■
SIMPSONS-SEARS
(omlorlable, Carefree! Crimpknli Shills
(a) Sheer collar, placket front, button closing 
(b) As in 'a* with belt <c) Sheer collar, front zip, 
belt W) Scoop neck with back zip (e) Cowl neck with 
back zip, belt. Styles a4o-e In S-M-L sizes and assort­
ed prints.
<f) Scoop neck, back zip (g) Sheer collar, back zip 
(h) Cowl neck, back zip. Styles f-to-h In sizes 38 to 
44 in assorted plains
Simpsons-Soars
Low Price 109?
Slinpsonti-Scars: Lingerie (38) Kelowna 7634844
The Start of Something Big - Sassy Pants
Fashion fireworks start with new looks for 72! Teeny 
tiny sassy pants and a soft 'n clingy bodyshirt. One 
topped with a newsy smockskirt... the other with a slip 
of a skirt. The new look for Spring, available now In sizes 
7 to 13. See them now!
Everyday Low
Personal Shopping Women’s Dresses (31) Slmpaons-Sears:, Kelowna.
Girls' Nylon Knit Pant Set, FlaresPlus Turtleneck Top 
p\rnia-Prest stretch nylon knit pant set is comfort pl_ 
easy-care convenience. Solid color flared pants with 
striped turtleneck top. Wear now right through Spring. 
Rea/White/Blue or Orange/Whlte/Brown color combi­
nations. Girls' sizes 7 to 14. Buy. several sets.
\
Simptona-Seari 499 nr ■
Mmpsoiu-Scara; Girls’ Wear (77) Kelowna 703-5844.
Park Free While You Shop Simpsons-Seors, Orchard Park Kafowna
print* in a cotton dress wi*. / 
based on mother-of-pearl 
inlay on a teak scrcen. In his 
sports collection, he included 
a floor-length dress, side slit, 
with kimona sleeves. MAo 
neckline and side fasten^*. 
It is in a blue dragon print.
The oriental look Isn’t new. 
In this century the biggest ori- I 
ental splurge occurred about I 
1909 when the rising Parisian 
couturier Paul Polret went ov­
erboard for Arabian Nights 
splendor. It coincided with the 
appearance in Paris of .the 
Russian ballet in a splendid 
Scheherazade. The oriental In­
fluence reached such a frtniy i 
that women even wore Pofet 
turbans and peacock-embNpU 
dered kimonos to the races.
CHANGE DIRECTION
GRANBY. Que. (CP) - 
Quebec’s 760 Farm Women’s 
clubs are revamping their direc­
tion away frorh glorified knit­
ting groups toward forums tor 
dealing with problems of in­
creasingly urbanized p o p u 1 a- 
tions, discussing the royal com­
mission on the status of women, 
consumer protection lawsdme 
evolution of agriculture in*me 
province and organizing sales of 
handicrafts.
Interest In China Spills Over 
Orient Look In Spring Theme
Canadian Sells
NEW YORK (CP) The
cut
its sellability.
“Knowing what style and






A PLAY OF navy and white ing red ric-rac trim with red successful in selling some of 
dots is shown in this long laced belt. It is a spring ere- her new collection to Saks 
dress designed with flounced ation by Edith Strauss, To- Fifth Avenue in New York, 
skirt and sleeves and featur- ronto designer who has been ■_______
Pru n ing Trees I n Wi nter 
February Time To Thin
By A. R. BUCKLEY
February is the time to face­
lift your trees so they will be 
at their best next summer.
Thinning while the ground is 
frozen and when the weather is 
amenable to outside work, will 
pay big dividends when growth 
resumes. Bare, leafless limbs 
let you see where and how 
much to prune.
Where low branches shade 
your lawn or obstruct your 
view, prune to admit sunlight. 
The removal of tangled branch­
es and the re-shaping of faulty 
forms will improve the trees; 
the additional light and air cir­
culation will also benefit your 
shrubs or grass below.
Most home garden trees need 
thinning when they approach 
maturity. This is usually after 
10 or 12 years, but sometimes 
sooner with such fast growing 
trees as the Siberian elm (Ul- 
mus pumila), . silver maple 
(ccr saccharinuni) or weeping 
willow (Salix alba ‘Tristis’).
Serious overcrowding results 
where trees and shrubs, through 
lack of planning, are planted 
too close together. Small plants 
that look so far apart at first, 
soon get out of hand. The re­
moval of large trees is a job for 
the expert tree num. Remem­
ber that each year the tree 
. grows, the greater the cost of 
removal.
No other phase of horticultur­
al ! management is less under- i 
stood than the pruning of trees 
and shrubs, despite the avail­
ability of many excellent refer­
ence works.
Many gardeners cannot under­
stand why pruning is necessary 
at all, and often point to the 
forest as proof that trees flour­
ish without pruning. They 
should remember that trees of 
the forests are struggling for 
light and this condition creates 
a natural pruning by shading 
the lower branches so that they 
do not get the required light; 
therefore trees with good 
straight stems are produced.
When trees are grown away 
from the forest, such as in your 
garden, the basal growth as 
well as top growth develops and 
results in a larger number of 
branches than is necessary for 
the best appearance of the 
trees. Because every branch 
grows, there is a tendency for 
some to grow larger than 
others.
OLDER TREES
We prune older trees to pro­
long their lives by removing 
dead and decaying branches 
that would harbor disease-carry­
ing Insects and spread decay.
We prune all trees to remove 
branches that have been ne­
glected such as those that have
New Marital Tangle 
Puzzles Minister
Fashions To Saks
I • . .
When a Canadian designer i 
succeeds in selling her crea- : 
tions to a prestigious store on : 
Fifth Avenue in New York, she ; 
has every right to feel proud 
that she has made it on the in­
ternational fashion scene.
' And that’s the way it is with 
/Edith Strauss of Willowdale in 
' Toronto, who has sold some of 
her spring collection to Saks 
Fifth Avenue in New York.
“I’m just thrilled about it." 
“It’s a major breakthrough for 
- any designer in the world. My 
dresses will be sold in the de­
signer salon of the. store."
The Russian-born designer 
who moved to Montreal in 1952 
and came to Toronto seven 
years ago says her new collec­
tion is designed for the young 
woman who is active, has 
strong convictions and some­
thing to say.
“The styles are bright, sunny
and romantic. The gowns in 
imported cotton and voiles are 
light and breezy with yards and 
yards of flowing fabric design­
ed for a summer evening on 
the town or by the sea.
Mrs. Strauss says the Only 
test for a new design is when 
it’s fluttering to a woman.
! The losk is achieved by 
stylo, cut and fabric. Only the 
instant flattery when trying on 
a new dress is a sure test of
to apply for each fabric is the 
secret of my success.
“Good design supported by 
superior craftsmanship make 
for artistic success and with­
out even trying, commercial 
success is bound to follow.
“It’s very gratifying to me 
that as my spring creations are 
coming through, there are re­
peats on orders.” .
great interest in China has 
naturally spilled over into 
fashions. It started last fall 
with a few flickers. Now, at 
the fashion showings here, 
several commentators noted 
that the spring slogan is not 
Go West, for cowboy adapta­
tions, but Look East, for new 
influences.
The oriental look is one of 
the two dominant spring 
themes. The other is the nau­
tical. ■ »
Not all designers have suc­
cumbed to the Eastern allure, 
of course, but most have in-, 
eluded at least a Mao collar 
or Chinese peasant smock. 
And the slim pants and nar­
row tunic of ■; the, Chinese 
women are just a fashion step 
away from our modern pant 
suit. Colors have oriental 
names too, as lacquer red, 
jade, Ming blue and so on.
Oscar de la Renta is partic­
ularly fond of this oriental 
I look, but “not folkloric,” he
says. He .went on to say what 
the oriental influence 'really 
should be: “The Chinese ef­
fect of loose sleeves, Manchu 
and Mandarin shapes, side 
fastenings. Mandarin embroi­
deries and borders and Ming 
colors is meant to highlight a 
wardrobe the way beautiful 
oriental objects, blend into a 
contemporary setting.”
In other words, don’t overdo 
IL Add lust one touch. De la 
Renta liked a bamboo shade 
and used quite a lot of silks 
imported from China.
Donald Brooks said he was 
vaguely influenced by the 
China furore, This showed up 
in his Mao collars, a slim 
Mandarin, dress and * crop 
jacketed Mandarin suit. His 
dolman sleeves are also 
slightly oriental but mostly 
his oriental interest appeared 
in prints. A wool coat was in a 
kite pattern, taken from the 
actual Chinese patterns from 
which kites are cut.














Dear Ahn Landers: I am a 
clergyman in a New England 
community who lias had train­
ing In marital counselling but I 
nm at a loss to know how Io 
proceed in this particular situa­
tion.
Two couples In my parish, 
both married for nearly 15 
years, always came to services 
and1 church social affairs to­
gether, They were very close 
friends, took vacations together 
which always included their 
children. Many couples have 
similar relationships nnd I 
never considered it unusual,
Last week the two couples 
nuked for an appointment to dis­
cuss a highly personal melter, I 
guessed a romantic Involvement 
between Mrs. A and Mr. B.
When I learned that the ro­
mance was between Mrs. A nnd 
Mrs, B, I was at a loss for 
words. The husbands seemed 
resigned to the (act that Ihelr 
wives want divorces so they can 
live together. The husbands also 
agreed that the children should
formed V-shaped crotches, and 
also those that rise straight up 
from the trunk more vigorously 
than any others and that are 
out-of-line with the form of the 
tree. These are often known as 
water sprouts, and occur most­
ly in apple and crabapple trees. 
We also prune trees for safe­
ty reasons, such as removing 
overlapping branches and those 
that are too close to ground 
level or those that might block 
the view of traffic at street cor­
ners.
GUIDE
The following basic guides to 
pruning should be adhered to as 
closely as possible:
1. Do not cut large branches 
when the sap is flowing in the 
spring. This would be after mid­
March in eastern Canada, and a 
week later in the prairie prov­
inces, and of course earlier in 
milder parts of B.C. and south­
ern Ontario.
2. Cut each branch as close to 
the crotch as possible.
3. Make the cut parallel to 
the trunk and don’t leave any 
long stubs or snags.
4. Prune large established and 
neglected trees judiciously and 
not drastically, removing a little 
each year rather than complet­
ing the whole operation in one 
season.
5. When removing a large 
• branch, make an initial undercut 
close to the trunk to avoid the 
weight of the branch tearing 
the bark on the main stem. 
Make the main cut on the top 
of the branch, just outside the 
undercut. Finally, remove the 
stump as close to the main 
trunk as possible.
To prune a small tree that
c o u n s c 1 them?—Confidential 
Filo
Dear C. F.: Before I could 
give an Intelligent answer I 
wdiikl need more Information. 
For example, the ages of the 
children and their sex would be 
important. The living arrange­
ment would have less effect on 
an eight-year-old girl than a 
three-year-old boy. It would 
matter also what these women 
deckle to tell their children 
about their relationship. I would 
hope they didn't get too explicit. 
They should continue to get fre­
quent counselling, which I’m 
sure you have already recom­
mended.
May with their mother''. ■
There women are lx>th attrac­
tive, ,seemingly fdminine college 
graduates, and well thought of 
in,the community: Their child­
ren beein well .adjusted and 
have no apparent emotional 
problems. >' ( ,
The. couples di^ not come to 
me seeking condonation. They. 
came to ask if I thoughl Uris h\- 
> mg 'M'uiiigcim'ut hui' ,ii> 
adverse effect on their vml.h <.. 
I don't know \\hal to tell Them.
.. > <.»m >ou eouioyt me ml ItoW to
Dear Ann Landers: What Is a 
Methodist handshake?—Two
Swedes and a Norwegian
Dear Friends: A Mcthodls 
handshake Is a churchy, stric 
ly-lmslncss, parting gesture. 
And please don’t accuse me of 
being antl-Meth<Kllst, I learned 
the expression from the Method­
ists al Morningside College.
DON’T HF. OVEN-PEF.KER
Frequent owning of the oven 
and basting When-roasting tur­
key can prolong tlic cooking 
lime because of the loss of heat 
when the oven is opened.
has been planted only a few 
years, start at the top and work 
down.. First remove any com­
peting lending shoots, and then 
any large, overgrown shoots, 
Now prune out water sprouts, 
and follow this by removing 
branches to improve shaping. 
Finally, take off shoots growing 
around the trunk and at the 
base of the tree.
All cuts two Inches or over 
should be treated with a wound 
dressing, usually available in 
prepared form at any garden 
centre, ' ■ ’,
Finally, n word of warning.
Do not attempt to prune a tree 
that is too high and must be 
reached by ladders.
Ladders can l>e dangerous in 
a tree and arc best operated by 
professional arborists, who usu­
ally prefer ropes anyway and 
arc, of course. Insured. If you 
have to climb a little to cut 
your branches,, do it when the 
tree is not covered with snow 
or Ice, but is dry and gives safe 
footing,
The 1MT16'
Burttrs 3 fur 1JG0
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One glance at the list of good things ' 
on a package of Kellogg’s* new 
Product 19* tells you there’s a lot of 
nutrition inside.
One spoonful of new Product 19 tells 
you something else important. Here’s 
a taste as lively and delicious as four 
different grains can make it. 
Good nutrition. Great taste. You get 
both in Kellogg’s new Product 19.
1972 Company of Canada'lnniiad • Uaaa Mark Rcy d. STORE COUPON
STORE COUPON
OFFKelloggJs 
(pnew Product 19 
WtfF Mr. Grocer; Wo will
T redeem this coupon juMMMr. 
plus 3C for handling H MM’ plus 3C for handllr
whon terms of thia offer havo boon 
compiled with by you and the consumer, 
Send coupons to Box 5517, London, Ontario. 
Invoices for sufficient stock to cover
coupons to bo redeemed must be 
shown on request. Only one redemption 
per package. Void where prohibited, 
licensed, or taxed. Cash value: 1/20 of to.
HITHER and YON'
was one of the highlights of his
WELCOME TO CANADA
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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Mr. and Mrs. George Suck­
ling of Salmon Arm visited with 
the latter’s sister, Mrs. F. N. 
Gisborne of Abbott Street, dur­
ing the weekend.
A happy Sunday afternoon 
get acquainted tea was hosted 
by Mr. and Mrs. Orin Rosen- 
gren of Highland Drive North, 
during which- many neighbors 
and friends enjoyed a social 
afternoon. Among those in at­
tendance were Mr. and- Mrs. 
Cliff Dann, Mr. and Mrs. Dave 
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey- 
Larson, Mr. and Mrs. Reg 
Mahussler, Mrs. Muriel La­
Belle, Mr. and Mrs. William 
Guest, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. 
Lang and Mrs. Glen Shaw and 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Archibald.
EASY DOES IT
With WIN PACKER
Isn't it surprising how soon 
a youngster learns that his 
birthday Is a very special day? 
The day that everybody cele­
brates HIM? Why birthdays 
rate even higher than Christ­
mas in a child's mind. That's 
why it’s worth all the time and 
trouble we take to plan a suc­
cessful party. Here’s a sugges­
tion for an unusual birthday 
cake that may help you with 
your party plans:
Bake the birthday child's cake 
in the form of his new age!
placed together for 6 or 9; a 
narrow loaf cake and angel 
cake side by side for 10; a 
round angel cake cut in half 
for 3; or a square cake cut in 
strips for 4. (We've missed 5 
but you can figure that onel)
 Bake two round angel cakes, 
visit However he was glad to place end to end and ice as one 
get back to the Okanagan after for a perfect 8; one angel cake 
and one narrow loaf cake
NULL WEDDINGS
ROME (AP) - The mar­
riages of increasing numbers of 
local couples are null in .the 
eyes of the Roman Catholic 
Church because they wea with 
no intentions of fidelity or hav­
ing children, said a church tri­
bunal official- who termed the 
trend "a mental deviation in the 
youth.”
A tradition for several dec- 
ades with the Dr. W. J- Knox 
Chapter of the Imperial Or­
der of the Daughters of the 
Empire is welcoming new Ca­
nadian citizens as they re­
ceive their papers at the court 
house. A representative or a
attends the formal ceremony 
conducted by the judge and 
present IODE greeting cards. 
Hospitality is further extend­
ed at an informal tea at the
to the tea on Monday where 
IODE members mingled with 
their guests as they served 
the traditional tea dainties. 
Four of the six women who
committee from the chapter accompanied the newcomers
Willow Inn following the legal received their citizenship pa- 
procedures. Family including pers grouped here for the 
spouses, children and parents camera with their hostesses.
Left to right, seated, Waltraut 
Luise Grasa, Silvia Di Renzo, 
Mrs. F. N. Gisborne, IODE; 
Mrs. A. F. LaBounty, Gizella 
Morlin. Standing, left to right, 
IODE members, Mrs. Nelson 
Rumley and Mrs. D. J. Kerr.
—(Courier Photo)
Sisters And Brothers Serve
As Wedding Attendants
Sisters and brothers of the 
bride and groom served as at­
tendants for the wedding of 
Gail Faye Dunlop, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Dunlop 
and Derek Gerald Bird, son of 
P Mr. and Mrs, Gerald Roger 
Bird, all of Kelowna.
Rev. R. D. Anderson conduct­
ed the 4 p.m. ceremony on Feb. 
5 in a setting of chrysanthe­
mums and white daisies in the 
Immaculate Conception Roman 
Catholic Church. Rex Marshall 
presided at the organ.
Given in marriage by tier 
father, the bride chose a full- 
length satin gown topped with 
a flowered lace coat. Her 
. headdress of white tulle and 
v pearls held her chapel-length 
veil which fell in four layers. 
She carried a bouquet of red 
roses and white carnations. A
necklace was the ‘something 
old’ and her veil, ‘something 
new’. A blue garter completed 
the sentiment.
SISTERS
Merle Dunlop, sister of the 
bride, Kelowna, as maid-of- 
honor wore a long green satin 
gown with decorative trim and 
carried heather and mauve 
daisies.
Arlette Bird, sister of the 
groom, also of Kelowna, wore a 
full-length mauve gown with 
decorative trim and carried a 
similar bouquet.
Greg Bird served as best man 
for his brother and Russel Dun­
lop, brother of the bride, was 
groomsman. Ushers were Ran­
dy Guttonrison and Chris Cow­
an, both of Kelowna.
For the reception in the 
IOOF hall, the bride’s mother
received wearing a brocade 
blue silver formal with a mink 
stole. A corsage of pink sweet- 
heart roses completed her en­
semble and a corsage of red 
sweetheart roses added color 
to the sparkle fortrel knit dress 
worn by the bridegroom’s mo­
ther.
Walter King was emcee and 
toasts were proposed by Bert 
Massey and Greg Bird.
Silver horseshoes and white 
doves topped a cathedral style 
cake, with miniatures of the 
bridal entourage. Rose color­
ed candles flanked the white 
lace-cbvered bride’s table. . ■
For her going-away outfit 
the bride chose a brown two-
Job In Ontario
Preparation For Grade One
Pre-School Panel Topic
Preparation for grade one, 
was the topic for the monthly 
meeting of the Second Kelowna 
Co-Operative Preschool Associ­
ation in First Baptist Church 
hall.
A, panel discussion by pre­
school teachers, Mrs. L. A. Tay­
lor, Mrs. D. R. McIntyre and 
। Mrs. K. E. Chapman comment­
ed briefly on their individual 
philosophies of preschool educa­
tion.
Mrs. Taylor felt that the post­
Sputnik era with its heavy em­
phasis, on science education is 
, gradually swinging back to the 
humanities, as educators arc 
becoming more concerned about 
how people can learn to get 
along with each other.
Mrs, MacIntyre stressed that 
the individuality of the child be
appreciated and that preschool 
education be unstructured.
finding Portage and Main still 
as windy and cold as ever.
Couples with the Zurrcrs who 
enjoyed the holiday were Mr. 
and Mrs. Louis Rampone and 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fretwell. 
The three couples first stopped 
at Waikiki, and then visited 
Maul.
EAST KELOWNA
Mr. and Mrs. Roger F. Bor- 
rett. Hart Road, have returned 
to their home following a most 
enjoyable month long holiday in 
Victoria.
Mr. and Mrs. August Casorso 
of Casorso Road have returned 
from visiting the latter's sister 
and brother-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Roger Wyatt at Torrance, 
California. During their holiday 
they enjoyed touring about to 
different sights than they had 
visited on a previous visit to 
the community which is just 
outside Los Angeles.
Hawaiian holidayers were Mr, 
and Mrs. Eric Zurrer of Fuller 
Road, who enjoyed a two-week 
break away from the winter 
snows. As well as sunning and 
surfing they took in the Hawaii­
an open golf tournament.
Back from a wonderful holi­
day in Winnipeg is John Cruse, 
who visited relatives and many 
friends and a number of senior 
citizens’ day centres, which he 
found most interesting. His an­
nual visit to the CPR banquet
TORONTO (CP) — Jen 
Steele, unsuccessful candidate 
for the presidency of the On-
piece dress which was comple­
mented with a white and yel­
low orchid corsage. Following 
a honeymoon in California and 
Mexico the couple will make 
their home in Kelowna.
Out-of-town guests were Bar­
bara Bird of Calgary and Aud- 
ry Agassez of Surrey, B.C.
tario Liberal party in Ottawa 
last weekend, is one of a grow­
ing number of persons concern­
ed with the role of women in 
politics.
Moira Armour, who a week 
ago founded a group called 
Women’s Movement for Politi­
cal Action, says "the parties 
have made it pretty clear they 
are not going to do anything 
about this until they’re pres­
sured into it”
‘‘Both the federal and provin­
cial governments have repeat­
edly indicated they have little if 
any interest in women.”
Mrs. Steele is a declared fem­
inist who says she considers 
correcting the under-representa- 
tion of women in, governments 
to be a top Liberal party prior­
ity.
CROFTON HOUSE SCHOOL




Mr. and Mrs. Helmut Grap- 
entin of Kelowna are pleased 
to announce the forthcoming 
marriage of their only daugh­
ter, Margaret Lily, to Edward 
George Bonk, son of Mr. and 
Mrs, Edward J. Bonk of Port 
Alberni. The wedding will take 
place on Feb. 26 at 3 p.m. in 
Evangel Tabernacle, 1450 Ber­
tram St.
Western Canada’s Oldest 
Residential and Day School for Girls.
Boarders: Grades IV to XU
Day Girls: Grades I to XII
Applications for entrance in September, 1972 should be re* 
ceived as soon as possible.
Personal interviews and entrance tests will be held at the school:.
Grades YU-XI—Saturday, March 11
Grades H, HI, IV—Tuesday, March 7
Grades V, VI—Tuesday, March 14
Special testing arrangements can be made for out-of-town pupils.
Personal interviews will be arranged for Grade I applicants.
For further information and illustrated prospectus apply to: 
MISS R. W. ADDISON, B.Sc., headmistress 
3200 West 41st Avenue, Vancouver 13, B.C.
Telephone: 263-3255 (Area Code 604)
'Great Canadian Winter Sale' in full swing! Check your colorful 32-page 
circular delivered to your home and shop in person or teleshop at Simpsons* 
Sears Orchard Park, Kelowna.
Mrs. Chapman, the five-year- 
olds’ teacher, emphasized that 
preparation for grade one be 
only a byproduct of kindergar­
ten and that growth of a child’s 
self-confidence was of prime 
concern.
SIX STAGES
Mrs. G. E. Reid, a highly re­
garded primary teacher, was 
guest panelist for the evening. 
The audience was most inter­
ested in her presentation, of The 
Six Stages of Learning, as well 
as her humorous asides.
Mrs. Reid, who teaches at 
the Graham Elementary school, 
pointed out that a child must 
successfully experience each 





olic Women’s League held it’s 
February meeting with 40 mem­
bers and one guest in attend­
ance. Mass was celebrated 
prior to the meeting by Rev. 
R. B. Black.
Mrs, Sigmund Thoms report­
ed on a letter from Sister Con­
stanceKaufman,. who is at a 
mission in Guatemala, to Mrs, 
Hans Mendel, St. Margaret 
Mary Circle had sent crayons, 
coloring books and other ar­
ticles to Sister Kaufman. These 
ladies also provide gifts for the 
mental health bingo.
Mrs. Edmund Guenette has
GIRL DETERMINED 
TO END TRADITION
TROY, N.Y. (AP) - Brim­
mer, B. J., is a natural for the 
United States Naval Academy 
—born of navy parents, 
young, healthy and eager to 
don the blues of a midship­
man.
Just one problem Brimmer, 
B.J., Is a girl—103 pounds of 
girl welt distributed on a fivc- 
k foot-three frame.
■ "I’ve always h«d n feeling 
F for the navy," says Barbara 
Jo Brlnimer, who is deter­
mined to shatter a 127-ycar- 
old tradition and become the 
first woman at Annapolis. ,
Her sponsor. Senator Jacob 
Javits of New York, Is equally 
determined. Javits has said 
► he will seek congressional 
sanction for Barbara Jo's 
entry to the Naval Academy if 
Navy Secretary John H. Cha- 
fee turns down the pretty 17- 
year-old from Staatsburg,
The petite brunette, now a 
nursing student at Russell 
Sage College here, says she 
decided last summer that sho 
would like to go to Annapolis 
nfter learning that a pre-med 
-d , program was being started at 
r the Naval Academy.
thq ability to roll over, or to 
stretch all the way up to the 
conceptual stage, when a child 
realizes that symbols on paper 
can represent speech.
If the child ‘misses' a stage, 
it can result in reading diffi­
culties and remedial work with 
such a child may include motor 
activities like climbing or skip­
ping to music, activities which 
at first glance may seem unre­
lated to reading skills.
Mrs. Reid also stressed that 
It was. important for a pre­
schooler to have a complete 
medical checkup well before he 
enters grade one, preferably In 
the spring, so there Is sufficient 
time to diagnose and hopefully 
correct a physical defect. Her 
gukle words were ‘Don’t tench 
your child to read, just get him 
ready to read,”
Mrs. Reid enforced the words 
of othei* panelists when she 
concluded that it is crucial that 
a child be given a sense of his 
own worth.
Parents Interested hi register­
ing their children for Scptemlier 
preschool classes should contact 
Mrs, Roger LaFontainp,
Christmas cards ready for
Sunnyvale and for Guatemala.
Mrs. George Wambcke read 
a card of thanks for the mem­
bers who help at bingo every 
third Thursday of each month 
nt the extended care unit of the 
Kelowna General Hospital. Mrs. 
William Speer and Mrs. An­
drew Runzer have done so
"The Liberal party has. to 
make a concrete, public com­
mitment on this,” she said. "We 
must actively seek out and sup­
port qualified candidates from 
every under-represented popula­
tion group, and women are cer­
tainly the biggest and most un­
der-represented group as things 
stand now.”
FACE OBSTACLES
. She said therh is less preju­
dice against women within the 
party structure than there is 
against women as candidates.
"But as far as political can­
didates go, I don’t think there 
is any deep, dark plot against 
women; rather, there are some 
practical obstacles. Most, wo­
men do not have the financial 
resources men do."
"I think the ideal way to 
overcome this would be for all 
political campaigns to be pub­
licly funded . . . But I don't see 
that happening in the near fu­
ture. In the meantime, it’s im­




The Media Club of Canada 
announces that its 1971 Mem­
orial Awards competition for 
women writers is now open for 
entries. Awards will be granted 
in five categories: News Story, 
Article, Column, Radio and Tel- 
evision/Film.
All entries must have been 
published, broadcast, or screen­
ed in 1971: They may be in 
either English or French.
The top award in each cate­
gory will be $100 and a silver 
medal. Second prize will be $50 
and a certificate; third prize, 
a certificate.
Closing date for submission 
bf entries is March 31, 1972.
The Memorial Awards com­
petition has been held annual­
ly since 1935 when It was estab­
lished by the Canadian Wo­
men’s Press Club (forerunner 
of the Media Club) as a tribute 
in memory of past members 
and to encourage a high stand­
ard of writing among women 
writers. The competition is 
open- to all women writers in 
Canada whether members of 
the club or not. .
Complete information on re­
gulations and definition of cat­
egories may be obtained from 
the Executive Secretary of the 
Media Club, Box 504, Station B, 
Ottawa KIP 5P6.
USE RUG CUSHION
From a beauty and comfor 
standpoint, a rug or carpet 
cushion makes your floor cover­
ing richer to the eyes and more 




Specializing in household 
furnishing repair and recov­
ering. Serving Kelowna and 
District for over 20 years.
“Free Estimates In 
Your Home”
No. I Windsor Square 
(oft Spall Rd.) 7(3-7125
much to help brighten the pa­
tients’ days. In December, Fa­
ther Pandosy and St. Michael 
Circles gave gifts th all the pa­
tients,
Future projects were discus­
sed and approved; one being a 
rummage sale on April 22.
Envelopes were distributed 
for the seminary fund.
President, Mrs. G. J. Olten- 
breit, announced that the Wo­
men's World Day of Prayer 
will be on March 3. She also 
naked some of the members to 
attend the presentation of cer­
tificates to new Canadians on 
Monday. 1
Mrs. Thoms organized a draw 
for a lovely crocheted table 
cover,
Lunch was served by the hos­
tesses Mrs. Guenette and Mrs, 
Walenty Sudol.
the commitment; and that 
means a financial commit­
ment,”
She has an ally in Robert An­
dras, minister of consumer af­
fairs and national election cam­
paign co-chairman for the fed­
eral Liberals.
"Fielding a large number of 
women candidates is some­
thing we're very deliberately 
setting as n major objective in 
this campaign, This vyould In­






I CUSTOM MADE OR BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phene 763-2124
Bank of Montreal








249 Bernard Ave. Phone 762*445.1
We arc seeking aggressive, career-minded young men 
for Training Programs leading (o management posi­
tions. '
Our MERI T Program includes comprehensive on- 
the-job (raining supplemented by formal instruction 
courses. Salary fully commensurate with qualifica­
tions and experience.
Requirements
—Minimum Grade 12 education.
—Our to live years of work experience,
—W'illlnisncNn to accept periodic transfers.,
, —A strimR desire to sneered in a ehsllcnjlnr career,
' Foiwaiil miiii' i e,siime it) complete confidence to:
! Mr, G. M. Thompson,
Employ meat Officer,
Hank of Montreal,





Breath of Spring Elegance! 
Impor ted All-Wool Tweed
Simpsons-Sears 
Low Price 39"
Here's elegance for you, dreamed up and superbly executed by one of 
Canada's leading makers. Using rich imported all-wool (weed# ... top 
fashion know-how. Wo show hero only two from an outstanding collection. 
All with rayon satin lining, all in the newest Spring shades, Sixes 10-20.
I'rmoiuil shopplmt; Wonicu'a CoaU (17) SbnpsonvScarN: Kelowna.
'' 4 ................ '   ............... . ' ■ - ■   "    - ■■ ■ ■■■■-.    
Park Free While You, Simp Slmpiom-Scari, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
I Don Duguid Won t Be Returning
Other Names Still In Running
*
i
I of .Montreal; Carlo Belle, Vai25.
















checking a Vernon Esso play­
er Sunday may be part of a
Okanagan teams, Vernon and 
Penticton Broncos were throw­
ing games to Bucks in order 
to have them put Rockets out
This picture of 
Buckaroos’ Gord
“As I was saying about bowk 
ing. The first thing to learn is 
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”KERR AUTO BODY SHOP , TO
“Initsad of brandy they (Ml 
Hnlm.Ui’’
Body Builders
Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
%£$...
At Command Homes we think you've got your hands 
full just picking out cupboards, carpets, paint colors, 
etc. That's why wc help you pick your lot, pick your , 
home design, and arrange your mortgage all in one 
office, \
CHILLIWACK, B.C. , (CP)
Richmond Centennials <>v®r- west Territories, 
whelmed Chilliwack Brains 7-2| f
DOUILLARD CONSTRUCTION LTD. • 
’ 04« CROWLEY AVENUE, KELOWNA, B.C.• 
' , ■ ■ • • । ■ . • 
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If wishes were horses, Kelowna Buckaroos would be play­
ing polo.
A wish by the general manager and coach Wayne North 
at the start of the season was for a 30-30 split in Bucks* 60-game 
schedule. This didn't seem to be out of line by a newcomer to 
the area.
The first part of the season showed up this fallacy, and * 
now Bucks haven't a hope of making the prediction. But an­
other guesr might yet come true, if time doesn’t run out on 
the team and Lady Luck smiles in this direction.
Bucks can still nab a playoff berth, if they come up with 
an outstanding rally in the late stages of the season and Kam­
loops Rockets oblige by going into a dive.
. A reverse of field like this will be akin to Montreal Cana- 
diens winning the Stanley Cup last season, when they weren’t 
. even able to put up a stiff battle against Boston Bruins in the 
quarter-final playoffs.
Bruins had a powerhouse, and Canadiens were just a good 
tear.. Bruins lost, though, and Canadiens went all the way.
I*, has been said that Vernon Essos also have a powerhouse, 
but their performance in the last two games in Kelowna leaves 
a little to be desired. I have maintained all season that Buck- . 
I'roos had a good hockey team, and like the Canadiens of last 
season now they are showing their stuff.
It’s strange when a 60-game schedule comes down to two 
jgames. These two games Bucks face are their next pair, both 
against Rockets. I, an eternal optimist, am ready to write them 
oif if they don’t win at least one of the games and will be ready 
to give them a minute chance if they win and tie..
: Two wins and I am prepared to state that their chances are 
50-50 for a berth. If they can take Rockets in both games, their 
Kamloops’ counterparts will be in much the same condition 
Essos are in at this time.
Rockets will be playing with one eye looking behind them 
and listening for footsteps. Richmond Centennials might still 
diddle Bucks out of a playoff berth, but one problem at a time, 
please.
/ Centennial hold down fifth place, three points ahead of 
E; cks. Rockets hold a seven-point margin over the Centennials.
Irjuries, which have been fortunately absent while Bucks 
put it together, have again put a load on the team. Forward 
Ken Weninger appears to be the worst off, with a separated 
shoulder.
North, who stepped down as coach earlier this season but 
is behind the bench on an interim basis while coach Don Culley 
is off holidaying, was reluctant to put a time on when Wenin­
ger would return. He stated it might be three weeks or the 
rest of the season.
One other injury doesn't seem to be as serious, with Brad 
R'.hson suffering a split eyelid in a fracas. Apparently the acci­
dent was caused by a linesman breaking up the grab and 
and shove match. *
One thing you can say about the linesmen for : Kelowna 
games and other games around the league, they don’t show 
any hesitancy in grappling with angry players intent on getting 
to the other guy.
Although these acts of bravery should not go unheralded, 
these same linesmen might be the cause of a serious injury in 
their eagerness. Rob«on shows this, and other players have 
been hurt more by the linesmen than their opponents.
With the third man ruling now in, there is little danger in 
letting a fight go. When the pugilists get tired, they’ll quit of 
their own accord. A little caution could go a long way.
1
Bryan Wood, second'Jim.Petta-i Ottawa’s Eldon Coombe, with 
piece and third Rod- Hunter, req lead .Barry Provost, .second Jim 
cruited Dan Fink Of .-Winnipeg] Patrick .Sod third Keith For- 
as their new skip.-. - |guet, won the Ontario title a 
The old Duguid rink isoneoil weak-ago after two playoff 
32 which go into a modified Udu- Irounds-In the provincial playoff 
ble-knockout competition1 start-1 Ottawa. .
ing Wednesday to determine the! .The hometown rinkin the. na- 
Manitoba champion.' Uorapetl-ltiodal playoff 'at St Johns will 
tion continues through Sunday, b* skipped by Fred Durant, who y 
Stifi in the running the> Al-W“ Xh *
bertax title is one of the biggest ^“ ^^S^j^.jecond Bob 
names in the sport Hec-Gervais McDuff,
of St Albert, who won the|S®®AfrER SKIPS N.S.. .
northern. Alberta crown Sstur-| Nova Scotia rink is 
day. skipped , by Barry Shearer of
THREE TACKtK HEC ■ Iwith Robin .Wilber, Ed 
THREE TACKLE HEC > . Morgan and Ken LangUle.
Gervais, 1961 (^dia^apd The New. Brunswick title was 
world champion, W^WW ^cMed.M 
three other rinks al fidmqntoh witfT Dave Sullivan’s Frederic- 
starting Friday in a. double toh Hnk emerging undefeated 
knockout provincial champi«i-l from three-day, 'double* a
sh}?’ , ' „ .knockout competition.
Gervais meets Ray Talbot of With Sullivan, 30, ar© lead T 
Red Deer, the souttiern. Alberta Wayne Rhodenlzer. secor^ Wal- 
champ; Melvin. Watchhorn of ter Nasons and third John Gor- 
Fairview, th© Peace River I min 
Curling Association representer Prince Edward Island is rep. 
tive, and Lloyd Wood oiI Pte®] resented, tor the second year in 
Point representing th© North- , by. Cliff Ready’s Char- 
u “®slTeiIito^8- tJlotf«town rink of lead Norm 
« XiSv* -oXFto T British Co- fa“War names sliU ■ to MacNeU, second Dave Kassncr 
M0^«y_^52nHa®rit^ C^ intention for a national berth an(1 third BlU MacGregor. • • 
lumbia Junior A Hockey League are defending Saskatchewan] -—-—r—----- ;—-----------—
game. champion Bob Pickering of .
Chilliwack scored only 20 sec- Avonlea. Sam Richardson of Re- A / I IKI
onds into the first period, but glna and Kevin Smale of Prince filJ VV LI VI 
Richmond switched on a blitz George._B.C- _ , -v - < <
of goals, tying*the game at Pickering has been in the ng- ; meridian LANES 
13:53 and adding two more goals tional playoff six times, and he 
in the next two minutes. and the Richardson rink repre- - ■ v 
Richmond took a 4-1 lead in ^^em Saskatchewanjn 
the second period and never the provincial tinkle at Meltort 
looked back at the lumbering Friday and Saturd ay. The 
S’,!-- northern rinks are Skipped by
r «Ah Lewis Herb ScheU and Doug. Wyatt.Len Jv*“ <,£uB Meh for 1)001 of Saskatoon.
Saruered, two goals each for Smale> interior B;C. 
SFleenfe and champ for the third time in four 
R0Ugrl*™?n g* and years? awaits the winner of the
DrV scored both B-c« coustal playoff '■ Friday
riun,yw»ekh snS • ° land Saturday at West VancoU-
nen'nitvladen came ver« Smale meets' the winner 
lectorChimwMk^Jd 13 ™or Monday and Tuesday in a best- 
Jamieson gathered five of them, vincial title. 
and Marcel Vandergras of Chil- QUEBEC PLAYOFF ON
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Don Duguid won’t be back to 
defend his Canadian curling 
championship this year, al­
though his old rink will,, but 
other veteran skips are still in 
the running for1 the title.
The Canadian men’s champi­
onship is set for SL John’s, 
NfkL, March 6-10 and already 
five contenders have been de­
cided while other provincial 
playoffs continue this week and 
next ■
Duguid, the Manitoba, Cana­
dian and world champion the 
last two years, announced last 
year he was retiring from com­











said he had pictures on his 
wall at home of Bobby
League standings: d’Or; Guy Germain, Quebec
G W L T Pt City; Gary Appleby,,.'Sept-Iles; 
47 34 12 1 69 W i 111 a m Fuller, Lennoxvllle;
DID VERNON THROW IT?
Joe Tennant, coach of Kam- . _ 
loops Rockets. Tennant made ing Essos 10-3 in an earlier
..... — — ------- that,
“Some of, the Finns were
giant play-act, according to of the playoffs. Bucks won 
“ ~ - - — Sunday’s game 8-2, after beat-
HOMES LTD
“A company building for the future”
i • • o* its contender this weekend-at 
Technician XtriwA Kapuskasing when Jack. Me- I UVnillUlClII JIHIvV Farlane of Sault Ste. Marie,
Ihyack had four. I Eleven rinks started the six-
Richmond goaltender Charlie I day, round-robin Quebec playoff 
Briskham made 26 saves, and Monday. The skips are Joe 
Chilliwack’s Lee Hoium made I Saad, Bill Kent and Dav© Moon
Blood Now On College Courts 
Causing Coaches Concern
; NEW YORK (AP) — Blood on 
V college basketball courts this 1 
; season is causing concern 1 
among coaches. <
Minnesota’s Bill Musselman is 1 
i “afraid to sneeze.” 1
’ Tennessee’s Ray Mears is 
• wary of heating the crowd’s 
; emotions.
And Jim Padgett of California 
: teaches his kids to be doves, hot 
■; hawks.
“My life has been disjointed 
i and severely interfered with by 
j vicious mail . . . I’m heart­
sick," says Musselman, refer­
ring to his team’s brawl with 
Ohio State on Jan. 25.
Musselman fears a recur­
rence of the brutal fight that 
sent two Buckeye players to 
hospital. Mears also is walking 
on egg shells.
He has eliminated his tradi­
tion of wearing an orange 
blazer at games. His action was 
especially pointed toward the 
Tennessee-Vanderbilt affair 
Feb. 7. he said.
CROWD REACTED
It had been traditional for 
!■ Mears to appear at the late 
stages of the preliminary game, 
wearing his blazer and walking 
from one end of the court to the 
i other. His appearance usually 
! coaxed boos from the Vander­
bilt partisans.
“Vanderbilt fans have always 
been good, active fans,” said 
Mears." “But in the last couple 
of years .there have been too 
many obscene signs and too 
many oranges thrown.
“All coaches and, I think, 
most fans, are concerned with 
the things that have happened 
in basketball across the country 
and we want to stop those who 
are hurting basketball.
Padgett says his players are 
allowed to defend themselves 
from attack, but not retaliate.
“If somebody throws a punch,
it’s automatib—he comes 
and sits next to me on 
bench,” says Padgett.
SEASON’S WILDEST
SHE GOT LAST WORD
ACTON, Ont. (CP) - An 
Acton mother got the last word 
in an exchange with her son 
who returned after firemen had 
: doused a kitchen blaze. He 
sniffed the air and asked: 
“What are you burning for sup­
per: tonight, mother?” She 
snapped:. “The kitchen, son, the 
kitchen!”
saying any such thing. Buck 
manager,' Wayne North, said 
the incident wasn't helping the 
peace of mind of his players. 
Bucks meet Rockets in Kam­
loops Wednesday and back in 
Kelowna Friday night.
—(Courier Photo)
High.single, boys, Ken Horova- 
tin 213, girls, Kelly Adams 244; Sk 
High ‘double, boys, Ken Horo- 
vatin 383, girls, Kelly Adams 
386; High average, boys, Randy 
Zahara .171, girls, Marilyn Mc­
Rae 137; Team standings, Gut­
ter Balls 368, Boulders 358%, 
Alley Cats 337%.
. Y.B.C, Juniors—High single, 
boys, Dqug Denham 225, girls, 
Marilyn Grennler 202; High 
double, .boys, , Bruce Fowler 
360, girls, Becky Rundberg 374; i 
High average, boys, Allah Gal- r- 
arneau 173, girls, Heather Me- 
Rae' 176;- , Team standings, 
Strikes and Spares 238, King 
Pins 209, Fire Balls 207.
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Gordie Howe Now Is Ignored 
Son Mark Signs Autographs
DETROIT (AP) - It 
seemed incongruous.
A m i d d 1 e -aged woman 
walked past Gordie Howe and 
up to Mark Howe at Detroit 
Metropolitan Ai r p o r t and 
asked for Mark’s autograph 
Monday night.
“It’s for my son,” she said, 
smiling.
Gordie didn’t mind. He
The Ohio State-Minnesota 
brawl was the wildest during a 
basketball game this season. 
But there have been , other 
fights.
Southern Cal has been in­
volved in two, one with Seattle 
and another with Providence. 
UCLA and Santa Clara went at 
it and Marquette and South Car­
olina fought on national tele- 
sion.
“It might just be a sign of the 
times but the spectator feels he 
pays his money and has this 
tremendous f r e e d o m," says 
Southern Cal coach Bob Boyd. 
‘Tv: never seen coaches and 
players get so much personal 
abuse from the crowd as they 
have this year.
“Fights used to be two-man 
i affairs. You didn’t find fans 
I pouring onto the court. You 
। didn't find them going after 
players. We’re getting a little 
• careless with crowd control. 
' You go to an arena where there 
> are 10,000 people and no ushers.
What do you do?”
SEEK SHOE LOSER
STRATFORD, Ont. (CP) - 
Police are looking for a vandal 
with only one shoe. They found 
l>ia other one Inside th© Canada 
Trust office here after someone 
kicked out Ute lower part of a 
window.
5 55 Carl Rodger, Lachute; Jean- 
3 45 Claude Turcotte, Cap de la Ma- 
8 42 d elei ne; Andre Leroux, Ri- 
3 35 mouski, and Gerry Tremblay, 
6 32 Kenogami.
—H Northern Ontario will-decide
_ ।' Northern Ontario Curling Asso
f ancele I nvepano Ciation champion, meets, rinks VadllUvIw VUVvIhIJv from Temiskaming and 'ThUn- 
TORONTO (CP) — The CBC der Bay regions. , 
has cancelled plans to televise a For the first time in the his- 
World Cup skiing competition tory of the national champion- 
this week from Banff, Alta., be- ship, Ontario will be repre- 
cause of rotating strikes by ] sented by an Ottawa rink.





• 10 *.m. to 12-noon - 
Kelowna Secondary School 
^Gymnasium. Back Door 
Ages 13 yrs. to 15 yrs.. 
Bunners and gloves a must.
Brundage Hopes 
For No Trouble
TOKYO (AP) — Avery Brun­
dage, president of the Interna­
tional Olympic Committee, said 
Tuesday he hopes there will be 
no trouble involving violation of 
amateurism at the Munich 
Olympic Games next summer.
. signed so many autographs in - 
his fabled 25-year National 
Hockey League career that 
maybe it contributed to the 
arthritis he developed in his 
wrist.
But the proud father, for­
mer Detroit Red Wings super- 
star and now a vice-president 
of the NHL club, was glad to 
turn the glory over to a new 
generation Howe.
IT’S MARK’S HOUR
It was Olympian Mark’s 
hour. .
About a dozen friends and 
relatives, plus a contingent of 
news and c a m e ramen, 
greeted him as he left a 747 
jet. He had just spent 30 hours 
travelling from Japan where 
he played on the silver med­
al -w i n n i n g United States 
hockey team in the Olympics 
at Sapporo.
The 16-year-old Detroiter 
didn't score any points in the 
U.S.’s surprising pe rfor m- 
ance, but he was the centre of 
attention.
The soft-spoken but rugged 
forward, who plays for the 
Junior Vyjngs of the Southern 
Ontario Hockey Association, 
slowly pulled his silver 
medal from a blue velvet box.
response from an onlooker, 
and everyone laughed.
Kisses from his mother and 
girl friend greeted Mark, as 
well as a large red poster, 
with a picture of comic strip 
character Snoopy, which 
read: “To our Vale ntine 
Mark. Happiness is winning a 
silver medal.”
THEY SKATE MORE
He said international 
hockey competition involved 
more skating and less hitting 
than in this country.
"When I went over I 
thought I was in pretty good 
shape,” he added. “But I 
found out I wasn’t.”
The 5-foot-ll, 185-pounder— 
youngest player ever on the 
U.S. Olympic hockey team- 
said the gold medal-winning 
Russians “were very nice fel­
lows" and that one of them
It was attached to a large rib­
bon. '
He put it ground his neck as 
his mother Colleen and Gordie 
gathered close for photogra­
phers.
"What docs the inscription 
any?" someone asked.
"Made in Japan," came a
Brundage told a luncheon nt 
the Forel g n Correspondents 
Club: "We hope there won't be 
things that happened here at the 
Munich Olympic Games.”
The 84-year-old IOC president, 
referred to the case in which' 
Austrian skier Karl Sclirnnz 
was disqualified from the fiap- 
poro Olympic Games for violat­
ing the amateur code. '
Referring to Communist 
China's participation ip the 
Olympics. Brundage said ho has 
no objection if China pledges to 




"Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear" 
1474 St. Paul fit.
In the new Inland Gas 
Building
Phone 76.I-763I
making $68,000—and they’re 
amateurs!"
Mark has missed about a 
month of school.
"I didn’t do any homework 
over there," he said, with a 




Rick Goyette of Kelowna 
came through with a high 
score on an extra game to win 
the junior boys’ singles Youth 
Bowling Council title Sunday in 
Kamloops.
Goyette, who rolled a 197, 
215, 235—648 triple came out 
tied for the lead with a Sum­
merland opponent, and scored 
a 235 to break the deadlock in 
an extra game. His opponent 
rolled a 210 in the extra game.
Goyette will compete against 
the top bowlers in the province 
rolloffs in Vancouver,
Maureen Schneider of Oso- 
yoos won the girls’ singles title. 
Salmon Arm, which swept the 
team titles in senior rolloffs, 
added the junior girls’ team 
event to their record with Eve­
lyn Aridruski, Lorraine Syme, 
Phyllis Blackburn, Andrea 
Blackburn and Sherrie Wazney 
on the team.
Vernon won the boys' team 
title. Members of that team 
were Gord Wiffen, Jim Wright, 
James Dooling, Doug Bulwer 
and Rick McPherson.
A CBC spokesman said - the ] 
technicians would not guarantee ! 
they would stay on the job 
throughout the competition 
Thursday and Friday.
The technicians, members of 
the N a t i o n a 1 Association of 
Broadcast Employees and Tech­
nicians, are demanding higher 




Better Ideas Make 
Better Homes
Our Main Features...
Quality ... at a competitive coat to you 
Down payment to suit your budget. 
We pay all lecal feci. 
CuHlomcr’a aclectlon of decor. , 






MONTREAL (CP) — The Ca- 
nadian Catholic Organization 
for Development and Peace has 
earmarked $45,000 in scholar­
ship grants to help 15 persons 
from third world countries to 
enroll in courses at St. Francis 
Xavier University during the 
current scholastic year. The 
grants will go specifically to the 
Antigonish, N.S., university’s 
Coady International Institute.
Local'representative is required to call on the food, 
drug and confectionery trade..
Experience in This-'field would be an asset. If you 
have above average* sales ability we will offer the 
following: a good starting salary, incentive programs, 
opportunity for advancement, automobile, expenses, 
and medical benefits.
Submit a complete resume ip confidence to
HERSHEY CHOCOLATE OF CANADA, 
3450 Wellington Ave., Vancouver 15, B.C.
ROBERTSON - IRWIN LIMITED
is pleased to announce the appointment of
DOUILLARD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED 
as their exclusive agent tor
I ROBERTSON]
Systems ■Structures
Douillard Construction Ltd, can engineer and erect n building 
selected for your particular needs and requirements. Industrial 
Agricultural, Commercial, and Institutional buildings are developed, 
factory pre-engtneered and manufactured by ROBERTSON IRWIN 
LTD. one of the leading STEEL BUILDING manufacturers in 
Canada. • . •.
In the Central Okanagan Area from Revelstoke to Princeton to 
Grand Forks, contact Douillard Construction Ltd. for ALL your 
building requirements.
’ AFUOXIMATBLV SO. Ft- ——------ ------
« MC4UIMB COMFUriOH OATX____________ _—
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•
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Dream Teams Around Stars
ANAHEIM. CMIf. (CP-W - 
The 12 founding clubs of th* 
World Hockey Association spent 
the weekend building drum 
teams around the National 
Hockey League's established 
stars.
' captain Dave Keon and defence- 
nu'i >' b H ai .< »d Jim Dorey. 
Tii । i>(ktd Detroit Red
M Dionne. Tim Ec-
e 1 c .■ ' (i n e. Nick Libett and 
M l'v It.unload
Their next problem will be to 
generate the cash anti persu­
asive power to br>ng thc.r 
dreads to reality although th' re 
\scre indications one team a* 
»hst has made some steps in 
that direction.
The Toronto Globe and Mail 
reported that several WHA ex­
ecutives, while declining to let 




no pen not Manitoba na- 
n Ivd H. ins of Minnesota 
i stc> nnd Ted Green of 
s i o n Brums. The Jets
grnmj.-'d Bobbv Hull of Chicago 
Bi„ck HawK£ as their first pick 
and no’ until after the 20th 
io n.'i u d they no back to trying 
for more b;g names with Mont­
real defenceman Jacques Lap-
eti.rre and Minnesota goalie 
Giiiup Wmsley.
Graduates from Prairie junior
ronto Maple Leafs goalie Berme j1()Ckev wounj up on the 
Parent had already signed v i’-h! (';il2iiry list. included Maple 
the WHA s Miami Scteammg j<vaf centre Jim Harrison. de­
Eagles. , ifenecman Barry Gibbs of Min-
Parent was selected by the nt;sota. Dale Hoganson of Mont- 
^agles as one of the four play- real. Gerry Pinder of Los Ange- 
■^rs on their pre-draft negotia-! ]t.s Kings and Ross Lonsberry of 
tion list. Each of the 12 teams; Philadelphia Flyers, 
had similar four-man lists ap- _ „
.proved last Friday. Then they EDMONTON AFTER LEAF 
got down to the drafting which ('i ntre Norm Ullman of the 
went f°r more than 71 rounds Leal's, an Edmonton Oil Kings 
Saturday and Sunday with more junior grad, was the first pick 
than 1,000 players picked from of ’.he Edmonton club which 
flUtae NHL, from minor profes- also grab b e d centre Bobby 
IBHknal and amateur teams and Clarke and New York’s Bruce 
MHBm Europe. ■ . - MacGregor in their pre-draft 
^B^Some of the biggest names in lisJ;, .
the NHL, however, were dialled Edmonton also went for a re- 
almost as an afterthought. ’-’.nxl siar in goalie Glenn, Hall 
■ - ■ who quit St. Louis Blues at the
ORR PICKED ■ I end of last season’ and retired to
Bobby Orr, Phil Esposito, Vic:|1!S farm near Edmonton.
Hadfield, Jean Ratellc, Ken qj)e wHA’s Chicago Cougars 
Hodge, Ed Giacomin and Tony । appeared ready for a war with 
Esposito were among the NHL; xjUL neighbor Chicago Black 
▼stars picked up after the 70th, Hawks after picking Hawks 
. round. . ’ Stan Mikita. Jerry‘Korab, Gary
The Dayton, Ohio, franchise Smith, Pit Martin, Jim Pappin, 
appeared the most determined, Bryan Campbell and Darryl 
not to let any of the stars go'Maggs.
un-noticed. After Winnipeg Jets Strangely, -the Chicago club 
had passed on the 71st round, passed up Hawks Dennis Hull 
Dayton selected another 43 play-1 who went after the 20th round to 
ers including Orr, Phil Esposito,; Miami, defencemen Pat Staple- 
Hadfield and Giacomin. ton and Doug Jarrett to’Los An-
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Sports Are Next To Religion 
For Helping Country: Feller
■ The Dayton club, however,' geles after the 70th round and 
had steered clear of the cstab-! goalie I°ny Espp3'*-0 Edmon- 
J0 lished stars in the early rounds? ton afle1’ fi'e 70th round. ; .
Their first selection on. the CH00SE JUNIOR LINE 
four-man negotiation list was Tile Ncw Yor.k entry appeared 
winger Guy Trottier of roronto: tQ be buildirtg for the future 
an^ afipe the 20^'! right from the start as it. chose
■ round did they get. around , to, stcVc shutt Bill Harris and 
pi^Vnyi eSla?KShrdi.Plarrs' Dave Gardner; a complete for- 
witlr Frank Mahovlich Iron. , v-ar(j bne from Toronto Marlbo- 
CTanadiens and TTon rQS ()f Ontario Hockey Asso- 
EUisof the Leafs. . ciation Junior A league.
The new league didn t confine The New York team pi(,ked 
goalie- Garry Desjardins of Chi­
cago Black Hawks first on their
its draft to active players either, 
as the New York franchise gam­
bled on recently-retired Phil 
Goyette of Buffalo Sabres and pre-draft list, following up with the three Marlie players.
The. New York club appearedWinnipeg-Jets picked Dick Duff, 
also a recent dropout from the; •„ b(. rareful not to pick any 
^babres roster. ■ established players from the
.Even veteran all-star ^Gordtc NHL Ranf,crs New England 
Rowe who retired asb year;whalcrs.;however,■ made early 
»^r*ir5„SeaSonS PetT°l inroads.. into the. neighboring 
Red Wings, was picked by Losi »oston Rrujns roster, picking 
Angeles Sharks. goalies Gerry Cheevers and
.. PATTERN APPEARS Eddie Johnston and following up
The Canadian clubs, Calgary with Eddy Westfall and Johnny 
Brones, Edmonton Oil Kings.. Bucyk. The Whalers.also
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — 
With the exception of religion, 
sports has done more for the 
nation than anything. Bob 
Feller, former pitching great 
for Cleveland Indians of the 
American League, said Mon­
day night.
Feller was the main 
speaker as other stars of the 
past were honored at an an­
nual oldtimers . banquet in 
Nashville.
The Hall of Fame pitcher 
also recalled how Cleveland 
lost the first game of the 1948 
World Series to the Boston 
Braves, 1-0, with Feller pitch­
ing against Johnny Sain.
“We had our famous pickoff 
play and' our manager, Lou 
Boudreau, was supposed to tip 
the umpires off about it be­
fore the game. But he never 
could get away from Braves 
manager Billy Sou th worth," 
Feller said.
walk Stainky and after I
Neither Are Pressing Espo NHL Required
But Goalies Are I mpressed I? ^nwer
MONTREAL (CP' — Neither 
defenceman Brad Park of New 
York Rangers nor rookie right 
winger Guy Lafleur of Montreal 
Canadiens is pressing centre 
Phil Esposito of Boston Bruins 
in the National Hockey League's 
individual scoring race.
But both are making iinpres-
The
record of 88 established byiCheevers 
Andy Bathgate in 1958-59. | Johnston
Defenceman Bobby Orr of 
Boston is third with 83 points,
including a league-leading 58 as­
sists, four points ahead of Rod 
Gilbert and five more than Vic 
Hadfield, both of New York.















|anti-truH division of the United 
55 2 2.01;States attorncy-generars office 
67 2 2.33|demanded Monday that Brian 
23 4 2.19 O’Neill, executive director of
•» '•'!'* NHL, receive n civil investi- 





o UUUI itiv mi iLa. • * r, L_ j
sions on opposition goaltenders. ^al)rscored
his 38th goal Sunday during a MyrePark last week became the
Dryden
3,:;nn 127
4-4 tie. with. Philadelphia Flyers DeJordy 
----- ---------- >■; . . to equal the record established Vachon years to register two three-goal j season by his team-mate ,4, 
games m a smgle season, while Gil perroault> last. season's! Parent .
Lafleur established a modern- rookic^f.the.ve3r. 
»>n<» • room'd rif nic nwh nV'CAIInt.
first defenceman in at least 30
in in Gil Perreault,
•Mil (2>
era record of his o n by count-
















is a civil sufxx'jna requiring the 
league to answer all questions1 
..... and ttiin over any documenta 
7/..]bearing on the anti-trust iuvesti- 
.7'“ 1 gallon.
1’>r' lTevcE'pinent Monday is 
. .o nni Part of a far-reaching investiga- 
Ul“ j..ltion into organized hockey by 











Goalie Jim Rutherford , of1 ^SPOS^OK®OS 
Pittsburgh Penguins was the! Ratelie, NY
. victim on both of Park’s three- 
goal efforts—during a 6-1 
Rangers’ victory at New York. 
Dec. 12, and last Saturday at 
! Pittsburgh when the Rangers 
posted an 8-3 victory.
Park, a’ 23-year-old Toronto 
native, currently enjoying his 
finest season since coming into 
the NHL in 1968-69, now has 16 
goals and 56 points—both New 
York club records for a defence­
man. Park shares 12th place in 












































Winnipeg, Ontario and Quebec, j grabbed winger Rod Gilbert 
-appeared to.be. trying for estab-: from New York Rangers, 
lished players well-known ini >-Rookie goalie! Ken Dryden of 
thieir own areas. \ Montreal Canadiens, picked by
■ , The Quebec club hit Montreal] Los Angeles Sharks; was one of
•Canadiens for Guy Lapointe.; five. goalies who were first 
Jacques Lemaire. Pierre Bou- ; selections': The others were Par- 
chard, rookie Guy Lafleur and; ent to Miami, Desjardins to 
Rejean Houle. Their top junior] New York. Doug Favell of Phil- 
draft pick was Jacques Richard | adelphia Flyers io Ontario and 
of the hometown Remparts. i G'tlles. Villemure of New York
Ontario hit the Leafs early fori Raiigers to Quebec. -
“So when we got to the 
ninth inning, I walked Bill 
Salkeld and Phil Masi went in 
to run. Mike M c C o r m i c k 
bunted him along and Eddie 
Stanky came up.
PULLED PLAY
“Boudreau wanted ■ me to 
walk him, saying we might 
get the next hitter, Sain, to hit 
into a double play. ‘Don’t bet 
on it,' I told-him, cause Sain 
was a pretty good hitter.
“He finally convinced me to
Long Hours Pay Off With Triumph 
For Stolle In Tennis Tournament
as ho appeared mesmerized by 
Slolle's pin-jxiint passing shots 
and was kept at bay by his con­
sistent deop first service.
It was the first time he had 
been ..hut out in a set since join­
ing ihe WOT tour four years 
ago. Drysdale said he played 
ing fourth-seeded Cliff Drysdale; "normally—-Iio (St 0 11 el just 
of South Africa 6-0, 6-3 in a (l>k''<’« loo well. He was deadly 
morning match. • ] "n I’ljmemcnts to my backhand
Twelve hours later' he andl s'<l<’’
TORONTO (CP’ — Long 
hptirs and hard work have paid 
off so far for Fred Stolle in the 
$50,000 W o r I d Championship 
Tennis tournament here,
Stolle, the 33-year-okl Austral­
ian veteran, pulled off the first 
lipset of the tournament by oust-
countryman Ken Rosewnll ucre. 
putting the finishing strokes i 
w a 6-7> 6-2, 6-4 first-round doubles 
rt victory over the stubborn duo of 
Brian Fairlie of New Zealand- 
and Ismail El Shnfei of Egypt.
Other seeded playery man- 
aped firsl-roiind victories al- 
Ihnii.i'.h third-seeded Tom Okker 
of the Netherlands and .seventh- 
seeded Mnrty Rieasen of Evans- 
ton, III., needed wins in the
br s I ■<> f-12 points lie-breaker
Sol much for the Ion ft hours, : ira,n(,s ,h:it (it!Cide sets that aie 
The hard work started Sunday ] tied (LG 
night a few hours after Stolle j(( ,, {
hinC y 1 e |l’nl' ward Un? .‘ 'iiglcs final tiial pays 
1 miaacipnia. ' SlO.iiho i<> the winner and $5,000
He waited until Siindnv's l(, nl(, |,„,r wj|h a 6-4. fi-7, 7-6 
draw was finished then wenl ml
on the indoor court for a BO-mi'i-'. 
ute "hit” with Terry Addisoii,;’ 
another Australian player on






come in dinipr. Un'
l( i c s s e n forced Australian 
lliiv l.iuiful;. inio backhand er- 
rot s in the tic-breaker that de­
cid'd ’lie itiatch after inadvert- 
• inly I'layinn t<> tin1 lefthander's 
tn ii ! urn hand earlier in win-
afti'i'iioon and find mi’ 1 wa. <. 
peeled to play al in the n> 
morning," Stolle said idler Lea'" 
k ing Drysdale.
■ : The South Afncan scoi rd >. ub. 
Br .seven ixiinls diirtng Ihe fir ' r
By THE CANADIAN 1‘RI SS 
REMEMBER WHE N , 
The first \Voild 18 2 hall, •
Une billiards champminhip 
began in Barta 69 years ,ai;o. 
today in 1903 - in ihe 
. Grand Hotel, Two Aincrlrsn
and two French competitors' 
entered nnd play ended In i 
three-way lie atx days later.
' Maurice Vlgnaiix of l'’r.inre 
refused to play off and ap­
pealed to a E'itih’Ii i-oiiri
which awarded him ’he















I’kK. <»( 20 47c
n 1 R| I. d>'ir.onMFipioii with 
S.11. .. । ... 11
MOHAWK KFI.OWN \ 
NEHVKi:







2.74’ A civil investigative demand'
2.93.w:,s served last week on the


























0 4.44 is believed that other pro 
5 3.12 ! leagues doing business in thtf 
0 2.961 United States also received such 



































The demand asked the NHL 
to answer questions regarding 
ownership of arenas, the rela- 


















Berenson, Det 20 ,30
Lafleur, the No. 1 choice at!Unger. SIL 
last June’s draft, counted his । P- Hu“> ^'ijl
LAFLEUR IS FIRST
■ 27 22
Sain to pop out to our right 
fielder, Bob Kennedy, we 
pulled our pickoff play;
"That was the first year for 
the World Series to be on tele­
vision and 50,000,000 people 
saw we had Masi 10 feet off 
the bag. But the umpire, Bill 
Stewart, Was picked off, too, 
and he called the runner safe.
"Then Tommy Holmes hit a 
single two feet inside the foul 
line and that was the game as 
they beat its 1-0.
"I still got more publicity 
out of that than the no-hitters 
and one-hitters combined," 
Feller said.
Feller hurled three no-hit­
ters and 12 one-hitters in his 
major league career.
He said Tommy Heinrich, 
who played for New York 
Yankees in the 1940s, was the 
most dangerous hitter he ever 
faced.
third three-goal game here last 
Thursday in M o n t r tai's 7-1 
romp against Chicago Black 
Hawks. No first-year player has 
recorded more than two such 
games in a season since at least 
1946-47.
Lafleur has counted 22 goals 
and assisted on 24 more for 46 
points.
' The Montreal rookie leads the 
league in three-goal games with 
his three, but this is four short 
of Esposito's record seven 
which he chalked up last sea­
son. .
The efforts of Park , and Laf­
leur brought this season's total 
three-goal games to 37, com-j 
pared to 28 one year ago. j
Esposito picked up six points 
last week for a total of 94 to 
maintain a narrow margin atop 
the scoring parade over 
Rangers’ Jean Ratelie, whose 91 
points broke the New York club
NEEDS EXERCISE
SHERBROOKE, Que. (CP) — 
Dr. Bertrand Dumais, head of 
the cardiology department of 
the Sherbrooke University Medi­
cal Centre, says evidence gath­
ered tends to prove that the 
main factor contributing to 
heart, attack—heart fatigue- 
can be effectively counterbal­
anced hy physical activity and 
exercise. The heart was a mus­
cle and it needrtl exercise to 




































GOALKEEPERS’ RECORDS j D‘ .'deii 
(Empty-net goals bracketed 1 | Buf (5) 





60 7 1.76: Vachon2,400 .
















4 0 4.00j W. Smith























Rent — Lease — Purchase
Business Equipment Ltd. 
By the Paramount Theatre
SEED NEW FOREST
SASKATOON (CP) — More 
than 1,600 acres of cut-over and 
burned-over forestry area in 
central Saskatchewan are being 
seeded, the provincial resources 
department says. F o res t.r y 
branch personnel also planted 
40,000 jack pine seedlings on 50 
acres burned out near White 
Gull Lake and seeded another 
150 acres where it was found 
sufficient mineral soil was ex­
posed for a good seed bed.:
THE LARGEST SELECTION 
OF TAPES IN TOWN ;.
ALSO A TAPE EXCHANGE
A great Idea
Leon at Ellis 763-4306
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 











■ , FRcE 11 MA I Ej .
. PICK UP ANO DELIVERY
2942 -Pandosy St. 763-4903
• Steel fabricating and 
installation ■
• Welding and Machining
• Plate shearing and forming





Sce our selection of ELURA 
Wigs, Will not frizz, can be 
set with “hot heat”.
HENNIE'S 
COIFFURES
14 Shops Capri, 2- 
5302; 1131 Suther­
land, 3 - 3904; 161 
Rutland Rd., 5-8633. 
All open 6 days, 
Capri Fri. till 9. 
Sutherland and Rut­
land Thurs. till 9.
• Frcth Moot 
Doily





Cheese & • Fish
MF
Toy Tractors.......
. . . . . . 14.25
Kelowna ToyotaILLICHMANN'SSausage & Delicatessen. 
1911 Glcnmore 5l. 762-2130







Save for your retirement with Montreal Trust's Retirement Savings 
Plan. You pay no taxes on the allowable money you save.
Put some money away before March 1 st and it will even be tax 
deductible on your 1971 tax return. '
Your principal and interest in a Montreal Trust Retirement Savings 
Plan can beguarantced, guaranteed by the assets of one of 
Canada's largest trust companies. There are no'ifs'or
'maybes' about tho money you need for retirement, your retirement 
savings don't fluctuate with the stock market. Yet you still get 
a good rate of interest.
Or you can choose one of our other plans: our Income Section 
or Equity Section.
Do our tax-deductible retirement plans sound interesting ? 
Find out all the details at your local Montreal Trust branch.
Montreal Trust @
We’re still finding newways to help you,
CONTACT: Woody Kaufman at 262 Barnard Avonuo 
Telephone: 762-5038
xf mail tnrLiyfo nrfifrnns ahova
Freo booklot on Financial Planning for Rotiromont 










Chimney*, fireplace a»h pit,
fire box, flue*, furnaces, hot
and cold ducts, blower and 













• Buy front tho people . 
who know
• GMC Dla»cl Part»
• Largo' lolcclion of Volk». 






|>i I hr linirr 
3ROORING
Tar A Crawl 
Hoofing Sptclaliil* 






rcploi e vein wimLlin ld now! 
RLPl AGlMt.l-iIy IO ALL 
' MAKES 'Or CARS
1086 Glcnmore 762-3526
iwspecials




Throighoiit lliH o u.lvcrhsi mcnls 
you will find the notneii o( thirc 
popular Coimliy'a,id VArjcm I hl'., 
y<iU Will al'.o find the iwnr". (if
and made ih'.'.i; v hin'-'.ii'.. 
In Older l<> wm y a . mui.l fin.l 
read, corcftiH'/ Ihrc ojb. oil id th,' 
odvertt'.er»«:ntpi' । 1 it ’hr omg
and <n11 J■, in.rl |....r ।h'"u up cor
wii Mum. I r
Wiv.li'i'ii iilhun
■ Wi t.i
AT REASONABLE PRICES 
Indiviouol w'rvK.ii givon to 
carl) ci|',inm<r.




















Pay and Save Building 
Supplies, Hardware, 
Paints at discount prices











Tha homo of |ino»l Imporlod 
food. Wo i pac loliro in llr»f 
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1 dill l.nc.il N< n -.paper, 
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21. PROPERTY FOR SAli21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BEHIND THE 8 BALL? HERE'S YOUR CUE. TRY A COURIER CLASSIFIED AD. SEE WHAT THEY DO!
FOR INFORMATION CALL 763-3228
14. ANNOUNCEMENT 16. APTS. FOR RENT
ROSEMEAD TENPLEX 
Large 1 bedroom suite, unfur­
nished. separate entrance and 
separate basement under suite. 









DON'S MASONRY able. Telephone 768-5875. UPHONE AHEAD
762-4307PAINT SPECIALISTS
phone 762-7918. tf






after 6:00 p.m. tf COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED
BUILDING SUPPLIES







T, Th, S. tf
CLASSIFIED RATES








tax. Telephone 764-7360, „ 165
bility
«ort. 3326 Walt Bond. tf1696141
or 765-6932. . if
8-5628Evenings Luella Currin
HooverT, Th. S, tfcentre,
at 702'0203 or 76.5-67M, tf
tf
Phil n<>l>inaon 3-2758 Md - fl urn'll
7 US IM
rot.
tec the manyOn.I) Rutland
amt
Iminr.liatpet.










ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 










Six consecutive days, 
per. insertion.
Minimum charge baaed
One or two days 3c per 
insertion.
Three consecutive days,
U>bT REDDISH BROWN xllllll IA III'A ■ 
I'nniriAQlan f»in»tr puppv ithiin
' IM
5. IN MEMORIAM 
. ..... ................. ....... .  
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK (IMF 
lory «««r eddre««i 17*0 Hollywood Rd.
P.O, Box 567, Kelowna, II,C, Telephone 
765-,5115. 765'8414, 7M-7733 or, 765-692.1, in 
Winfield 766'2107, la there a drinking 
problem In your home? Contact Al-Anon
circulation zone
tf
Itm.X M in ion' RENT IN
FOR THE FINEST IN POINTING. 
Daniel Murphy, 763-4946. 165. ,------- -—p—
f*»nitlek who h*vo atkod. w* da hav* 
. pM* l«r'a«h«» of cssmauon, lit •*. (»
- wspw* to »m. K
Three conaecutiv* insertions 
per column Inch.
Six conscculiv* Insertions *1.75 
column inch.
Read your advertisement th*
NOW ('ALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-313*
apartment. Contact II. 
telephone 7610700 slier
WAN II I) nV Al'llll 1, 
p.nni house, .lose In
ANNUAL VALENTINE TEA AND 
Bake Sale—Saturday. February 19th at 
2:30 p.m. Tea 50c. Everyone is welcome. 
Sponsored by Kelowna Rebekah Lodge 
No. 36. I.O.O.F.. hall (corner Richter
BRAND NEW IWO BEDROOM Du­
plex, for rent, Telephone, eveplngs, 705-
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY I Telephone 766-2872.
number aiivertisetncnt, while 
endeavor will be made to (or- 
replies to Ihe »dverti»er » 
» possible, we accept no II*-
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication. ■
One insertion 81.89 per column inch,
IUu>. 763 6646, 
li.oo pin, tf
a min i in n
Minimum charge for any 
went is *1.00.
Births, Engagements. 
Sc per word, minimum *2.50.
day it appeara. We will not be 
. ponalhle for mor* than on* incorrect
are held confidential, 
a condition of acceptance of a
...'...J in respect of loss or damage 
alleged to *i Ise through either fail­
ure or delay In forwarding such re- 
pllea. however chused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
building year coming and generous financing, these are '
TllREl^ri)EDR()()Ml)iiPl.Ex'lN~n ‘ground™™™^1 chib
land area. Telephone 765-8542 alter 6:(M II
p.m. iii.—.------—......----- ------------ —
Rilllaail Mall io wall rsipriiu*. 
Irl«»ialms and »(.».• < hil.lirn
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 674^'.—
’i.AvTt--- a'Wnr-rTii-vrrc"I TV *"'• •‘Itrhcn privilege* Prefer ladyR()YAL APAKI MEN IS nr retired couple. I'eleplione 761-59W. li-9
Immediately. Stove and refrigerator in-
15 HOUSES FOR RENT eluded. $150 monthly, including utilities. ____________n । I AU applicants must have references.
\AZ ILS O Nsu ...
12. PERSONALS
r-— - II,I,, , .... »•
JOIN THE UENO IICAA SUN FUN 
Tour, Iluye* leav* I’cntk-ton March 18, 
Complete package, $80, Call 492-7*16,





HOME OWNERS AND CONTRACTORS
DO YOU NEED YOUR FIREPLACE, BLOCK­
BUILDING, OR ANY MASONRY WORK 
DONE NOW?
We have two qualified crews ready to serve you. Ask for 
your free quote now before our regular contractors start 
again this spring; Competitive prices and quality workman­
ship are hard to find these days. We offer you both.
PHONE DON McNIVEN,
APPRAISALS
Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St.
tes. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C.
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute
Beal Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant
Certified Municipal Assessor 




R. George Trimble, 
R.I. (B.C.) F.R.I.
c/o Apple Valley Realty Ltd., 
1451 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C. 
Business 3-4144 Res. 2-0687 
T, F tf
LUMBER
Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
LAV1NGTON PLANER
MILL LTD.
T, Th, S, tf
Jenkins Cartage Ltd.
Agents for 
North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local. Long Distance Moving 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction"
765-7042
T, Th, S 184
Treadgold 
Paint Supply Ltd.
Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T. Th, S. tf
Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
.by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica- 
tion, except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phone 763-3228 








HEARING AID CLINIC 
Sponsored by K.D.R.S. 




THE CHATEAU—NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
shag rug*,' draperies, air conditioning, 
ranges and refriger.tor., free laundry 
facilities, and sauna baths. Close to 
downtown and park. Telephone Man­
ager; 762-3422. or Argus Industries Ltd.,
TWO BEDROOM GROUND FLOOR 
apartment; electric heat, cable vision, 
free laundry facilities. Close to Shops 
Capri. 8147.50 f>er month, all utilities in­
cluded. No children or pets. Retired 
couples preferred. Apply Mrs. Dunlop, 
Suite 1. 1281 Lawrence Avenue or tele­
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS-ATTRAC- 
tivrnew one bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
*110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of lake also avail-
SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED- 
room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
warm — drapes, TV cable, broadloom, 
colored stove and refrigerator. Elevator 
and free washing facilities. Friendly 
atmosphere. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-
WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
auites now available for occupancy. 
Sound proof adult building. Shag car­
peting, drapes, air conditioning, recrea­
tion room, free laundry facilities, range, 
refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele-
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre. Vocational School, bus, 
etc. Cinnamon's Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE
Tommy Craft
Saw & Tool 
Sharpening 
1166 St. Paul St.
T, Th, S 186
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SALES & SERVICE 




350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270 
■ ■■ tf
of Kelowna 
Fast, efficient service 








Death Notices, In ■ Memoriam*. 
Ca.is of Thanks 5c per word, mini­
mum 12.50.
If paid prior to initial billing, a 10% 






UTJirA*! uMaJnOr-r„,1VJP^’!’ ONE AND TWO BEDROOM DELUXE
e Roa(l* Two baths, sujtes available for Immediate occupan-
JPaCl0U.S liV*5g' ^ome cy. Adults only. Continental Manor. 523 
water *?£ garba,8e Rowcliffe. Telephone Mr. Collard , at 763- 
collection free. $145 per month. No pets. cnJ7 ,,
Telephone 763-3012 dr 763-3472. tf _____________—__________ ________ __
AVAILABLE MARCH 1 T OVFT V~ TWO WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM i?2rir»7» ,71 1 ELY unfurnished apartment. Large picture
window-beautiful view of Wood Lake. 
c»n>et through- WaU to wall carpet throughout. 765-6538. 
out,. carport and large storage area. h
$155 includes water. Telephone 765-6145 - - --- - '■ •
SPACinus two Rrmtrinw mm one and lwo •’edroom units, close to S F0UR; Vocational School, college and shopping'“Tort, refrigerator and cewre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
iB10|nLff^ andfar- Resort, telephone 762-3567. tf
bage collection included. Two children ___________-___________ - _________
accepted. References required. Telephone TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE
WITHIN WATKTNr nycTAMrv—refrigerator. $140 per month plus utilities.2? DISTANCE OF Available March 1. Telephone 764-7123.1 
downtown and Capri, near new two bed- 169
room duplex, wall to wall in living room ' _____ _ ■ __________■ .
and both bedrooms. Available March 1st. FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
References required. Telephone Harry room units, self-contained, close to 
Maddocks, 765-6218, or 765-5155. tf Vocational School and CoUege. Winter 
THREE BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL glad TetephoM^Mra011* 3355 W’« 
home. Benvoulin Road; electric heat, Koaa' lelePnone 76Z-527Z.___________ U
carpeted living room. $150 per month SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN 
plus utilities. Telephone 763-5021 between Rutland, available March 1st. Refriger- 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Monday through ator, stove, heat, water included. $135 
Friday. tf I per month. Telephone 764-7129 or 765-
sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX- 
Close to school and shopping centre, plex. Unfurnished, carpets. Close to 
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele- 
764-4001, tf phone 762-0263 or 762-0601. , tf
THREE BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX, ROTH TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
1221 Creekside Road, Rutland. With the nicest and safest apartment. No 
built-in oven and range. Available im- children, no pets. Telephone 763-3641. 
mediately. $150. Telephone 763-3737 or tf
8. COMING EVENTS
KELOWNA SPCA WILL HOLD A RUM- 
mage Sale In Women’s Institute Hall, 
Lawrence Avenue. Wednesday, March 
1. 1:30 p.m. Telephone 762-0787’for pick­
up in Kelowna, 763-7601 in Okanagan 
Mission. Raffle for doll and her beautiful
inaertion. •
BOX REPLIES
50c char** for th* us* nt a Courier 
box number. and 50c additional if 
replica ar* to b* mailed.
Name* and address ol Boxholder*
--------- ------------------------ .TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
FURNISHED, TWO BEDROOM LAKE- fourplex; wall to wall carpet. Immediate 
shore cottage available until June 30.1 occupancy. Telephone 765-9071. after 6:00 
$130 per month, utilities included. No I p.m. tf
pets. Boucherie Beach Resort, RR 1. ----------- ----------------------:---------- —--------- -
Westbank. Telephone 768-5769. tf FURNISHED T H R E E BEDROOM 
—------------------ :--------- ■■-------------------------------- suite downtown. Especially suitable for
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON FULLER mature ladies. All utilities Included for
Call 762-3586, days, 
or evenings 
765-6798, for all 
Plumbing problems.
163 
TRADESMEN - I'M A PLUMBER AND 
would like to get together with any and 
all types of tradesmen to form a team 
which could work and ho ld together. 
Reply to Box A347, The Kelowna Daily 
Courier. 165
KI^~rHF~rAY~BlM^
to the hilt the new contributions limits 
for registered pensions «n<| retirement 
savings plans, Call Dave Chondon at 
763-7227 for further Information, 176
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSL 
nesaes; accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, payrolls, synoptics, ledgers and 
financial statements. Personal income
1. BIRTHS
NAMES ARK IMPORT ANTI CHOOS- 
In* a nama lor your child should he a 
real plenaiire and other* will want to 
know your choice. Name your child as 
quickly aa possible and use the , indi­
vidual name in The Kelown* Dally 
Courier Birth Notice, Call Iha Classi' 
Led Department. , 763-3228. give the 
fact* Including the .name and wo will 
publish a Birth Notice In the next edi­
tion of the Kelowna Dally Courier lor 
as |ow as *2.30. ___________________
LOTS’ READY FOR SPRING
Just off Thacker Dr., tremendous view of 
the lake, city and valley. Priced from 
$4,950 to $6,800. MLS.
REVENUE DUPLEX
Excellent city location. 2 BR up, one down. 
Close td‘ high schools and shops. Excep­
tionally good shape. Revenue $295 per
month. Monthly payments only $162. Be 
one. Call Ernie Zeron 2-sure 
5232.




established restaurant business in
busy town on main highway. Steady year 
round business. Owner wants to retire., 
Call Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
LAND — $2,000 PER ACRE 
Fully irrigated land with 12 acres of or­
chard, house, outbuildings, irrigation equip­
ment, located 7 miles from Kelowna. To-, 
tai of 43 acres, may be subdivided. Ideal 
for trailer park, subdivision or farming. 
George Trimble 2-0687. MLS..
OWNER RETIRING
Reduced to cost for quick sale, this ex­
ceptional business opportunity in Kelowna. 
Full price only $22,800. MLS.
VLA SIZED LOTS
Only 6 VLA sized lots left. All lots are 
well treed and have a nice view of Ok. 
Lake. Paved roads with domestic water, 
power and telephone. Various prices and 
terms can be arranged. Exclusive.
DIRECT FROM 
BUILDER
Excellent construction, 2 BR 
home with gar&ge and 
breezeway, largo sundeck, 
utility room main floor, dou­
ble plumbing. Ready for 2
BR suite. Duplex lot. 




APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™.




3 bedroom side-by-side du­
plex, 2-floor plan, complete­
ly finished up and down. 
Nice high view lot..Priced 
to sell at $34,900 with terms. 
Call Clare Angus at 762-3713 
days or 762-4807 eves. MLS.
GLENMORE AREA — Ex­
cellent value in a tastefully 
remodelled older home with 
3 bedrooms up and 2 down. 
An ideal family home within 
walking distance of People’s 
Food Market. Call Bud Dal­
ley at 762-3713 days or 765- 
6959 evenings. MLS.
y2 ACRE MISSION — Beau­
tifully finished ranch style 
home with a huge fireplace, 
family room, rumpus room, 
3 sets of plumbing and air- 
conditioning. View this im­
maculate home by phoning 
Blanche Wannop. at 762-3713 
days or 762-4683 evenings, or 
Mary Ashe at 762-3713 days 
or 763-4652 evenings. Exclu­
sive.
SECLUSION AND PRI­
VACY? — Here you have it,
15.62 acres of good fertile 
soil, ideal for small horse 
ranch. Several good building 
nestled among pine 
trees, 4 miles east of Rut-
land.
yours.
$12,500 down, it’s 
Call Andy Runzer at
762-3713 days or 764-4027 
eves. MLS.
INDUSTRIAL LOTS-I have 
2 good sites for industrial 
use. One is in the north end 
of the city — a corner lot 
with an old house, listed at 
$22,775, and the other is on 
Hwy. 97 N., almost 1 acre 
with approx. 190 ft. of hwy. 
frontage and a good home. 
Call Harry Maddocks at 762- 
3713 days or 765-6218 eves. 
MLS.
WHY WAIT FOR SPRING and 
HIGHER LOT PRICES?
3 LOTS, $8700 t 
Near Rutland High School. V 
Ready to build now.
762-3559
NBA LOTS — GLENMORE
View location near Golf course and natural hills fully 
serviced with, paved road, sewer etc. Rare indeed and 
priced from only $7,100.00 to $7,500.00. With a boom
the best on MLS.
A HAVEN OF REST
Off the beaten path in Lakeview Heights, fantastic view 
overlooking Kelowna. This is a prestige house for the 
professional man. Architect designed charming and func­
tional in every detail. Close to school and stores. Beamed 
ceiling, leaded windows, old brick, luxurious shag car­
peting, possible 5 bedrooms. Gourmet kitchen. Many 
unique features. Realistically priced and owner will con­
sider a trade on a smaller home. For appointment to 
view please call Carruthers and Meikle Ltd.
Avenue. Stove and refrigerator, oil fur- $75 each. Telephone 763-3040. tf
nace. Available March 1. One child ac- ------------- --——-------------------- ;-----------------
cepted. No pets. Inquire at 1017 Fuller $100 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
Avenue before 8:00 p.m. tf apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and
-------- ------------------------------ :------- ---------------- stove included. No pets. Available March 
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 1. Telephone 765-7233. tf
basement and carport. Bedrooms and ——------—— ----------------------------------------
livinp room carpeted. $155 per month. | FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITE, SUIT-1 
Available February 15th. Located at able for two working gentlemen. $130 
782 Cunningham- Road. 765-7848. ' tf monthly, utilities included. Telephone 762- 
---------------------------:-------------- ---------------------- 5124'.------------------------------------------------------tf 
BRAND NEW DUPLEXES, TWO AND —--------------- -- ------------- :-----------------------  
three bedrooms, carpeted throughout, full VISTA MANOR, TWO BEDROOM 
basement, carport, double sundeck. Lo- suite. Close in. Newly decorated and 
cated in Rutland. Immediate occupancy, carpeting. Retired or quiet living couple.
Telephone 763-6509. 166 765-6536; evenings '<62-3037. tf
NEW DUPLEX, THREE BEDROOMS TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX NEAR
and laundry room, main floor. Full schools; carpet, sundeck, Available
basement and carport. Available im-1 March 1. $142 per month. Telephone I 
mediately. $165. Telephone 765-7036. tf 765-6255, H
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM DU- ONE BEDROOM. SELF CONTAINED, 
plex, refrigerator and stove Included, apartment near Orchard Park. Sult one 
*130 per month. Telephone 765-7517. |or two adults. $86 per month. Telephone 
after 6:00 p.m. tf 765-8210,_________ ______ ' ________ 1 165
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND BRAND NEW BACHELOR SUITE, 
area. Refrigerator, stove, carports, bath I complete and well furnished. Utilities 
and a half, large closets and storage Included, *110 per month. For mature 
area. Telephone 764-4408 or 765-5527. tf gentleman. Telephone 763-2136, tf 
*125 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND 
duplex in Rutland. Carpeting in master fourplex. Water and garbage collection 
bedroom and living room. Children web included in rent. Immediate .occupancy, 
come. Telephone 765-8823. , tf Telephone 762-7021 after 6:00 p.m. 166
FOR RENT IN RUTI.AND TWO BED’- TWO BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR SUITE, 
room duplex with carport, available near shopping,centre. Recently redecorat- 
March 1. *140 per month- No pets, Tele- ed. With or without stove and fridge, 
phone 763-3732. tf 763-4717. Unit 32.___________ 169
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM Fouiv UNFURNISHED, SELF CONTAINED, 
plex (Uite. In Rutland; full basement, two bedroom basement suite with re­
close to schools. No pets. Telephone 763- frlgerntor and stove. One child welcome.
5013. . tf Telephone 762-2845. _ 164, 16(1, 168
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX.' CLOSE In' COUNTRY UVING, 'REN- mTnOTES 
*130 month. Available before March 1st. from city - one bedroom apartment 
762-3030. Hoover Realty Lid. very reasonable. Telephone 765-8210, 168
__________ ,. 1Kti !6:|‘ lf'*i' 1611
BRAND NEW DUPLEX; TWO BED- ed suite In Rutland. Utilities included, 
room*, full basement, carport, carpet- Telephone 765-6308. ____ 169
Mlr<-h\°C Telenhonc K763 7691 ***"“<*7 ONlTTNiCfw^
, Mar,h b rel<,Pht>nc 76Wf,!)1-________W N() ch,|(| pel8 Tel„|>hone 762,w25i
10'x35* TWO BEDROOM HOUSE TRAIL- __ _________________________________ «
tr for rent. Fwo cBhhiii for rent by the I i aw qpachnmonth. T.l.phon. 767-2222. (Peachland). X{?,?Sren wekom.7 l^lephon. 763- 
| ... ...........................   ........ - 2523. . tf
; phone 763.4869 after 5:00 p.m. tf I p„^__p_n*__________
JORDAN'S RUGS - TO VIEW SAM- 
pies from Canada's largest carpet (el­
ection. telephone Keith McDougald, 
764'4603. Export Initallatlon aervlca. tf 
KRUEGER HEATING ^JPPLIES LTD. 
Furnacc.-i, raveslroughlng, sheet metal 
I work. 10H.1 Glenmora St. Telephone 763, 
। 3952. tf
••Cajun'"" Fon-wiLmm^TiXS: 
quetk, dance*, etc, Old lime, modern, 
and country music, Telephone 765.7323
AVAILABLE MARCH 1. THREE BED- 
room houae. $130 per month Including 
water. Telephone 765-6011. 166
ment duplex on creek. $150' monthly, 
Call 7M-71O5, avenin*. 765-7451._____ H
16. APTS. FOR RENT
SUT1IEHLANI) MANOR, SPACIOUS 
on*, bedroom auites. Adults only. Appl 
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. H
imAZ~MOTEi/^OFiHw^^
One .block from school and shopping
2. DEATHS _ _______
RELWAY- Patlii'k William of Merritt, 
passed away February 14th, al th* ag* 
of 26 years. Mr. Relway la sunbed by 
hia wife, Dianne and I daughter al home, 
Funeral aenlces will ba held from the 
Garden Chapel (Revehtoke) Frl<u> 
February 18th *t 2 p.m. Rev, P. K. 
Louie officiating. Interment will follow 
in' the Mountainview Cemetery. rtlE 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIBECT- 
OllS have been entrusted with funeral 
arrangement*. (Telephone 765-3OWV 164 
h'cHEART DEEP
aailsfactlon cornea , from remembering 
departed family, friend* and associates 
with a memorial gilt to the 
Foundation. Ktlownft I’wit. P.O, Bom 
IM •*
ELECTROLYSIS ~ GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
ipiaiuied operator with many year* ex­
perience, For further information, tele- 
phon* Helen Gray. 763-6512. tf
ANYONE KNOWING HIE WHEItEA- 
boul* of John I’avlov itch formerly of 8M 
Ilernaid Avenue, ple».e contact Depart-
3. MARRIAGES _ ___
GIlAPENTIN-HONK Mr, »nd Mt*. 
Ilrliuul Graptnlin nl Kelowna »r« ,!«»•• 
rd lo announc* th* forthcoming m»r- 
ti*g* ol Ihelr ont> daughter. Matgaifl 
l.ib, In Ednaid George llnnk. .on 
Nr and Mi*. Edward J, Bnnk of Pon 
Albernl Wedding will Uk. plair on 
February » al 3:00 P,m. la Evangel 
in«<Ie. Il>u Heilr»n> St n.l
13 LOST AND FOUND
WOULD THE GENII.EM AN ,\v IIO 
(.Hind th* (old rm* with the bln* atone 
Januarr U pleat* coatart lion again 
at i«;
HIUM> GREEN SKI JACKET AT 
Baldy Mountain on Nunda) . t>«lr>n«in’( to 
* raver from Bl* While. Telephone 7M-
LOMBARDY PARK APTS
Offers large, comfortable, air 
conditioned suites. Wall to, wall 
carpets, drapes, stoves and 
refrigerators, plus free laun­
dry facilities, utilities and cov­
ered parking, I-ovely Spacious 
grounds. No children, no pets. 
PHONE MGR. 762-3(^8 
OR 763-6847
1310 Lawiton Avenue
on Howcllffc Avenue now rent­
ing. Featuring one, two and 
three bedrooii) Riilteii in quiet 
neighborhood away from traffic' 





FAMILY HOME — See this 
well built 3 bedroom, full 
basement home, situated in 
a good new residential area. 
Bright kitchen, lots of cup­
board space. Wall-to-wall in 
living room and bedrooms. 
Large rec room panelled in 
mahogany. Call Wilf Ruther­
ford at 762-3713 days or 763- 
5343 eves. MLS.
380 FT. OF PRIVATE 
LAKESHORE—Over 3 acres 
of pine trees. Excellent 
building sites with easy ac­
cess to the beach. This acre­
age is priced at just $24,500 
for a quick, sale. Call Clare 
Angus at 763-3713 days or 
762-4807 eves. MLS.
THE RENT MAKES YOUR 
PAYMENTS PLUS — The 
rent you collect will pay the 
mortgage and taxes and give 
you an income as well as a 
home. This well constructed, 
well planned, full basement 
triplex has individual sun­
decks, lawns and gardens 
for each unit. Good location, 
steady tenency. Call Dave 
Deinstadt at 762-3713 days or 
763-4894 eves. MLS.
Mike Martel ----- 
Ken Mitchell ----- 
Roy Paul 
Sylvia Roberts 








Frank Ashmead 765-6702 
Bob Clements ..... 764-4934 
Fred Kyle ..—.— 765-8804 
Bill Campbell ..... 763-6302 
Gordon Marwick .. 763-2771
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS — Darryl Ruff — 764-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
MUST BE SOLD — This city home will soon be vacant 
and must sell. Budget priced at $22,900, with a $14,200.
mtge. at 6%%, This home has many fine features in­
cluding full basement, fireplace, double windows, 2 bath­
room's and carport. Please telephone Jean Acres 2-5030, 
evenings 3-2927. MLS.
36 APARTMENT UNITS — Now under construction, well- 
priced with realistic returns. Centrally located. Large 
sized lot with future potential. Call Orland Ungaro 2-5030, 
evenings 3-4320. EXCL.
CLOSE TO SOUTHGATE SHOPPING — Ideally located 
close to shopping, lake and bus line. 2 bedroom home with 
large LR, separate DR, utility room on main floor. 2 
spare bedrooms upstairs. Lovely landscaped lot with 
garage. Asking $18,500. MLS. Call Ed Scholl 2-5030, eve­
nings 2-0719.
RANCH-STYLE COUNTRY HOME — A perfect non-base- 
ment retirement home for the very fussiest couple. Situ­
ated just out of the city limits where taxes are low. Top 
quality construction with the main features being: large 
foyer, fireplace, glass sliding door to cement patio and 
double carport. Call Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evenings 
2-3895. MLS. ,
ONLY $20,950! — Excellent buy! See this immaculate 3 
bedroom home with fireplace, glass sliding door in DR 1 
opening on to sundeck, 4th bedroom, rumpus room and 
game room finished downstairs. Vendor moving and 
HOUSE MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY. 6>/4% mtge. 





17. ROOMS FOR RENT
silAIllNG TllilEE IIEDROOM FUlb 
nIMicd Mill" near Hospital—large and 
private bedroom.' boat and llgllt Includ­
ed, *79, To quiet gentleman, Telephone 
763.2091, 1 If |
ir4MJSEKKMPi’r^j”i»<M»M”»Y*n~i»i-:NT: 
near Vocational ,Sijliool *nd thoppln* 
centre., Suitable for atudrnt or youni 
bu«lnea«man, Telephone 762'8868. II 
fully" modf.un' ’iiw>r*FoirT>NK. 
man, Central location, ilran, qiilrl, 
I.HK -all found, Available February 16. 
Telephone 7M'.1121 , 1'65
I'HIVATE IIEDHOOM AND HATHKOOM,
70. WANTED TO RENT
WANTED 10 HINT 1HRIE HH>
Hinn! home, fin niMiC'l pAtlntlh*
huniuhrd lrk|thf>»« (<»r
Null* HI
•nd frhUP Will HHUldrr duple* or
COMMERCIAL/RENTAL COMPLEX, Well built con­
crete block building with 5 rental units — all rented/ 
Situated on North Glenmore St. ip centre of busy cpijri- 
mcrclai area. $25,000. will handle, Evenings, telephone 
J. F, Klasseit at 2-3015. MLS. '
hlEW LISTING! EXCLUSIVE! New colonial styte 2 bed­
room home on large treed lot (94'xl25'L Sliding glass 
floors to sundeck from dining room; large kitchen with 
eating area. Basement completely roughed-in for extra 
bedrooms and 2nd bathroom, Domestic water and gas 
heat and only S'-St miles south of bridge. Full price $22,(MX). 
Please call CRff Wilson at 2-3140, Evenings and weekends, 
NO ROOM FOR YOUR HORSES? Here' is plenty of room 
for them to run around., This attractive small holding 
hns 2,3 acres of flat irrigated land phis a fmc 2 yenr
old full bnxrmcn! 
jxnt etc, To view
bungnlow with ire room, ituiiilcck, car- 
cull Hurry Hint at 4-7221, MLS,
Jr**
TRY A SUGGESTION
~ This well located restaurant in downtown Kelowna is 
doing very good business, but here is a suggestion. Buy 
it and try serving specialty dishes such as Ukrainian 
"Perogi”, cabbage rolls, German Sour Braaten, Viener 
Snitzel or Italian Spaghetti or ??? Kelowna needs a 
specialty restaurant. Priced at only $15,600. plus stock. \ 
Call now.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902"
John Bilyk ...... 763-3666
George Martin ... 763-7766 
Carl Briese
DIAL 762-2127
Darrol Tarves ... 763-2488




Enjoy spacious living with low taxes, beautifully finished, 
large 3 bedroom home, 1 year old — surrounded by near 
new homes. Over ’/fe-acre, high view lot in Lakeview Hts. 
Try your trade. Pat Dunlop 763-7900 or 763-3604. MLS and
• NRS. ■■ ■ .. . .
FAMILY HOME
1,120 sq. ft. on main, plus extra accom. in basement. Lot 
75 x 120’ fenced and landscaped. Priced at $22,500. or 
owner will trade for smaller home in Rutland. D. Ada- 
moski, 763-7900 or .765-8982. NRS.
OWNER MIGHT TRADE
Deluxe duplex located in the Glcnniorc area. Two bed­
rooms on main floor, one in basement, 2 baths, rumpus 
room, F.P., carport with balcony, ’4-acre treed lot. Elaine 
Johnson 763-7900 or 763-8352. MLS.
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave, Phone 763-7900
ATTRACTIVE PEACHLAND HOME: Working in West­
bank or Peachland? Then you must see this attractive 
within walking distance to the beach, Large kitchen, 
2 Ixichwin home situated on a beautiful pine treed lot 
partially finished basement, carport and sundeck, Owner 
will carry secondary financing, For full details call Den­
nis Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282 evenings, Excl, ( 
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS: Spanish bungalow with 1360 
square feet, This house Is vacant and must be sold, It 
features a large living-dining room with shag carpeting 
and fireplace, two bedrooms, two baths, carporl and 
half-acre lot. Asking only $23,000, For details call Hugh 
Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872, MLS.
ANYTHING TO TRADE??? Turn your idle trades Into 
a revenue producer!! Invest in this colonial style duplex. 
Features 3' bedrooms, large dining room living room 
combination, modern atcp-snvin'g kitchen and utility 
room on miiln floor, For further details contact Murray 
Wilson nt 3-4343 or 2-0475, MUS,
‘Jim Barton 4-4878
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S, LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OOH REALTORS,
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KELOWNA REALTY
. 243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK MTN. RD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
FORCED SALE, OWNER TRANSFERRED — Offering 
attractive nearly new home at a realistic price. Quiet 
treed area, not far from schools. 2 BRs up and third . 
in full basement. Spacious living room, plenty of dining 
area and roomy kitchen makes this a line family home. 
Stew Ford 2-3455 of office 5-5111 for details. MLS.
TRADES! TRADES! — Try your trade on a “cat”, log- 
<lng truck, land, or large mobile home in on this fine 
2-year-old home. 1,248 sq. ft. of living area, 3 BRs, two 
are carpeted. Living room features attractive fireplace. 
Back yard fenced. For full information contact. Bill 
Knellcr 5-5841 or 5-5111. MLS.
LOTS. NEW LISTING — Three excellent building. lots, 
may be purchased separately for $3,500 each or all to­
gether at a discount. Level, close in. priced right. Call 
SteUa Gunderson 3-2887 or Stew Ford 2-3455. MLS.
EXTRA INCOME — Duplex with two completely finished 
suites. Brand new, good location. Features double win­
dows, plenty of storage. Income from this 3 BR du­
plex with inlaw suite is $500 per. month and payments 
are $243. For details on this and other. duplex units 
available call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or office 5-5111. MLS.
NEED A LITTLE MORE ROOM? We have recently 
listed a family type home, walking distance to schools, 
ith twin , sized bedrooms up and 2 more in full base­
lent. Rumpus* room, spacious dining area, and other 
'atures that add to the convenience needed. Level lot, 
ine garden area. Owner WILL TAKE LOTS in trade. Bill 
Kneller has particulars, call 5-5841 or 5-5111 to view. 
MLS.
A VALENTINE YOU CAN’T MAIL
It’s brand new, has three bedrooms, with a unique 
kitchen. Finished rec room. Double fireplaces. Wall-to- 
wall carpeting throughout. Huge sundeck. Carport. Well 
guarantee this gift will give untold years of pleasure. 
Attractive price of $26,900. In Rutland, close to shopping, 
school, etc. For more details, call Mrs. Olive Ross, 
days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3556. MLS,
DO YOU WANT VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY? 
Then ask to view 1151 Montrose Place. 1,280 square 
feet of family comfort^ with view. 4 bedroom home, for 
the growing family. Large living area, double fireplaces. 
Many pleasant modern features. Take over mortgage 
payments at Vendor will look at offers. AsKing 
$29,500. Call Austin Warren, days 3-4932 or evenings 2-
4838. MLS. 
Don Cameron 765-7995 Mrs. Gerri Krisa 763-4387
LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD.




The Newest Concept in Modern Living
WESTBANK — Valuable view property overlooks lake. 
19 acres, presently orchard, has solid, spacious O/T 5 BR ’ 
house in good condition; also rented cottage. New domes­
tic water line on 3 boundaries. 3rd Ave. fronts west 




Phone 762-4116 or 7622716
T, Th, S tf
LAMBERT & PAUL CONSTRUCTION LTD.
OFFER THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
NEW DUPLEXES ON MISSION CREEK in Rutland, for 
sale and for rent. Two bedrooms up, large family size 
kitchen, living room. Full basement with lots of room for 
extra bedrooms and rumpus room. All offers or trades will 
be considered. Immediate possession.
$500.00 DOWN — Brand new homes for $18,900. Only the 
best buy for the money on the market today. 2 large bed- 
.rooms up, kitchen, living room. Full basement with 
roughed-in extra bedroom. You owe it to yourself to look 







HOLLYWOOD DELL GARDENS, HOLLYDELL RD., 
RUTLAND. •
See these superb Condominium Units, the modem concept 
in contemporary living. Low down payment.
Buy one and accumulate equity while making monthly 
payments like rent. Payment covers everything except 
Wectricity and phone bills.
Buy now and stabilize your housing costs. Don't suffer 
another rental increase.
FOR INFORMATION PHONE 3-5569, 5-5982, 2-4128
OPEN HOUSE SAT. & SUN., 2 to 5 P.M.
T. Th, S 178
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY — And pay less, 1,100 sq. ft.;
3 BR home with full basement; LR has w/w carpet: 
compact kitchen with fan and ash cupboards; Dining' 
room, 4 piece bath, landscaped lot; asking price with 
J®rnis $21,500. Call George Silvester 2-3516 evenings, or
days 2-5544. MLS.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN — New 2 BR home located on 
Glenwood Ave. Suberb workmanship; beautiful thick shag 
■ carpet throughout; best of all a suite can be flushed in 
the basement to make the mortgage payments for you. 
Don’t miss this one, call Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 or days 
2-5544, MLS.
SUMMERLAND BUILDING SITES — 3 blocks from city 
centre, all year creek running along side of the lots. 
Priced at $3,500 and $4,000, Call Peachland, Penny Callies 
f evenings, 767-2655 or days 767-2202. MLS.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT - Owner transferred, nearly 
hew home; 3 Bits; bath and powder room; large kit; 
landscaped; reasonable'price; 1.250 sq. ft. for $21,500. 
Call Mike Chepesuik evenings, 4-7264 or days 2-5544,'MLS.
HOME WITH REVENUE SUITE — South side; well 
built; attractive 2 BR home with revenue suite; spacious 
LR, full carpeted. Lovely kitchen with dining area; im­
maculate; for more details call 2-5544 days. MLS,
No Foolin'
This comfortable 3 bedroom 
home just 1 block from 
Southgate Shopping centre 
has to be sold as owner is 
leaving Kelowna. Just Ms 
block to Mission bus line. 
Lots of improvements add­
ed means savings for you. 
Preview at 580 Patterson 
Avenue and then telephone 
2-0437 for closer inspection. 
Fenced. Easy care landscap­
ing. Only $17,400.00 full 
price. MLS.
Sandwich...
Yes, sandwiched between the 
lakeshore! and Southgate 
shops is this beautifully land­
scaped 2 bedroom home. 
Featuring economical oil 
heating and low gross taxes 
Of $372.00. Comfortable liv­
ing room with view of the 
lake. A very desirable loca­
tion. Preview it at 2691 Ab­
bott Street th m telephone 2- 
0437 for as thorough an in­
spection as you desire. Full 
price $19,950.00. EXCL.





2821 Pandosy Street 
Phone 2-0437 







NO, LAND SCAPING RE­
QUIRED!! In fact al) this
1 2-5514
home needs is a buyer that
551 Bernard Ave. LTD.
We Trade Throughout B.C
3-6758, .luck Sasscville 3-5257 Huth Young
Pcuchlniid Urnnch 767-22(12 or Berl or Mac Leboc, 707-2525
Penny Calites,707-2(155
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
WI'SIRIDGI' GKlil.N — LANTASTIC VIEW
Beautifully deconitcd II bedroom prcbtigc home in. |i quirt 1 
hieiitioii. i.lving rpoiii, (lining , riuni, kitelii’ii. imd nook • 
nil haw the view, Finished rec room with ground level 
entrapee. Kxtrlt bnihi'oom down." This' home • is 1 year 
old and fullv landscn]>ed with paved driveway tn car­
port. A “Better Buy” nt S.'t.'i,<)«), MI-S, Cnll Dudley 
Pritchard nt TG8-5550 or. 782-110(1,
/ BUYING Hi:AI. I STA'Ii: IS NOr ENOUGH!
In these <lais t>(. complex lax formulas ■ and' (i.'wnl ie- 
Mraints it's Vol what 'you buy so much as how, you buy 
it, la't l.uploVs skilled co'tnmereuil specialists assist y«m 
In aUquiie 'your coinnicieial property, It costs yon no 
inoie mid it might cost you a lot less, A good coipiner- 
eial building, haight properly Lipay,1 could well boioinc 
the basis of n comfortable retirement Ui a few .wars 
time, Contact Rogov Cottlb today nt 2--IIW nr 3-28H'.i for 
a personal interview,
Hi ii 5m> xi’Ei I m . hi ii.m it ’ H vs 
M-iiftl the in at ii (iharnunt 
|>. ।fitji y h«mi' M.W” 
Jbo qu'lik »*!<• I'olidri iiuludi-; ur-
buyer , > mi » I thr
just wants to move in and 
relax. Four years’ ok) and 
newly painted inside and out 
Two fireplaces. Good family 
home. In residential area.
7'4'7: CMHC mortgage, For 
more information call Bill 
'Haskett evenings at 764-4212. 
MI^S,
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS! Mid- 
valley Realty in Rutland has 
Ixitli Exclusive and MLS, 
lots, which we would lx: 
pleased to show you, We 
have every typo of lot from 
Permanent Mobile Home to 
Lakeshore, and in all price 
ranges. Why not ('all one of 




165 Hwy, 33, Rutland 













gain Hunters! The- owner 
has instructed me to present 
all offers on this 3 bedroom 
home located in Glenmore a 
short distance from schools, 
stores and golf course. Three 
bedrooms up with finished 
rec room and bedroom in 
basement. Sliding doors, 
from dining room to sundeck 
with nicely fenced and land­
scaped back yard. The ad­
dress is 1710 Gillard! Drive. 
Phone me, Eric Hughes, and 
make your offer today. MLS.
Eric Hughes 8-5953
Ray Ashton 3-3462
for' LEASE. WAREHOUSE SPACE IN 
new building. To be constructed. Loco- 
Uon-Hlghw*y 97 North. Contact Wil- 
Hams Moving and Storage (B.C.) Ltd. 
Telephone 763-3340 for further particulars.
1 ■/ ■ 173
LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE. 400 TO 
500 square feel. Air conditioned, carpets, 
drapes. 1135 Sutherland Avenue. Tele-
phone 763-2743 or 762-3H6. u
LOOKING FOR SHOP OR WAREHOUSE 
space on Glenmore Street — will build 
shortly—2,000. 1 JOO. 1,000 ware feet.
Telephone 763-7965. U
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT. VERY’ 
reasonable rate. Good central downtown 
location. Telephone 763-5048 or 763-4639. 
164
1.450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
cial space available immediately. North-
gate Plaza. Telephone 763-2732. if
CENTRAL DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
space. Reasonable rent. Apply 762-2638. 
or after 5:00 p.m. 762-2926. Ii
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT. 
we have it. The Cannery Group. 763-
7506. u
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS 32. WANTED TO BUY
MONTREAL TRUST 
COMPANY





Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for 
new and existing houses, con­
struction draws, fast service.
COLLINSON REALTORS




Logs and Standing Timber ' 
8" diameter and over. Phone 
542-8293 evenings. 547-3091 days 
or write Riverside Forest Pro­




Open from 2 -. 6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., iFri. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right bn Dundee.
Call 765-8712, 763^6066 or 
763-3737.












will build you a 
3 BEDROOM HOME
with carport and double 
dows, including lots, in 
field or $18,500 for 2 br.






Commercial and Industrial 
Development 
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1447 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, B.C. 
763-6442 «
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES’, POLISHED - SPARTAN'. 
Delicious.- from cold storage. Please 
bring your own containers. Okanagan 
Packers Co-op, 1331 Ellis Street.
T. Th. S, If
129. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BUILDING SOLD, MUST SELL COM- , 
plete dry cleaning equipment. Has i 
synthetic cleaning machine—gas fired | 
boiler. Complete Forse shirt unit. Will | 
consider property as trade. Write D. i 
C. McDonald, 279 Tranqullle Rd., or tele- |
phone 376-3711. Kamloops. 167
OFFICE BUILDING. COMMERCIAL 
property on Main Street. Westbank. The 
building is 24’x32' on a 50'xllO’ lot. 
Offers to Westbank Irrigation District, 




______• . T. Th, S tf ।
WHOLESALE FOOD BUSINESS FOR 
sale. Unlimited opportunity. Full price, 
$6,000. Reply to Box A346. The Jielowna 
Daily Courier.  1$5
VALUABLE DEALERSHIP AVAILABLE 
tor B.C. interior. Write Box A 560, The






We pay highest prices tor 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 
J&J NEW. USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis St.
SMALL BUILDING SUITABLE FOR 
moving to lot near lake. Also stereo ' 
record player, television. For sale - 
kitchen suite. $10. 763-2113. 167
WANTED - WALK IN COOLER AND 
freezer. Musi be in good condition. . 
Telephone Winfield. 766-3123 days. 173 
WANTED^TOriwY — LATE MODEL 
Volkswagen Campmobile. Aho 13* alum-
inum boat. Telephone 762-5248.
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
IM
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College. 444 Robson St.. Vancouver 6M-
4913 tf
|34. HEM* WANTED, MALE
| GET A PIECE OF THE ACTION — 
i and there is plenty in this area! Kei- 
owns Realty Ltd. requires several lic­
enced real estate salesmen. For con­
fidential Interview call Frank Couves 
765-5111 or 762-4721 evenings. 167
FRAMING CARPENTERS WANTED 
immediately. Large housing project in 
subdivision In Haney. Work through to 
summer. Telephone 112-463-8507. 163
35.HELPWANTED, 
FEMALE
FINE BUILDING SITE — 
Close to city limits in new 
subdivision, new homes in 
area. Call us for details 
and to view. MLS.
OLDER CITY HOME — 2 
bedrooms, “L” shape liv­
ing room, nice size kitchen. 
And look at this, price! 
Only $10,700.00 with pay­
ments of just $75.00 a 
month! Contact Al Peder­
sen office. 2-2739 or even­
ings 4-4746. EXCL.
EXECUTIVE HOME - MIS­
SION AREA— 6 bedrooms, 
with office or extra bed­
room. Over 1,600’ of liv­
ing space, finished up and 
down. Air conditioned. 20’ 
by 40’ heated swimming 
pool. Covered sundeck. 
Large landscaped lot, with 
fruit trees. Extra lot avail­
able. Call us now for full 
details and to view. EXCL.
| (OMFOHTAIliF, FAMILY HOMII, 
dove lo lake end perk. Twp bertroomv 
and, lien, will: oak llmna Ihroughnot.
01 IMANDING VIEW III I Ahl/ SEW
Norm Yaeger 









LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. THIS THREE 
bedroom home is situated in a quiet 
crescent with a view of the lake. Feat­
ures include: carport, professionally 
landscaped grounds with fruit trees", 
fireplace in living room and in full base­
ment, 4i bath in master bedroom, double 
|- glazed windows and many other quality 
I features. Only $23,700 with terms to 
suit buyer. For all the details, call 
Don Wallinder, 763-6066 or Crestview 
Homes, 763-3737. 169
$20,200 - DELIGHTFUL, BRAND NEW 
two bedroom, full basement home with 
pretty kitchen and colored bathroom, 
sundeck and carport. Near schools. 
Low down payment. Call Olivia Wors­
fold 762-5030, evenings 762-3895. (MLS). 
Hoover Realty Ltd.
162-164, 166, 168, 169, 171, 173, 175
CLOSE IN MISSION HOME HAS QUIET 
country ways, yet close to everything! 
Three bedrooms, full basement, double 
fireplace, workshop, carport. Lovely 
patio enjoys summer breeze from lake. 
Low taxes. Priced to sell! No agents. 
764-4017 alter 6:00 p.m. ' 164
YEAR OLD THREE BEDROOM HOME, 
shag carpeting, cement carport, partially 
finished basement.. Privat^-sale. Owner 
■leaving -B.C. Will-'sell with or without 
furniture. Will consider/most' anything 
as full or part down payment. Telephone
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
Hundreds of items reduc­
ed for quick sale. New 
items being added daily. 
The Bay’s Bargain Bazaar 









you’re buying your house.
HOUSE FULL OF NEW FURNITURE 
and appliances: refrigerator, stove, au­
tomatic washer, dryer, dining suite, 
living room suite, bedroom suite. Tele-
phone 768-5844. 165
REDUCED TO $10^00.. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest­
wood kitchen cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing. new carpet throughout Immediate 
occupancy . Telephone 763-4323'.. tf
ATTRACTIVE NEW TWO BEDROOM 
duplex for sale, in Rutland. Has nice 
view, centrally located on quiet street. 
Priced right for a good investment. Tele­
phone. evenings. 765-6141. 169
PRIVATE SALE - BY OWNER. COM- 
fortable family home with fireplace, full 
basement, large lot well landscaped, 
several fruit trees. Ideal location. Ap- 
ply 825 Grenfell Avenue. Kelowna. 167 
NEAR ORCHARD PARK. THREeTbeD 
room bungalow on acre with good 
garden soil, root cellar, storage shed. 
Private sale. $19,90'1. Telephone 76.1- 
7496, ■ ' 166
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
quality construction. -Carports, storage 
area. U,i baths, refrigerators, stoves.
' Open to offers. Telephone 764-4400 or 765- 
5527. _____ _ If
.CLOSE IN. COZY OLDER TWO~BED- 
room house with utility room and cooler. 
On large fenced lot, garage, young fruit 
trees, garden. Full price $14,995. Tele­
phone 763-4651, 171
। MODERN SPACIOUS TwTFbeDROOM 
bungalow, close in. Well insulated sum­
mer bedroom and storage, 'Carport, 
li'lte'ed. landkcapcd. Telephone 762.
I 2109 bl'hu'e 2:00 p.m, 166
you’re eligible for a special 
Homeowner Loan at Associates 
any time you need cash.
That means we may be able to 
give you a better deal. Lower 
rates . . . or longer terms . . . 
or even both.
The amount you can borrow is 
limited only by the equity you 
have in your home. $5,000, 
$10,000, maybe $25,000 or more. 
So if you have high-interest 
debts outstanding, or if you 
need cash for a second car, a 
boat, or any other good reason, 
talk to. Associates about a low- 
interest Homeowner Loan. Sec 







.MOVING — MUST SELL TWO DOOR 
self-defrosting refrigerator, deluxe stove, 
rugs, miscellaneous household items, 
toys, girl's size 8 clothing and skates. 
Telephone 763-2174. 166
WE BUY AND SELL HOUSEHOLD 
goods. We rent baby cribs and roll-awSy 
cots by the week. Whitehead's New and 
Used. Rutland. Telephone 765-5450. T. tf
USED NINE CUBIC FOOT FRIGl- 
daire refrigerator and 30 inch Ken­
more electric range. Both in good con-
As an Avon Representative, 
you'll meet your neighbors, 
be welcomed into the finest 
homes. Make good money, 






dition. Telephone 768-5164. 167
ONE 9-INCH TABLE SAW WITH STAND 
and two extensions. 3i h.p. motor. Asking 
$150. Telephone 765-6006 after 5:30 p.m.
. _______ 166
SEVERAL AQUARIUMS AND ASSOC- 
lated equipment for sale. Telephone 762-
5027, 167
MATTRESS AND SPRING FOR 
double bed. General Electric floor 
polisher. Telephone 763-3794. 165
FOR SALE — WHITE SATIN WED- 
ding dress, size 9 Junior Petite, $30. 
Telephone 765-7328 evenings only. 165
HEAVY DUTY UTILITY TRAILER. 
66” x 44”-x. 22”.. with lid - and spare
Whillis-Harding 
Insurance Agencies Ltd.
Job requires some recent in­
surance experience in auto and 
personal insurance.
Contact Mr. Aykroyd 
at 762-2217. <
168
tire. Telephone 763-4996. 164
MORTGAGE MONEY - CONVEN- 
ient rates. We buy mortgages and agree­
ments. Bill Hunter. Lakeland Realty 
Ltd., 1561 Pandosy Street, Kelowna. 763-
4343. tf
RED TWEED CHESTERFIELD AND 
chair in good condition. $90. Telephone
764-7144. 164




SOUTH SIDE—$16,200 FULL 
PRICE: This home has 3 
bedrooms, gas furnace, and 
2 blocks from shopping. Pre­
sently renting for $150 per 
month. Would ynakc a good 
investment. Call Joe Slesing- 
er at the office or evenings 
at 2-6874. MLS.
A RARE FIND! A 6'.» ntort- 
gage with possible payments 
of only $96 per month, in­
cluding the taxes. Home has 
2 bedrooms up and 2 clown, 
fireplace in the carpeted liv­
ing room, a dining room and 
convenient kitchen. Home 
Is only 9 years old and Is 
close to schools and shopping 
centre on quiet street and 
will be vacant March 1. Ven­
dors arc asking $23,200. and, 
are open to offers, To view, 
call Alan Elliot at the office 
or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
Einar Doineij 2-35)8 
. ' Bon. Bjprnson 2-6260
Orchard City Realty 
573 Bernard Avenue, ' 
762-3114
1’IUVATE SAI.i:. GLENMOIIE AHEA. 
three bi'droinii liome. Irn years old; half 
biisi'ineiil,-harduiiml, floors, inlcrlor re- 
finished, o-uaue. large lol, 521,000. I.nw 
down ibi.vinenl. Tel'.'i>honi' 7611-52117. Hi!)
BY (ONTH.ACTOII. TWO AND THIIEE 
bedroom housea on Mountain Hoad. 
NHA mortgages. Low down payments,, 
l.nil Guidl Construction Ltd, Telephone 
7B3-3240, 769-52117. , 169
LOW DOWN ” PAYMENT“on”THESE 
homes; Dundee Hd. and Caeius Hd, 
Mortgage ean he arrungeil under NHA.




$16,51)6. THIIEE HEDIHIDM HOME, 
one block from ilvrnnrd Avviiue, Liugv 
lol, New kllclo'ii. 1'17.5 Gi'nlinin Aiciiue. 
Trleplinnc 761l.2.i9'1. I6!l
FOB SALE LN HUTLAND,’ NEW TTIBEE
[ bedroom duplex, l-’i'atuii-s Inundry room 
। on mnln (lour, ciirport mid lurne linxc.
mciit, Teli'phonii 762--16IIII, . tl
I’illVATE ■" NEVVEH •HOME/"$:!5,Hill);
J $3,7iX) down. 1755 lllr.hlnnd Drue Nnrlb
; Ti'h'Phoni' 71'61'616'1; ' II
,22 PROPERTY WANTED I WWk
I SAWI.EY REALTY &
DEVELOPMENT LID.
Commercial Properly Only.
1447 Kilis St. , 763-6I42 
tf
WAN'IT-au •IT'JN (III -.Multi-; V’KI'iS,
Minn' liiiiiliiur, mi Oluinii|!iiii 




Bns AS’i. Krlouns |i„il,v Cii'U.
I6»
re to $iu,imii c\.mi i on two 
lii’iliuniii olari' Innin' hi in ui'iii Krlnwiiii
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Four year old home, 1240 sq, 
ft. Convenient to schools and 
shopping, Kitchen with eating 
nfen, sepnrale dining 
central brick fireplnce, 3 bed- 
rooms, up. Cathedral entrance.1 
Completely developed base- 
ment including large bedroom 
with ensuite, family room with 
fireplace, 74'I' intp.e. |
763-4489 1
i umplcird bawnwnl rumpui room. l»" 
' t»edn»>m» and h«fh. rarptlrd hall'anil ! 
' •laitwav Illicit liom nwntt ._ r»,h Ini 
moilgaaa 5Ji$' Abbott Slltal. Ttlr
IGR
Telephone 112-23.1-11215
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT 
fob* h i:nt "oit i.i:a se, a i 1 imiox l 
llllilrlv .'Ullll UiilAI'i' Iniil ('imiliH'O'llll 
hiiildmi! no lllnhwiiv 97 N. lilial loi 
•turnin', woielwmkm* •hup, eli llrnl 




in:at < i.ihiii, Mir mu: it:i:'i of 
liiiuhi’il aihI liKuiilllully < jrpi'li'il 
Muti' III 1 ill'" iih'Wli Hiitliiml.
I'rmfiiiMv oHffi nv phiNKTiHLi?........... ,'t. .......... . ............. ...
; ( r * H w ”
iihrr* brdiootn utuaicil in b**nli p^ne 
lul Hrithu, IfiAiuiiLt I l - -
hupUt ri, quality »ha< <ar|’<lInf, hurt* . HUE COMMISSION 
rMi’fi d t »hn<1r< k ** Uh Wtlfxnr•until 
i,4I|’H. #(uinimiin Milin#, pMtly hn<1- ’ ........... .......................




(Il . i. 
W • ', II
i.l ah A*|ih«lt dnvi-wAy, 
i> al HS.stn Tn vow 
uleld, 7r; ‘*r>o, e»rnm»« 
n Holtv 11.1
1*1. IM, II), 111. 112.
er, owner being, lrsn.f.ri.,1 llollydell 
luletiualon. ()»• year old, > large bed-
rail amuile plumblnt. NHA mottiaga, I'owar
711- humldiliratHwi Faltulmia view . rtirnl 
I tn tell. < an Al Claua,~Til$.$;*$ or ?*t
DELUXE 
LAKESHORE: HOME..
2288 sq. ft., i 
under construction nt 
2646 ABBOTT ST. 
768-5634
T, F, S 168
I'llOFIlSSIONAI. 01 H< I 
pi plUblo in Li -i nnil11inuril 
Sml'lins, iriill.illv Ini iflril
: si'At'l;










She'll love these partners lor 
winter s|mrts or school,
LEGAL SECRETARY WITH MINIMUM 
5-6 years general experience In B.C.. 
in conveyancing, estates, companies, 
litigation and other law office docu­
mentation. : Must have complete under­
standing of all procedures. Willing tn 
relocate to Central Vancouver Island 
sea coast resort area. Immediate *P- 
pointment. Submit resume giving com­
plete work history and references. All 
replies confidential. Apply Box A557,, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. 170
WOMAN TO SEW IN DRAPERY 
workshop. Apply, stating age and ex­
perience to Box A554, The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. 164
WANTED - BABYSIITCr/^'OR^TWO 
children in afternoons. Lakeview ffeights 
-must have own transportation. Call 
before noon. 762-0275. 166
WANTED - WOMEN TO DOJANITOR- 
-lai work evenings, five days a week. 
Telephone 765-6920 after 8:00 p.m. ' 164






for the following area: 
RUTLAND
'Gorlsmar. Elwyn, Tnlarnn 
and Grtthnin Riads,
Contact 
/I lie Circulation Dept. 
'J’llE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER.
Phone 762-4445
(.'■iiriTcr must be between 
ages 11 tn 15 years.
PART-TIME
Evenings




ownings. during the hours of 
0 lo 9 p,in, and you arc inlcr- 
I'Ktod ni lidding to your present 
income, Please apply for furth­
er information to ,
poncho with turthmpek that con- 
verls lo .liood, Piinl.s mcliidcil, 
Knit of hmivy sp<|i't yarn mxl 
worsled; Patli'i'li siri'.s 4-1(1 
ini’ludi'd, ', '
SKVENTY-FIVI-; ..('ENTS in- 
coins (no Mumps, pk'li.'jo) for 
eni'h pnllcrn - • add ‘15 cents 
for each pattern for f|rst-cliiSH 
inailim? and special hfmdllnn 
, to Laura Wheeler, care , of 
the Kelowna Daily Courier, 
Needlecriifl 'Dept., 60 Front St, 
W,, Toronto, (hitario r<'Ki(lenlH 
-i(|(l ■)(' ,'iden tax. Print plainly 
PA'l’ITJtN NUMBER, , your 
NAME and ADDRESS,
NEW 1972 Ncedleerult Oiiialog 
-, faliuloiii. fUHhloiiH, aceesaorics, 
j’lfts, ,Knit. crochet, embroider. 
EiT'e ।hi(Ierns.' 50c,'
, . Box A558
| The Kelowna Daily Courier
, ' ' , ini
FIVE FOR FUN!
Il's true! Jiiht one .main put- 
tern pni't for eio'h -- limit', drcsH, 
or jiiiiiimr, liotpniils, ukirl, 
ptuils! Whip up tliesc piii'liierii 
in easyt'fire polyesters In prints, 
solids,,
Printed1 Pntterii 9377: NEW 
Misses' Sizes 8, 1(1, 12, ,14, 16, 
18, Yardages,in patlein.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS (75e)
((EllUIHE IMMF.IIIATEI.Y, . M\,N Oil 
wiitiiuii with Iniomr Oiv, m-niiditinK «nU 
•mini' lypliut rvpi । imr,. Iln\ A.'iMI, 
lO'lownii lijiiiy Courmr,
I'he
lid, |«>2. Ihl 
I iii.i.EH nnnsii roiui'ANT i/rir 'iti;. 
qulri'N lull or pm| llmr rrprrhrtilalhca 
for Krlowna area Apply l>, briiivni, 
3000 Kaililoopa llui^d, Vermin, $17,291'.!,
WA’i'klNH QUALi'I Y' "ritOllUC’TS HE- 
qulrr lull or P»ll llmr irpirM’iiliilbo 
l»r OhanAgaii Mlaalnn area. Tclrplionn
7113.2666, tort
NEW! y Ait of Ikui pili 
1’6 pntteuu, Sl.tlil
in eoiiis pleiiM*)
(or I'm Ii p.illi'i n - add )5 cents 
lor rarh pnllcrn for firsl-i'lus.'i 
mailing and t.|M'<'ln| handling, 
Ontario rcHideuts arid 4c sali‘fv 
tax, I’lliit pliiinlv SIZE, NAME, 
ADI III ESS -and STYLE NUM-
37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
1 • I I • I ' •
Experienced Salesman 
required by local, 
modern1 printing plant.
them r.irkuo; I u-lniii i rnm niion 
I ire hr Kirxnirfl I ui ni.lii'il 'll i|rv|ii'.| j|)O|l 
!•!<ii'.f irli'i'tiiinn Mi .1 ,M Ibiunti, ii.?'
Inspint-CiTiehct Book — »h'i>-l>y 
■.lei। ।lieiiii'ei .pHtI'eriis. M ,u<l 
(.'in111,|rie lustam Gill Bool:
■ Jliail 100 gift'- 51,00 .
it;
sroiir sVAi i: ion iifat in shop. 
ptr*’ HullAmt H'aTr' or <nn
illVillft Im hllll SHlUlik' for niUMl:
ftcriirtlgM A (id MffktAlU,
hone in Ilir
If
Ri .filly Book fiin',
Book of 12 Prize ,Afgli.iiis 
Quilt .Book I Id pattei ns
(Mie
(IQc
Miim.'UIn Quilt Book 2 ■ 'i ,60i’ 
Roni; 3 i'Qii|lti> for Todiiy'i 
Liv nig "> 15 pullci nr., 60c
Semi onicr lo MABIAN MAH- 
TIN, ('m<■ of Tlie Kelowna Daily
li'oiu io'W .Spriio/Siiiiuiier 




today, wear tomorrow. 51; 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK, 
Hiimticois....of., LtUiiun IntD. $1.
Hot A 553, ,
Kelowmi Daily, Cornier 
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36. heLp wanted, male or female
A&W Drive-In
. IN SHOPS CAPRI
Are expecting a busy season.





—FULL OR PART TIME.
For car hostess positions, please phone Mrs. Del- 
court at 762-3190, 10 a.m. to noon, 7 p.m. to 8 
p.m. only. For other positions, contact Mr. Polmear 
at 762-4307.
37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
CREATIVE SALESMAN
Experienced full time salesman 
to call on businesses. Salary 
plus commissions or straight 
' commission basis for men who 
want to be successful, also car
'J
166
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
‘Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
42. AUTOS FOR SALE | 
1*70 AUSTIN AMERICA. 15.000 MILES.
Must mU by March. Offers? CaU 762- 
6328 after ^5:00 p.m. , is* 
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE WAGON.
•Telephone 763-6652. ‘ IM
42A. MOTORCYCLES
1967 HONDA CHOPPER. 305 CC. JUST 
rebuilt. Telephone 762-6331 169
42B. SNOWMOBILES
ONE 440, 38 H.P. ESKIMO SNOW- 
mobile. *700 or best oiler. One 30 h.p. 
U inch track, electric start, like new. 
*750. 765-7902.  »
NEW 1971 SKI ZOOM AND TRAILER, 
used only four hours. 27 h.p. Koehler 
engine. Metallic blue color. Telephone 
763:3554 evenings. ______  165
I 1969 SKIDOO NORDIC. 24 H.P. 18 
I inch track, absolutely top condiUon. 





WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 7 P.M.
NeW bedroom suite, new kitchen suite, chesterfields, 
hide-a-bed, bunk beds, beds, hostess chairs, platform 
rockers, buffets, chests-of-drawers, coffee tables, drapes,
TV combination, office chairs.
Ranges, fridges, 110-volt rangette. automatic washer, 
mangier, new sinks, table saw, pool table, bicycles, util­
ity trailer.
New wall clock, microscope kit, typewriter, tape re­
corder, light bar, spotlight, rural mailbox, dishes, kitchen­
ware, .303 rifle, water skis, wooden barrels, windows,
doors, etc.
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FORD F850 WITH •'ll" PLATE; 1968 
International 4x4; 1963 Rambler Am­
bassador; two 1,000 gallon tanks; two 
Fruehauf. vans; 45* flatdeck trader; 
gooseneck trailers; car carrier; D8 cat; 
other equipment, etc. Telephone 768- 
5844. Gorman Road, Westbank. 165
W4 MERCURY HALF TON. SIX 
cylinder, four speed transmission, new 
tires. Good condition. Telephone 765-
9265. 169
allowance, and full company j
benefits. i isgs ford galaxie io passenger
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING 
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 765-5647
1965 GMC HALF TON, BIG SIX EN- 
gine, four speed transmission, new paint, 
new tires. Pub price »895. Telephone 
765-5816. _______ ‘___________ I69
1969 CHEVROLET HEAVY DUTY
NO AUCTION SALE WED., FEB. 23rd 
Consigned articles not accepted until Monday, Feb. 28. 
Watch for. ads on daily furniture sale — sold off the floor — 
not by auction, Feb. 18-28.
1658 Pandosv Ph.: 763-7700 p“*up-„ Y'8’ ‘ransrab,s1’".
Used Car Lot 763-6060 I »'850- Telephone 765-77S5.---------------
M T W Th tf' i"l FORD HALF TON FLATDECK. 
_ ______________ -tn U , Sound motor and body $27J Teiephone 
765-7645. 166
__1 wagon. 65.000 miles, power steering. 6 Send resume with experience : wheels, new rubber, deluxe rack. Ex- 
and enclose a copy Of this ad cellent condition. $995. Trailer hitch 
and electric brakes optional. Telephoneto:
Mr. D. A. Jamieson 
c-'o Sign-O-Lite Plastics 
P.O. Box 7399 Stn. ‘O’ 
Vancouver 15, B.C.
762-4011 after 8:00 p.m.





steering, radio, low mileage.
! Excellent condition throughout. $1,895. 
i Telephone 763-4717, extension 47, (after 
! 6:00 p.m. and weekends); 762-2127, days. 
lb7 165
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
DEPENDABLE MAN WHO CAN WORK 
without supervision. Earn *14,000 in a
year plus bonus. Contact customers in 
Kelowna area. Limited auto travel. Wei 
train. Air mail W. F. Dickerson, Pfes., | 1966 PONTIAC
1966 D1000 INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL- 
all station wagon in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering. power 
brakes, and new tires. Telephone 768-
5814 days.




Ft. I vertible, with glass back window, auto-
167 I mafic transmission, power
SNOW REMOVAL. ROOFS CLEARED 
(homes and apartments), driveways 
plowed, sidewalks cleaned. . For free 
estimate telephone 765-8482 after 5 p.m ;
763-2455.





1970 PONTIAC TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
V-8, automatic, power steering, power
164 , brakes. 36,060 miles. Telephone 763-7619.
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
ior. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763-
4595 anytime. tf
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER FOR 
finishing and remodelling basement 
suite or what have you. Hourly or 
contract.. Call 766-3109. Winfield. tf
AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN SEEKING 
part time employment weekends and 
after 5:00 p.m. weekdays. Age 29. Tele-
phone 763-5936. 173
WANT TO BUILD? WILL BUILD TO 
your specifications. Quality with per­
sonal attention. Bob Tanner at 762-0220.
16o
RELIABLE, EXPERIENCED MAN 
seeks jobs doing spring or winter chores, 
or fuU time employment. Own tools, 
equipment, J. Greig, 764-4209. 166
WANTED — TUTORING. SPECIALIZ- 
tng with slow learners. Will read to and 
drive for elderly or disabled. Will do 
typing or ? Telephone 763-2113.. 166
FURNITURE REPAIRS AND REFIN- 
ishtng. Small repairs can be done in your 
home. Henning Jensen. Telephone 767-
2424, RR 1. Peachland. 169
SNOW SHOVELLED FROM ROOFS, 
Ice chipping — only $3 per hour. Tele-
phone Bill at 765-6222. 166
1969 1HC 1700 SINGLE AXLE ON AIR 
brakes. 5 to 7 yard Reliance box and 
hdist. With job. Telephone 765-9061. 165
JEEP. 1951 WILLY'S JEEP. FOUR 
wheel drive. Good running condiUon.
Telephone 762-6333. 169
ONE BRANFORD SINGLE AXLE 24’
Highboy trailer. Telephone 765-9061. 165










COME AND SEE LIKE NEW 1971 
Torino Squire Station wagon. Only 5,000 
miles. Also 1968 Montego. 33,000 miles. 
Telephone 763-5048 or 763-4639. 164
"1962 CHEV IMPALA TWO DOOR 
hardtop. V-8, stick shift. Can be seen 
at Black Mountain Shell between 3:00
WANTED — FRAMING BY CONTRACT. 
Reasonable rates. C. H. Wiebe, tele­
phone 765-7612. . : 172
SNOW CLEARING — ROOFS AND 
sidewalks. Experienced. Telephone 765-
8842. 166
p.m.-11:00 p.m. 164
1966 METEOR SEDAN, V-8 AUTO- 
matic, P.S., radio, new tires, low original 
mileage, excellent condition. $875. Phone
Lyle at 765-7711 or 762-9221. 169
1963 MGB CONVERTIBLE IN GOOD 
running order. $900 or best offer. Tele­
phone 765-7203 or apply at 275 Hardie
Road, Rutland.' 169
1962 AUSTIN MINI STATION WAGON. 
Good all around condition. Custom 
upholstery. Telephone 764-4834 after 6:00
p.m. 169
1967 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE. BLUE 
with white interior, four speed, 383 
engine, all new tires, low mileage. Priced
low. Telephone 765-8774. 169
1964 FALCON SEDAN, SIX AUTOMAT­
IC, good running condition. Reduced to 
$450. Telephone 763-4133 noon or supper-
time. 169
CARPENTER WORK WANTED— 
framing, finishing and cabinets. By con­
tract or hourly. Telephone 765-7821. 164
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
REGISTERED ARAB STALLION, TWO 
years old. Registered Quarter' horse 
stallion, ten years old. Several other 
horses. Two horse trailers. 8’ Anchor 
camper. Telephone 765-7030. 166
FOUR SEVEN-WEEK-OLD . SILVER 
poodle puppies. Call -362-3556 after 5:30 
p.m. , vz- 167
MALE GERMAN SHEPHERD, FREE 
to good country home. Gentle with chil­
dren. guard dog. Telephone .763-5953. 169 
COCKER SPANlELnnippiES FOR 
sale, black In color! asking $15 for male, 
*10 for females. Telephone 762-8803. 16-1
MUST SELL FULL GROWN MALE 
Maltese dog. No papers. $50. Telephone
768-5807.
1968 20’x44’ SQUIRE DOUBLE WIDE, 
three bedroom, untarnished. Set up 
skirted. Number 8. Winfield Trailer 
Court. Beaver Lake Road. Telephone 766- 
2452. ____________________^_2
THREE BEDROOM 12’x66’ MOBILE 
home, completely furnished. With extras: 
television, radio, electric mower, deep 
freeze, dryer, barbecue, etc. Telephone 
768-5272._________________ __________
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone 
763-2878. ___________ ________  U
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK. 
Green Bay Road off Boucherfe. Land­
scaped lots available in family and re- 
tirement areas. Telephone 768-5543. tl 
REPOSSESSION—19"0 12* X 66* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. Okanagan Mobile Homes, 765- 
7077, M
THREE BEDROOM PARKWOOD — 
selling very reasonable — moving. May 
be seen at Stall 101, OK Villa Trailer 
Court or telephone 765-8646. 167
VAN TAPE TRAILER, $75. APPLY 345
Belgo Road, Rutland.
46. BOATS, ACCESS.






49. LEGALS & TENDERS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
ROBERT MacGREGOR HART, 
late of 265 Gray Road, Rutland, 
British Columbia., 
Notice is hereby given that 
creditors and, others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned Executor at P.O. 
Box 370, Kelowna, B.C., on or 
before the 7th day of April, 
1972, after which date the Ex­
ecutor will distribute the said 
Estate among the parties en­
titled thereto having regard 
only to the, claims of which it 
then has notice.
THE ROYAL TRUST 
COMPANY, 
Executor.
By: Filhnore, Gilhooly and 
Company, 
Its Solicitors.
Court May Decide *
On Huge Bequest
NOTICE
Pursuant to the Warehouse­
man’s Lien Act, the three car­
tons deposited by Cantins Mov­
ing and Storage Ltd. into stor­
age on October 13th, 1971, will 
be sold to cover the monies 
owing in the amount of $125.65 
plus cartage to auction rooms 
and advertising. Name of con­
signee Mr. F. Bergen. Time of 
auction 7 p.m., February 23rd, 
1972.
OTTAWA (CP) — The Su­
preme Court of Canada was 
asked Monday to decide if a 
S4.5-million bequest that depart­
ment store magnate P. A. 
Woodward made to a charitable 
foundation he and his wife es­
tablished in 1951 is liable to suc­
cession taxes.
Mr. Woodward, who owned a 
number of department stores in 
Western Canada, died in Van­
couver in 1968.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett of 
British Columbia, in his capac­
ity as finance minister, exer­
cised his discretion under the 
province's Succession Duties 
Act and declared that the foun­
dation was not a charitable or­
ganization for taxation pur­
A judge of the B.C. Supremo 
Court allowed the appeal of tho 
trustees on grounds the founda­
tion wasn’t given the chance to 
argue its case before Mr. Ben­
nett made his finding.
This was denial of natural jus­
tice since Mr. Bennett was exer­
cising judicial duties in deter­
mining whether the foundation 
was entitled to tax exemption, 
the judge ruled.
However the B.C. Court of Aft 
peal reversed his decision on 
ground that the 1970 amendment 
“had the effect of cutting tho 
ground from under the respon­
dent’s feet and made the deter­






I 1975 Harvey Avenue, 
I Kelowna, B.C.
poses.
Taxes amounting to $1.7 mil- 
lion were then assessed.
Trustees for Mr. Woodward’s 
estate launched legal proceed­
ings to have the finding nulli­
fied.
In 1970, the B.C. legislature 
approved amendments to the 
act declaring that ministerial 
decisions such as the one madb 
by Mr. Bennett were final and 
binding and were not open to 
appeal in any court.
The amendments were made 
retroactive to April, 1968, and 
thus applied to the Woodward 
estate.
ARGUES CASE
John J. Robinette of Toronto, 
appearing before the Supremo 
Court Monday to argue on be­
half of the trustees, argued tliit' | 
Mr. Bennett acted outside his 
jurisdiction in declaring the 
foundation’s bequest taxable.
Thus the finding of Mr. Ben­
nett was not protected by the 
1970 amendments to the act.
He also argued that the! 1 
gave1 a finance minister ’ 
power to confer the status of a 
charitable organization.
SI M PSO N S - S E ARS
&
i
'Great Canadian Winter Sale' 
in full swing! Re-check your 
32*page color circular and 
shop or teleshop at Simpsons- 
Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
your parts — Rollers, 
Winches, Rope, Wheels, Coup- 
levs, Springs, Fenders, Bunks, 
Axles or Hubs, Seals, Bearings, 
etc. from —
Get,
1968 CHEVY If, FOUR DOOR, SIX 
cylinder, automatic, radio, winter and 
summer tires. Good running condition. 
Telephone 763-7912 after 6:00.p.m. 169
FOR SALE OR TRADE — 1964 RAM- 
bler Classic two door hardtop, V-8 
standard. Excellent condition. $800. Tele­
phone 762-4880, after 5:30 p.m:. 169
1969 ROADRUNNER. TAKE OVER PAY- 
mchts. Trades accepted. New eight track 
stereo tape player. Telephone 765-8459.
. ' 169
1968 DODGE CORONET RT. 440 MAG- 
num. three speed automatic, in good 
shape. Take over payments. Telephone
765-6476. 169
1957 CHEV. BELAIR, 4 DOOR, V-8 
automatic: Perioct condition, .7 good 
tires. One owner. Telephone 763-4949. 166
MOVING—MUST SELL 1966 RAMBLER 
station wagon in immaculate condition.
Telephone 766-2884 (Winfield). tf
1970 FORD RANCHERO SQUIRE. P.S., 
automatic, radio. 351 4 barrel with Gem 
top. Phone 548-1595 lOyama). li.6
BEAUTIFUL 1965 OLDSMOBILE. 49.000 
miles. $1,295 or best offer. ■ Telephone
.765-757: 166
166
10 GALLON. 30 GALLON AND 50 GAL- 
Ion aquariums and equipment for sale, 
Telephone 765-7618. I6l>
42. AUTOS FOFSALE
1971 MUSTANG GRANDE, 6,500 MILES, 
factory warranty, power steering, power 
brakes, tape deck. Telephone 492-88113. 
(Penticton) collect, weekdays otter 5;00
p m. .165
DIC-WIL INDUSTRIES- g 
Cor. Ross and Stevens Road, a 
Westside Industrial Park ri 
R.R. 6, Kelowna — 763-4523
T, Th, S 183'$
3.9 H.P, MERCURY OUTBOARD WITH 
tank. 1971 Mini bike, 80 cc. Both tn ex- fw 
cellent condition. Telephone Vic, 762-ite
2016 days, or’ 762-3948 after 5:00 p.m.
169
22 FOOT CABIN CRUISER, 383 
Chrysler marine engine, recently re­
built, includes new 3 h.p. Johnson and 
tank. Telephone 763-3554. evenings. 165
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. W» 
pay cash ■ for . complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 








» * $ a &
1963 FORD SEDAN, V-8. GOOD CON 
dHion. '72 licence. $322,00. Call 764-1508.
___ _ If
19611 V1\A VAUXHALL, LOW MILE- 
aw, Rood condition. $750. Telephone 
765.8137, . . ■ , . 167
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500, RED IN- 
lerlor, 2 door hardtop, 352 standard. 
Boat oiler, Telephone 765-6714. 167
1966 DUNE”BUGG;Y~WITII~bVERSIZE 





: In British Columbia 
mixed fleets required 3 or 
more engine oils.
CHEVRON’S CHANGING AU THAT.
Now CHEVRON DELO 400 Motor Oil is ’ 
tho ,ono oil for all engines. It meets tho 
manufacturers'woiranty requirements for 
,all major automotive diesels built — 
Caterpillar, Cummins, Detroit Diesel, 
Mack and International Harvester,'Plus 
. thowarranty requirements for Ford, QMC
and Chrysler gasoline engines,
So oven If you operate a diversified fleet 
Of transportation and construction eqmp- 
’ mom, you can now reduce all your engmo 
oils to ono.
)
Now DELO 400 Is formulated to moot 
an exceptionally wide range of roqipro- 
ments — from tho lowyistvhigh temper­
ature demands of diesel service to tho
Standard Oil Company 
of British Columbia Limited
low temperature and rust protection 
needs of gasoline sorvico.
DELO 400 meats and exceeds all the 
, following: Military Specifications MIL-L- 
2104B, MIL-L-2104C, MIL-L-46152, MIL- 
L-45199B; API Service Classifications CC, 
CD, SD, and SE; Ford, GMC, Caterpillar 
Sonos 3 and Detroit Diesel requirements,
If yoti'ro stocking 
morn than ono 
engine oil, 
call your Chovron 
Standard Man. 












A. 6-Year Giraffe Crib: Kiln dried Pine in Avocado or .
Buy A Crib Or Playpen
or Bath-Dressing Table
Gel Your Choice of A Waitress, Walker
or a Car Bed For Jusf 1c More!
Disposable Diapers
Package of 48, Extra absorbent, extra soft.
Hygcnicnlly clean, help prevent diaper rash, 
, Available in your choice of newborn, med­
ium or toddler, 4 Q*J
Simpsons SearnLow Price, Pkg. I aw I
Jolly Jumper
’’ Helps develop leg and abdominal muscles, 
Adjustable canvas seat. Hook and "J ft1! 
steel clamps included. ..... . Ea, Is” I
1-Pcc. Sleepcra
Acrilan Blanket •.•lecper with non-skid
soles. Front zip. Slight inipcrfeelions wjl 
no affect wear \ , O Al
or appearance, 3.97
2-Pant Sleeper!
Flannel sleeixirs with 2 pair of pants, Long- 
sleeve top; footed bottoms, Toddlers’ | ’JTI 
sizes In prints. Washable.........I’r. lai, I
Economy Diapers \
Good quality cotton flannelette. Flat style 
for good fit, 2()x2fl" size. n r
Pkg, of 12. White,  ....... A pkg/i. Uaw I
Curity Diapers
Daffodil Yellow. Features adjustable posture board and 
hooded casters. Safety spindles on QQ AO
side. . ............ .................. Everyday Low Price, Ea. VwivU
B. Deluxe Butterfly playpen: 40x40" size. Foam and vinyl 
covered side rails; foam padded floor. Sides can be lowered. 
Strong tubular frame'. Folds for easy storage. QO AO 
Nylon mesh...................... Everyday Low Price, Ea. UUbOU
C. Deluxe Change and Bath Table: Thick padding and vinyl 
covering, 2 shelves, Fold-out tray. Tubular steel frame. 
Plastic safety strap, Removable bath. ^/I Oft
Pin pockets. ...... Everyday Low Price, Ea. TIivU
I). Deluxe Mattretifi: 56-coll. Reversible. Support vinyl cover wipes 
clean; is Sani-Gard treated for lasting 1ft 00
freshness. ......... ........ ........ If Hold nepnratcly, would be, Ka. IWW,
E. Walker: TIp-rcHlstnnt: Collapsible frame, Plastic spring-mounted
■ seat, matching tray. 24" diameter. Avocado 1ft 00
or Yellow. . ............... If sold separately would be, Ko.
F, Car Bed: Chrome steel fin me; carrying handles. Vinyl nursery 
print interior, Blue only, 11 QO
30x1(5x8", ...... If sold separately, would be, Ea. .1 liW
■ 2 Layers of stretch gauze, No chaffing, Pkg, 
of 12. Slight., imperfections will1 not nf-
Ict'l. wear or 
n ppenrance, .. 2 phkn. 8«97
Baby Lounge
4-1'o.dtlon pqlythyenc construction. Vinyl
covered foamwatkling, 
Adjustable wn'lhl strap, t
Crib Pads
Ea. 1.97
White cotton filling: nylon ‘stitched quilting.
While vanjl revering to t.'otlon ursery 
print, \ Q 1 97
I?x|8", ., . ..., ............... A for ■ «A I
Crib Shoots \
While (lot sheets In .good quality cotton, 110 
thread count. .'Klx.'iO” pl/c, O ' i O'!
, Neatly Ik mined, A lor I I
Vinyl Panti
Full-cut. waterproof pants. While mid pas­
tels, .Slight intperfectloiiH will not nffect 
wear or nppeaiTincc. FnmoiiB 1 AT 
Maker, S-M-L-XL, -------  I’kg. 12 I a1® 8
Baby Bath
Heavy-duty plastic with n 20-qi capacity. 
Built-In soaj) cloth compartment. White 
and colora. 1 AT
M'txlfixlii'-i”........... ................ . Ka. ia'tl
Diaper Pail
3-dozcn diaper cap,nelly. Dcofkirnnt 
chamber, Animal print In White -| 
and assorted colors, ...... ... . Ka. Irll
Car Scat
Vinyl covl'i't'd. Quick 
(led liendrcfit, arms, 
Niifety Mitnctards, 






.'1(1-12 ino, hi/c, Buiion front m 
3-U-12-lH-24-nu>. h'lzeir. . .... I’kR. of 3
< >f 3 i n
1.97
Baby Blanket*
Group includes unbolted blends for wnnntti 
and comfort, Assorted colors; , 1 QI 
Bound all around........... I........... Ka. ■ ■
Sinipsonn-Scara: Infanta* Fiirnhhlnini <291 Kelowna 703-51141.
Park Free While You Shop Simpioni-Scari: 
Orchard Park Shopping Centre, Kelowna,
•f
is *71
Crossword puzzle TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH4 I ■ • _____________________________________ • A«jes eurC&At&M3 VXHAT V4A9 THAT?J NO1. \MS HAVH TO 0004
^ACROSS -TT.UicT- & Humas
By George C. Thosteson. BLD.
talk
N
female hormones will not nec
Thosteson: My
CONTRACT BRIDGE







Operates 22,300 Miles In Space
.of Its freedom, proud of i|s lndc-1 nz* 
pcndcnce and jealous of Ils au- 
thorlty," Ho added: ' "Our(jj
WASHINGTON CAP) - A
Start early enough to get on top
maintenance promise to be sub-
There w;|| be one I I ‘VRKHlRIIlln •.«.*!/« t , +1 t » Ilir |H I 11 KJ
I' l'iiin rn'rcsm-k (1) u|)ai V)l| nir M1|P of <|UaHficatioil
distribution is via laud, lines,
knack for selling is at p«ali; usealoii nct,sotl.s plan live' hti..nb
The satellite, known as Intel- of the
rat 4, can <'an v .l.iaat telephone (H,lU pt!l-qJU, on|Vi
i nf Intelsat .1 n




ground nation to tiansiiiK live 
t"lc\is.oii and written stories of 











The same thought makes me 
wonder whether the little grand­
















Pisces (Feb. 19-March 
Some people don't like to 
about some things; today
fender of an entire nation, ospe- UI 
'dally a nation that is conscious JI 
1 rx. t i 4 Z. f »•A rt/l K* I Hl'ZlIlzl Zvi' I t I- i K.l M I _ .A
the jack, hoping thus 
the damsel. .
The problem comes 
disturbing frequency, 
general rule is that
from past experience., as casual plead in the name of the Quebec 












By B. JAY BECKER 
THE PERCENTAGE PLAY
amount varying from one in­
dividual to another. Giving *^*
Bollen bit of luck falling in front of a beginner who 4 
a-sn'i learned to stop.”
Wft CZUIONT 




LAYS A HAH?- COVERED 
EGG 10 INCHES LONG
Dear Dr.
RY 19 HE'D BEEN SHUNTED FROM PARENTAL 
VH0ME TO REFORMATORY TO PENTtNTW,, ..
I hr rqua'-H ’ in. <r. .< I-P.ic. (i*,p 
fiJ-iirtt'iHi, ।>,i। me।, )np talh d the
Opri orn <I)cC. 22-J»n. 19> 
Th-nplc air Iihi (me i-'o-opcia
East
Pass
1 Sailor’s ’ eian’o 
drink word
I.— 3>. Eightbits
run into'this elementary fact of 
social existence, Let your cu­
riosity simmer and soon you’ll 
figure out the puzzles,
beyond the court's jurisdiction, 
Rose, .24, is charged with kid-
THE DANCING BOULDER*44®6
THE ROCKING STONE of Ocher 
France. IS SO DELICATELY BALANCED
2. Capital of Arthur
Saskatcb- pledge
ewan IL Cut it oat
, , , the court no Judicial reason to,
jecls of concern and discussion,, f|ce|inc Its Jurisdiction.
; Saal arliia (Nov. 22-l)cc 2 ); "The petitioner ’Kose' lias’ no
' or capacity to
THAT A BREEZE CAUSES IT TO I
SHAKB AND DANC£ | !
^A tcui|V>i ai v raith staiooi; ............... .................. ............ .......
two'moving vans with a ,giant [International \Tt.(ccominuniea- 
antcnmi op top—already is set I turns .Satell.te (. onsoi num o;>- 
tip in Peking It i» j«>■ <lh|n aY'i.itt"' th.- .,,itell।te. U.h'i.uI.i i/a
1 makes the contract; - if he 
i doesn’t, he'goes down.
Declarer should reason that
essarily reverse this growth. “ 
Therefore if I were you I’d
consider electrolysis. Or bleach- Q 
ing, if that will work for you. i
3. Traveler’s 14. Colored 
purchase 16. Wild goat SK. Plethora
Hindus 22.Encow>* 39. Ghost
been drinking it to the exelu- s/ , 
sion of milk, she may have be- [» 
come deficient in calcium—and 
we all need calcium for strong
YIE DON'T 
WANT HIM.'











* HE LASTED TWO WEEKS WITH THE FIRST
4’ FAMILY. ONLY TWO PAYS WITH THE SECOWP.
with a spats puat- 
Roaw\! wa Pipnt leavb 
A3G.W0 puu-y FUG'-GP! 
you V- &S A&LE TO sea 
the Platform cut op 
port!
Brynnet 
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This Eye Trouble 
Strikes At Young
SEWZSSN.P CRu&SS KT 
























35. Got you! 
4& Nervous 
twitch
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I would 
. appreciate information about 
' an eye condition called kera- 
toconus. Our daughter, 19, has 
it. 1 would like to stress the 
importance of periodic eye ex­
amination for all.—Mrs. C.L.
| Let's start with the cornea— 
that’s the covering of the cen­
ter portion of the eyeball.
Keratoconus is a protrusion 
of part of the cornea, due to a 
weakness of the tissue, Since 
this changes the smooth, exact 
curve of the eyeball, obviously 
it causes visual distortion.
Ordinary glasses do not read­
ily correct vision in a case like 
this, so contact lenses have 
been used. Often the hard con­
tact lenses are not well toler­
ated, but it has recently been 
reported that “soft” contact 
lenses are tolerated quite sat­
isfactorily. The "soft” lenses 
may require spectacles in ad­
dition to get best results.
I thoroughly agree with your 
stress on periodic examinations. 
. In later years (after 40 or so) 
the sneaky cataract and glau­
coma problems are the princi­
pal targets, but in young people 
it is important to detect kera­
toconus or ' other ailments 
which, if not common, are im­
portant when they occur.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Several 
years ago I had several male 
hormone shots for a medical 
condition. As a .result I now 
have to cope with ah alarming 
amount of hair on my chin and 
above my lips, which is em­
barrassing.
Can female hormone shots re­




After use of male hormonesifiQ 
has ceased, the hairiness grad­
ually disappears, so after sev- 
eraT years I would be of the 
opinion that that no longer is! 
influencing the situation. ■ '
Remember, however,, that 
hair growth is not unusual in 
women past menopause, the
HERE'S YOUR NEVI PAPA ' 
AND MAMA, PERCY FRANCIS.
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work It: 
AXYD LB AAXR 
b LONGFELLOW
( One letter simply stands for soother. In this sample A Is 
1 used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters. 
’ apostrophes, the length and'formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
4 VH KWU SUIK XRP'I HRCZKI DUFU 
1DFVKKUP GP WVI HGFUWURY, VK 
iDGCZY XRQU WVX NG GCK; SPY SCB 
& WRK.-NRUZVO JFGAUFS
Yesterday's Cryptoquote: IT IS AMAZING HOW NICE PEO­
PLE ARE TO YOU WHEN THEY KNOW YOU ABE GOING 
1+WAY^MICaAEL ARLEN
daughter-in-law and three-year- 
old grandson between them 
drink half a gallon of orange 
juice daily, substituting it for 
water, milk, etc.
She says her doctor has told 
her that her bones are brittle 
and I'm wondering whether 
this amount of orange juice, 
over a period of years, might 
contribute to this.—Mrs. P.F.
Orange juice wouldn't cause 
the brittleness—but if she has
CQ
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I had a| 
checkup recently and found 11 
have high blood fats—it sounds 
like “triglycerise.” They gave 
me a diet for it,—Mrs. S.F.
Good try. It’s triglycerides. 
They are fatty materials some-
what allied to cholesterol al­
though not exactly the same, 
and not from the same type of 
diet. Carbohydrates should be 
reduced in the diet to lower 
triglycerides.
LU











THERE'S GOT TO BE SOME 
REASONABLE EXPLANATION OF 
WHY I'YE GOT TO SMEAR
MYSELF WITH GREASE- 
PRESS UP IN THESE
RAUNCHY CLOTHES-
•/ here THEY ARE, x 
’ CHIEF. THE GIRL'S 
। KAME IS EVE JONES.
Pietro aretino ( 14921556)
THE CELEBRATED ITALIAN POET , 
-X1AUGHED SO HARD AT A FUt-JNV. 
^STORY TOLD BY A FRIEND THAT
HP OVERTURNED HIS R0CKIN& 
CHAIR AND D/ED OF









t should cash the A-K rather than «J 
finesse. ' O
However, this is a mathema- 
tical concept only, and it should 
not be allowed to override per­
tinent tactical considerations 
that may arise in a particular: 
case. The fact is that the odds i 
favoring the drop are only 
slight to begin with, and declar­
er should feel perfectly free to 
veer from the mathematical 
odds when the circumstances; 
indicate that this is the right’ 
thing to do.
Take this deal where West j^ 
leads the A-K and another | rj 
spade. Declarer ruffs, cashes’ J) 
the ace of trumps, enters dum-, 
i my with a club, and leads the 
I jack of trumps. East following 
1OW.. . -----
| South’s correct play is to 
i finesse the jack. If he does, hci
. The bidding:
i Opening lead—king of spades.
Whenever declarer is missing 
Q-x-x-x of a suit, he is. faced 
with the question of whether to 
\cash the A-K, hoping thus to 
'fell the queen, or whether to 
cash the ace and then finesse
if he puts up the king and the 
queen does not fall, he will fail 
in his mission unless he finds 
the clubs divided 3-3.
But. if he elects to finesse, he 
makes the contract not only 
when East has the queen, but 
also when West has the queen 
and the n’ubs are divided either 
3-3 or 4-2. In the latter case, 
South can establish an extra 
club trick by ruffing one of 
dummy’s low clubs, eventually 
using Ilie nine of trumps as an 




QUEENIE By Phil Interlandi Wednesday, Feb. 16
Aries (March 21-April 19): 
You may talk a little faster 
than is prudent. Stick to proven 
habits despite temptation for 
short cuts, as nothing you do es­
capes critical notice.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): It's 
your turn to be determined. 
Avoid detours to please others. 
Older people tend to complicate 
matters briefly.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Stretch yourself for a bit of 
extra achievement on the job. 
Concentrate on a single objec­
tive in personal matters. If ro­
mance is Involved, make the 
most of a high tide of emotional 
expression, ' .
Cancer (June 21-July 22): A 
determined attack on work al 
hand, anything that is left over 
from recent past, will produce 
results beyond usual, Gathering 
information on subjects of per­
sonal Interest brings new re1 
sources.
I.co (July 23-Aiir. 22); Try to 
rescue and put back together 
what seemed hopelessly scat­
tered yesterday and the day be­
fore,
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22); Pnj> 
no attention to temporary 
moods, minor inconveniences. 
You can get to the bottom of a
Court Rejects 
Rose Motion
MONTREAL (UP) - Mr. Jus-'; 
tlce Eugene Marquis of Court of I 
Queen’s Bench rejected Mondayj 
a motion that Jacques,. Rose be 
considered a prisoner of war 




v J vm I u/\Vc
LRi'ritau4ty Kiflf SfMiutA
TAI5NUMBFP
Wild. SEI ND YOU
L-;
new communications satellite 
went into operation Monday 
•tf).3W) inilcs in space—just Ui 
Timo to carry television and 
newspajier reports of President 
Nixon's v isit m China. ‘ ,
be operating from Shanghai, an­
other Nixon stop, Feb, 21. The 
satellites relay teleprinter and 
television images as well as 
news pictures from one ground 
: taiion io another vi;i the satel­
lite The station that will be 
ii-cd hi the United S’litcs is In
long-standing riddle by meditat­
ing on the essential qualities of 
your nature,
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct, 22): Your 
keenest judgment is needed, 
From n slow start you rise to 
the occasion and it's a fairly 
successful (lay. Skip shop talk, 
idle chatter.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21);
napping Pierre Laporte, late 
Quebec labor minister, in Octo- <f 
her, 1970, ' L.
The defence based ils.nioliim |_ 
on a I960 United Nations resolu-jm 
Hon, approved by Canada, In-' 
tended to bring aq end to colo-i 
nial countries.
Lawyer Robert Lemieux 
argued that Quebec was a colo­
nized nation and'Rose should bn 
treated as a prisoner in a war **■ 
,of national liberation, ’ ifr!
Mr. Justice Mnrquls said “one' 
must consider the fact that .It;o 
(the resolution) speaks of na- Q 
tions and not individuals or in 
cells,"
"It la unthinkable that, a cll|- . 
zen or n cell can net. as de-
I.OWEEZY-I WONDER 
IF I COULD HAVE A 
DROP OF MILK IN MY
SHORE,, ELVINI?;
CIEGT HELP :
J. nbMiJ * j
« M v ,, .” tie ' () J*
of the situation, and stay there, freedom Is guaranteed by the 
Equipment, home accessories, conslllmlon of the country and1 
tisils and the like, repair and Qucbep Jaws, The motion offers'
live m*,<'haii,i, il Ihings balk 
।ctiuiir ,id)u 1 ini'-n’
Aquarius t.l^n, .’O-lch, IRl;
The adv.ee .vmYecd ,s at hand, 
from some unlikclv people, Be a 
good listener, even where you 
in i- nut -’ll <- ‘A h,it the sens,- of 
| the details \«dds t->.
NO CHAROLAIS J*J
KAMLOOPS It'l’i - Despite' ™ 
the tmprcfiiilvr size of (.'h/uolaix ZD 
('atilc'and Ihrir quality fm beef 
and breeding, there mil lie no. 
official Chnrnlaia class Al nrx' 
month's'''annual provincial bull 1 
sale, Chnlrmhn H,aro)d Allison * 
said Charolais -representatives ( 
failed to show lip al committee 
meetings - mganir,ng the event
I
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Kelowna Rinks Fare Well
RUTLAND (Staff) — During 
the Fruit' Bowl Tournament, 
Rutland will host six centres for 
the third annual tournament of
youth bowlers. The young peo-
At Peachland Ladies 'Spiel Peachland
PEACHLAND /Special) —The Third in A was Topham rink of 
- ■ • ~ - - Mountain Shadows, while fourth24th annual Ladies’ Open Bon-
spiel held last weekend at the was the MacDonald rink, also UCW Meet
Peachland Rink was a great 
success with 26 rinks from the
of Mountain Shadows.
CRTC Move Expected Soon *
I I ... . ' ■ '■ ■ ' • . . . ■
On Native Communication»
FORMER PENTICTON 
MAYOR DIES AT 79
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) — 
Charles E. Oliver, reeve of 
Penticton from 1931-35 and 
mayor from 1957-61. died in 
Penticton Sunday at the age of 
79.
the North "so we can't wait for 
a national policy."
He said the Anik I communi­
cations satellite, to be launched 
in November, is scheduled to 
transmit CBC network program­
ming to the North.
He said his proposal for a ra-
OTTAWA fCP) — The govern­
ment is moving on several 
fronts to deal with the problem 
of Indian and Eskimo communi­
cations.
The Canadian Radio-Televi­
sion Commission is expected to 
make a statement on native 
broadcasting within a few
He supports a special north­
ern communications study that 
last week said the Anik pro­
gram should be changed to take 
account of the communications 
needs of the northern residents.
The group, sponsored by the 
Arctic Institute of North Amer­
ica. called on the CRTC to es­
tablish guides to ensure that 
broadcasting is developed a»> 
cording to the needs of the peo-'- 
pie in the North, including es­
tablishment of local stations to 
carry locally-produced radio 
urograms.
pie will bowl in three events 
for girls, boys and mixed teams 
in three divisions of bantams, 
juniors and seniors, in age 
groups of 10-19.
There are 180 bowlers parti­
cipating. Each centre has enter­
ed 30 bowlers for the nine tro­
phies and the fruit bowl, plus 
20 individual prizes.
These young bowlers will re­
present Kelowna, Penticton, 
Salmon Arm, Merritt, Golden 
and Rutland. The bowlers who 
will represent Rutland are: 
bantams — Marianne Lischka 
669, June Thomas 643, Gillian 
Sykes 601, Karlene Charlton 
590, Sherlyn Sanders 586, Bruce 
Howe 678, Greg Balkanhal 648, 
Rick Stearns 635, Joe Heesker- 
ek 622, Bill Ewen 596.
Juniors—-Danita Lischka 1464, 
Linda Jakubowski 1251, Barb 
Pedwerbeski 1151, Judy Grusie 
1099, Michele March 1025, Doug 
Runzer 1557, Bill Bosch 1286, 
Ken Newton 1147, Allan Yacian- 
sky 1109, Gorden Daniels 1051.
Seniors—Lorena Lischka 1318, 
Marg Heemskerek 1204, Vicki 
Fowler 1108, Linda Scott 1050, 
Donna Ellchuck 987, Eddy Lis­
chka 1339, Dan Flegel 1328, Tim
Mr. Oliver, son of a former 
premier of British Columbia,. 
John Oliver, had been in fail­
ing health for the last year.
Mr. Oliver was educated at 
the university of Toronto, and 
worked as an assaycr at the 
Canadian Mining and Smelt­
ing Co. Ltd., at Trail before 
coming to Penticton in 1922 
to establish the Oliyer Chemi­
cal Co. Ltd., now Oliver In­
dustries Ltd.
Funeral services will. be 
held Thursday at 2 p.m. in St. 
Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Church in Penticton.,
weeks. dio-tc!cphonc network serving
t
— . , . , , , 11 n .. i a n communities in the
The state secretary' s depart-i Northwest Territories should be 
ment soon will complete a study | approved now, The native resi- 
of native communications in > dents who make Up three-quart- 
Canada which may provide a crs ot the population in the 
springboaiM for further action | Northwest Territories should 
by them or by the communica-1 „cl fir£.t prioritVt 
tions department. i —...............--------------------- -------
PEACHLAND (Special) -The 
February meeting of the Peach­
land United Church Women was 
held at the home of Mrs. Bertha 
Neil on Blue Waters.
Dealt with at this meeting was 
the group’s participation in the 
Women’s World Day of Prayer, 
which is to be held this year in 
the Peachland Baptist Church 
on Blue Waters, March 3.
UCW president, Mrs. Wes 
Dunkin, will take part in this 
service, to which all ladies in 
the community will be welcom­
ed.
It was reported that the date 
for the group’s spring tea has 
been changed again and will 
now be held on Friday, Feb. 25, 
at 2 p.m. in the Community 
HaU.
Also changed was time of 
general meetings : which will 
now be held afternoon, the first 
to be at the home of Mrs. Arne 









’Spiel winner of the A event 
was the Mamchur rink of Moun­
tain Shadows, who won out over 
the Beggs rink of Summerland.
: Peachland KRDS 
Birthday Party
, * An invitation has been 
tended to all members 





Taking first honors in the B 
event was the Steed rink from 
Mountain Shadows, while sec­
ond went to the Quickley rink 
of Kelowna, third Brownlee, 
Kelowna and fourth the Gansa- 
veld rink from Summerland.
He Captured 
Bill Miner
VANCOUVER (CP) — Fun­
eral services were to be held 
•today for Arthur Selwyn Ash, 
pioneer British Columbia resi­
dent who as a B.C. policeman 
aided in the capture of infamous 
train robber Bill Miner in 1906. 
Mr. Ash, who Was 88, came to 
B.C. in 1902 to join his brother 
Jack in a homestead at Lewis 
Creek. He later worked on a 
ranch and in 1905 joined the po­
lice force.
C event winner was the Mar­
shall ring, from Penticton; sec­
ond, another Mountain Shadows 
entry, the Krisa rink. Third 
spot went to Flintoff of Peach­
land, fourth to Blaine, Osoyoos. 
Highlights of the weekend were 
the coffee party hosted by West­
bank curlers on Fr^1'”- 
;ng and a banquet held in the 
Peachland Community Hall Sat­
urday evening, where the ladies 
were entertained by a floor 
show put on by P. R. Spackman.
YOUTHS GET GRANT
VANCOUVER (CP) — Eight 
youths living in Vancouver’s 
skid road area will be hired 
under a $16,848 federal grant for 
a program to help other youths. 
The grant will finance a drop- 
in centre, in the area, where sol­
vent sniffing, drug addiction, 
prostitution, theft and crimes of 




OYAMA (Special) — The 
annual meeting of the Woods­
dale Parish of the Anglican 
Church was held in the Oyama 
Community Hall with Rev. 
Reginald Taylor, rector of the 
Armstrong - Enderby Parish, 
presiding.
Following the reports of St. 
Margaret’s Guild of Winfield 
and St. Mary’s Guild of Oyama, 
Jack Williamson presented the
Getting Jired 
Of The Snow?
Okanagan Mission residents 
tired of the snow can spend a 
relaxing afternoon on Wednes­
day, as the Okanagan Mission 
Recreation Commission pre­
sents the third in a series of 
color travelogues on sunnier 
climes.
This week’s show, which 
starts at 2 p.m. in the Okanagan 
Mission Community Hall, deals 
with John Mahon's recent trip 
through North Africa, and 
particularly Morocco.
PLEDGE MILLIONS
Forty-two countries pledged a 
total $28.3 million to the United 
Nations Fund for Population Ac­
tivities in 1971, $3 million more 
than the target.
Sakamoto 1295, Jack Norton 
1284, Wayne Munday 1253,
The girls are scheduled to 
start at 11 a.m. Saturday and 
boys at 1 p.rri. Mixed teams will 
take to the alleys at 3 p.m.
Following the bowling will be 
the official banquet at 5:30 




RUTLAND (Staff) — On Sat­
urday Miss Rutland, Linda 
Stranaghan, and her princess, 
Cheryl Charleton, with May 
Queen, Maureen Morehouse, 
will assist in opening ceremon­
ies of the annual Fruit Bowl 
Bowling Tournament.
On Feb. 25th Linda will leave 
with her chaperon, Mrs. Al 
Luknowsky, ’ for Revelstoke 
where she will take part in the 
festivities held during the Ski 
Jump Championships and Miss 
Revelstoke Pageant. Mrs. Ian 
Hadden, chairman of the Miss 
Rutland committee, will drive 
them to Revelstoke.
This activity follows a series, 
of conferences on native com- j 
munications. .1
But some northern ' Indians 
are worried at the length of i 
time it is taking to establish pol­
icy on native communications.
CAN’T WAIT
James Wah-shee, president of > 
the Northwest Territories In­
dian Brotherhood, recently said 
events are moving quickly in
SOVIET TEACHER HELD
MOSCOW (Reuter). — Soviet• 
security police have arrested a1 
sociology teacher and ques­
tioned about 100 other persons 
in the Lithuanian capital of Vil­
nius as part of an apparent na­
tionwide campaign against sus­
pected dissidents, usually relia­
ble sources said Monday night. 
Vaclav Sevruk, sociology 
teacher at a Vilnius Institute, 
was arrested on Jan. 14 but 
word had only just reached 
Moscow, the sources said.
VEC SIMPSONS 
I LO: SEARS
Now Has a Hearing Aid Centre
For a limited time only we will allow you $100.00 trade 
in allowance for your present aid (regardless of make 
or model) on the cash purchase of any model OTICON 
Hearing Aid; Place your order now and take delivery at 
your convenience. Call us today. . 
i




This was followed by the elec­
tion of officers for the coming 
year. ■
Elected Peope’s Warden was 
Gordon Shaw of Winfield, while 
synod delegates are Hilton 
Winn and Jack Williamson of 
Oyama.,
Delegates to the Regional 
District Council are Gordon 
Shaw and Mrs, Alfred Clarke 
of Winfield, Doug Middleton of 




PEACHLAND (Special) — 
Delegates from 17 Royal Cana­
dian Legion branches and Lad­
ies’ Auxiliaries travelled to 
Penticton last weekend to at­
tend a two-day Pacific Com-1 
mand Leadership Development! 
Bi-Zone Seminar. '
The program dealt with such 
items as branch administration, i 
service work and membership. ]
A branch officer’s clinic was. 
conducted by Pacific Command 
Officers, who included first' 
vice-president, Ray Ha'rrison; I 
second vice-president;. Herman ; 
Keyes and Pacific Command; 
executive officers, Larry Har­
rison and Steve Dundston. i
The church committee for the 
year are the above delegates, 
plus Beth Middleton of Okanag­
an Centre, Dr. and Mrs. 0. 
Roundhall of Winfield and Mrs. 
Gordon Edwards of Oyama.
Guild representatives are Mrs. 
Hilton Winn of St. Mary's Guild 
kand Mrs. Karl Schunamen of St. 
aMargaret's Guild.
“ After the elections the meet- 
wing discussed the possibility of 
obtaining a new priest for the 
Parish of Woodsdale and a 
decision was made to send a 
'request to the Bishop for a re­
tired or semi-retired man who 
.wished to live in a small parish;
Ladies’ Auxiliary first vice- 
president, Mrs. Mabel Hunsin­
ger, was also on hand and con­
ducted a separate program for 
LA members Sunday morning.
The program was a very var­
ied and interesting" one and del­
egates during question and ans­
wer periods had ample oppor­





Peachland branch of the Kelow­
na and District Retirement 
Services to attend their first 
birthday party Feb. 18 in the 
Community Hal)
Doors o|H>n at 5 p.m., the pot 
luck supper will be served at 6 
p.m. and during the evening, the 
Penticton branch of the B.C. 
Automobile Association will 
.show films, including one en­
titled Alaska Cruise.
Excliishthraling«ubsUnceproventoshrln)l 
hemorrhoids and repair damaged tissue.
A renowned research institute han 
found a unique healing substance 
with the ability to shrink hemor­
rhoids painlessly. It relieves itching 
and discomfort in minutes mid 
speeds up healing of the injured, 
inflamed tissue.
In case after case, while gently 
relieving pain, actual reduction 
(shrinkage) took place. . '
Most important of nil—results 
were so t horough t hat t his improve­
ment was maintained over a period 
of many months.
This was accomplished with a 
new healing substance (BioJ)yne) 
which quickly helps heal injured 
cells and stimulates growth of new 
tisane.
Now Bio-Dvne is offered in oint­
ment and suppository form called 
Preparation H. Ask for it at all drug 
Stores. Satisfaction or your money 
refunded.
More people 






Were the one ihol saves you money
So you thought that 
fashionable, all-wool 
worsted jackets for only 
$24"disappeared in 1960 
Well,we’ve got news 
foryou.
It's news all right! Good news! Jackets with great 1972 looks at a price that's 
right out of the 1960’s. What a great deal!
FABRICS: 100% all Wool worsted sport jackets and twill blazers. Sport jackets 
also in a Fortrel/Wool blend.
SPORT JACKET STYLES: a—Contemporary Model with wide notch lapels, 
centre vent, scalloped pockets, some with button treatment and some without. 
Traditional Model (Not Shown) 2-button front, wide notch lapels and centre 
vent.
BLAZER STYLE: b—Fashionable Model in 2-button single breasted style with 
scalloped pockets and centre vent.
PATTERNS: Checks. Stripes, Plaids, Mini Checks, Geometries, Twists and 
Herringbones.
COLOURS: Sport Jackets: Medium to dark shades of Browns, Blues, Auber­
gines,.‘Greens or Greys. Blazers: Brown, Navy,Tan or Aubergine.
SIZES 36-50 Regular, 40-50 Tall, 36-44 Short.
3 DAYS ONLY 
S2499
MHVAUM
Awadabl* from coait to coast mi 
Canada Ihf Jugh all tluTipcona- 
Cour* ktores, itus very tpeoal 
oiler is the sincerest effort 
SimpsonsSeara can maHe to 
bring you merchandise that 
combmes fine qua .y with Iha 
lowest possible pnea.
On sale at Simpsont-Scars store in Kelowna (763-5844^ and Simpsons-Scars Catalogue Soler Office*.
